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This card-mounted photograph of an early Buick is stamped with the 
photographer’s signature which appears to be “Ballows, Wanganui”. 
The car has FBC Taxi No is painted at the top of the driver’s door. The 
number which appears to end in a zero is partially obscured by the brake 
lever. The headlamps appear to have seen better days and no nights, 
however the white topped forage cap worn by the driver indicates the car 
is still in service as a taxi. No number plate and no other information, can 
readers assist?

Photo supplied by Barry Thomson.
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ENGINE PARTS

PISTONS, VALVES, HEAD GASKETS
TIMING GEARS, MORSE CHAINS

ENGINE BEARINGS
GEORGE CALDER LIMITED

307 HOON HAY ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH
PH 03 338 5372 FAX 03 338 5482

Example: 
475-19
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2850 Temple, Long Beach, CA 90806 USA
562 595 6721 • Fax 562 595 0381

20 MINUTES FROM
LOS ANGELES AIRPORT, USA

Kingpin sets Engine gaskets Gearbox gears
Suspension parts. Steering joints Crownwheel & pinions
Spark plugs Electrical fittings Wiper motors (vac)
Engine bearings Shock absorbers Wheel cylinders & kits
Master cylinders & kits Shackles (pins & bushes) Ring gears & pinions
Rear axles Water pumps & kits Clutch plates
Clutch covers Carburettors Fuel pumps & kits
Brake & clutch cables Pistons Steering box parts
Valves, springs, guides Speedo cables Ignition parts
Timing gears & chains Lenses Engine mounts

MECHANICAL RESTORATIONS & VINTAGE SPARES (1980)
RD 7 • Fordell • Wanganui • Phone/Fax 06 342 7713

1912-80
ENGLISH

AMERICAN
CONTINENTAL

Stockists of
REPLACEMENT
AUTOMOTIVE

PARTS

Beaded Wheels
NEW ZEALAND’S FOREMOST HISTORIC MOTORING MAGAZINE

Submissions of photographs for this page are welcome from 
Beaded Wheels readers. Please send original photographs of 
historic interest with any available information to Beaded 
Wheels, PO Box 13140, Christchurch.
Laserprints/photocopies are not suitable. Photos will be returned as soon as practicable.
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Beaded Wheels is the voice of The Vintage 
Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) and our 
branches whose efforts are fostering and ever 
widening the interest in this movement and 
to form rallying points for that constantly 
increasing band of enthusiasts. It is to these 
people, who appreciate the fascination of 
age, the individuality and the functional 
elegance of vehicles from a bygone era, that 
this magazine is dedicated.

Beaded Wheels – It is a very apt and well-
known title however readers may wonder at 
the origin of the name. By way of explanation 
beaded edge wheels use beaded edge tyres 
that are kept in place by reinforced rubber 
beads, which fit into the rolled edges of the 
wheel rim. This style of wheel was a distinctive 
feature of early motoring being used on 
early bicycles, many pre-1924 cars and most 
motorbikes until 1927. The VCCNZ adopted 
the title Beaded Wheels for their quarterly 
club magazine in March 1955 which was the 
successor to the monthly Guff Sheet.

Beaded WheelsBeaded WheelsBeaded Wheels
Issue 259  December 2002/January 2003

  COVER
   

Tackling the water on this year’s 
Dunvegan Run, page 4.

The early days of motoring in the 
North Island are recalled, page 22.

1936 Chevrolet Coupe, Neil 
Manchester and Model A Tourer, 
Wayne Irving enjoying the snow 
on this year’s South Canterbury 
Branch Winter Safari, Idle Torque  
page 41

Jaguar XK140  page 18

John Brown of Auckland reveals the trials and tribulations 
of the restoration of his 1955 XK 140 Jaguar, see page18 
for more details.

    Photo John Brown
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2002 Mount Cook Rally 
26 - 28 October 

John Dowling Trophy - Veteran Time Trial 
Terry Wilson 1908 De Dion

Rutherford Trophy For Veteran 
Terry Wilson 1908 De Dion

Les Laycock Trophy - Vintage Time Trial 
1 Tony Skevington 1930 Essex
2 Peter Cooke 1926 Ford T 
3 Paul Finch 1924 Dodge 

Sandwich Tray - Field Tests Veteran & 
Vintage 
1 Les Irving 1929 Ford A
2 Kelvin Marriott 1928 Ford A Pickup 
3 Terry Wilson 1908 De Dion

Ces England Trophy - Best Vintage 
Overall 
1 Tony Skevington 1930 Essex
2 Kelvin Marriott  1928 Ford A Pickup 
3 Les Irving 1929 Ford A

J Craig Trophy - Best Prepared Vehicle 
For Back Country Roads
Ray Craig 1925 Chrysler

Post War Vehicle - Field Test 
1 Don Goodman 1956 Austin A35 
2 Stuart Wilson 1952 MG
3 Tony Roddick 1950 Buick 8 

Post War Vehicle - Time Trial 
1 Tony Roddick 1950 Buick 8
2 Mal Falloon 1959 Morris
3 Don Goodman 1956 Austin A35
Barry & Jenny Goodman Trophy - 
Overall Post War 
1 Don Goodman 1956 Austin A35
2 Stuart Wilson 1952 MG 
3 Tony Roddick 1950 Buick 8 
Post Vintage Vehicle - Field Tests 
1 Jim Geddes 1936 Austin 10
2 Robbie Boulton 1937 Chevrolet 
3 J McIlraith 1937 Studebaker 
Twizel Trophy - Post Vintage Time Trial 
1 Robbie Boulton 1937 Chevrolet 
Commercial Vehicles - Time Trial 
1 Kelvin Marriott 1928 Ford A Pickup 
2 J Acton-Adams 1924 Austin 12/4 Van 
3 Jim Geddes 1936 Austin 10 Van 
Post 1960 - Time Trial
1 Hillary Butterick 1961 Vauxhall
2 Rodger Laycock 1965 MG Midget 
3 Don Ferguson 1968 Wolesley 
Post 1960 - Field Tests
1 Ces England 1971 Mercedes 
2 Michelle Irving 1965 Riley Elf 
3 Tony Aker Triumph Vitesse

A fter a cuppa and a briefing from 
our Club Captain, Ron, we set off 
at intervals out Beaconsfield Road, 

Brassels Bridge and over the Pareora Gorge 
Road to Cannington Road round Gorge 
Road and over the hills back to Cave to our 
Check Point. Really good rally roads with 
plenty of shingle and good motoring. Then 
on to Monavale Road, Rocky Gully Road 
and through the ford on Askins’ Road up 
round Mount Nessing, Chamberlain and 
Coal Pit Roads to end up at Cricklewood 
where we turned onto SH8 to Fairlie where 
we had lunch at the Fairlie Fire Brigade 
Rooms. A few unfortunate breakdowns on 
this first leg, but eventually everyone was 
accounted for.

After lunch an alternative route was 
taken up to Burkes Pass where we turned 
off onto Rollesby Valley Road and through 
the MacKenzie Pass to the Haldon Road 
and down to Dog Kennel Corner and back 
onto SH8 and onto Twizel. Meals were had 
at the Combined Services Club with very 
good reports.

Sunday, after Field Tests, we set off to 
Mt Cook and The Hermitage, where the 
weather was not at its best and quite a few 
just collected their plaques and headed 
back to Twizel. Those who had their lunch 
at The Hermitage were treated to a very 
good meal. We didn’t actually see the top 
of Mount Cook all weekend, but it was still 
an enjoyable day. Dinner and presentations 
were held at the Combined Services Club 
and once again the meal was excellent.

Mrs Diane Ross, South Island Club 
Captain was present and along with Linley 
Hammer, Mrs. Joyce Jones and Ces 
England, presented the awards. bw

On the Hermitage Road. The Campbell’s 1930 Chevrolet, Wilson’s 1908 De Dion, Laytham’s 1964 
Riley, Craig’s from Dunedin in their 1925 Chrysler, and Aker’s from Christchurch 1965 Triumph.

Cave check point, HUMTDØ the 1951 Chevrolet of Allan Risk followed by the 1937 Studebaker of 
the McIlraiths all of Pleasant Point.

Lunch stop at Fairlie on Saturday. South Island 
Club Captain’s husband Rob Ross caught doing 
running repairs on the Dodge.
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Lady Drivers Prize 
1 Hillary Butterick 
2 Michelle Irving 
Brian Goodman Trophy - Best Overall 
Motorcycle 
C Campbell 1954 Velocette
Owen Jones Memorial Trophy For Veteran 
Or Vintage Furtherest Driven To Rally
Dave Manson from Wanaka 1929 Rugby 
Special Prize - Furtherest Distance 
Jim Beardsley  1929 Erskine
H Mercer Trophy - 2 Wheel Brake Car 
Rob Ross 1925 Dodge
Jim Sullivan Memorial Trophy - Spirit Of 
Vintage Motoring
Trevor Timms
Hard Luck Trophy 
Bamey Miller 1928 Ford A 
First Entry Received 
Norman Fisher 1964 Pontiac 
Special Award - For Helping Disabled 
Drivers 
Alan Hawke
Wayne Irving

Sunday lunch at the Hermitage.

Great scenery at the Hermitage lunch stop.

Club Captain Ron Hammer retrieving a willow 
branch from under Peter Cooke’s 1926 Model T. 
He must have been doing a bit of river Fording!

Joyce Jones presenting David Manson of 
Wanaka (1929 Rugby truck) with the Owen Jones 
Memorial Trophy for the Veteran or Vintage 
motored the greatest distance to the rally. This was 
the first presentation of this new trophy (featuring 
a Model T Ford gearbox) in memory of Owen’s 
long association with the Mount Cook Rally.

The Chevrolet Twins – Ray Barron and John 
Campbell’s identical 1930 Chevrolet Roadsters.

The Acton Adams Austin delivery van followed by 
Jim Beardsley’s 1929 Erskine which broke a rear 
axle crossing a Ford behind Albury. It was towed 
to Fairlie and, as Jim had a spare, local members 
helped him fit it and he carried on the rally.

Donald Goodman giving directions to Terry and 
Erlene Wilson, 1908 De Dion during the field 
tests on Sunday at Twizel..

1928 Essex, Bill Hardie.

The Irving’s 1929 Ford Model A.
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DECEMBER
Auckland Gymnic 1 December
Otago Christmas Barbecue 1 December
Southland Family Fun Run 2 December
South Otago Annual Moped Rally 7 December
Wairarapa Concours and Gymkhana 14 December
Banks Peninsula Peninsula Run 15 December

JANUARY
Banks Peninsula New Years Day Run 1 January
Wanganui Burma Rally 18-20 January
Canterbury Moped Run 18 January
Waikato Blue Smoke & Pedals 19 January
Ashburton Annual Rally 25 January
Bay of Plenty Anniversary Weekend Rally 25-27  January
Otago Jackson Run 26 January

FEBRUARY
Otago Dunedin-Brighton 1 February
Southland Southland Rally 1 February
Waimate Wallaby Run 2 February*
Banks Peninsula Veteran Rally 6 February
North Otago Waitangi Day Run 6 February
Gore Festival Rally 8 February
Waikato Vintage Venture 9 February

Hawkes Bay Art Deco Rally 14-16 February
Auckland Veteran Rally 15 February
Waikato Vintage Muster 15-16 February
Canterbury Annual Rally 15-16 February
Manawatu Ruahine Ramble 22 February
Canterbury Annual Motorcycle Rally 22-23 February
Southland 18th National Motorcycle Rally 28-02 Feb-March
Auckland Commercial Campout 28-02 Feb-March

MARCH
Wellington Club Captain’s Safari 1-2 March
Canterbury Rear Wheel Brake Rally 2 March
South Otago Motorcycle Rally 8 March
Horowhenua Ted Green Motorcycle Rally 9 March
Taupo Taupo Rally 7-9 March
Gore Frank Robson Memorial Rally 9 March
Wairarapa Rex Porter Memorial Rally 7-8 March
Southland Veteran Rally 15 March
Canterbury Jim Toohey Run 15-16 March
Otago Vintage Venture 15-16 March
South Canterbury Mystery Rally 16 March
Canterbury Commercial Run 22 March
Estn Bay of Plenty  East Coast Rally 29-30 March
Canterbury P Group Rally 29 March
South Canterbury Mid Island Run 30 March

VCC Events
For inclusion in our next issue, fax details of Club Events to 03 332 3531 by 23 December, 2002 or email us at beadedwheels@vcc.co.nz

*Please note this is the correct date for this rally, it has been published elsewhere incorrectly.
While Beaded Wheels makes every attempt to check the accuracy of the dates published in this column we advise readers to confirm with the individual Branch concerned.

I will try to clarify the changes to seat 
belt rules for class M.A. (passenger 
cars) that became law from 1 April 

2002. I only intend to comment on vehicles 
manufactured before 1 November 1979, 
after this it gets complicated and they are 
not VCC accepted anyway.

Back in March 2002 the LTSA sent an 
info sheet to WOF authorities. It stated 
vehicles already on the road would still be 
able to keep the seat belts that were required 
under previous legislation. However the 
new rule differs. It states the seat belts must 
have complied under the previous rules and 
be original equipment. More on this later.

If your vehicle was manufactured before 
1 January 1955 it does not have to be fitted 
with seatbelts, but if they are fitted they 
must be in good working order and mounted 
in a satisfactory manner that complies with 
general safety requirements. If your vehicle 
was first registered in any country after 1 
January 1955 but before 1 November 1979 
it must have lap and diagonal seat belts 
in the front outer seating positions. The 
exceptions are for vehicles whose structure 
does not allow the required seat belts to be 
fitted eg. soft-tops, in which case a lap belt 
will suffice. The other exception is for seat 
belts that were original equipment.

Prior to about 1964 vehicles didn’t have 
factory installed mounting points. Original 
belts were usually Britax and they came 
with mounting bolts and plates. There were 

also special bolts and tube nuts that went 
through the door pillar. These were all 
original equipment as supplied by Britax. 
You need to be adamant that they were 
fitted when the car was new.

If you want to know more about sports 
cars and soft tops or other classes of 
vehicles get a copy of Land Transport 
Rule Seat Belts and Anchorages 2002 Rule 
32011 from a Government Bookshop.
A very important reminder

For anyone who has had a vehicle on 
the restoration register, in other words the 
registration has been on hold. Prior to 1995 
you could put registration on hold indefi-
nitely. After 1995 it was changed to a 
maximum of five years. Both these options 
are superseded. You can now apply for an 
exemption from continuous licensing for a 
maximum of twelve months at which time 
you must re-apply by filling out a MR24 
exemption form.

If you had a vehicle on hold you would 
have or will be sent a reminder in the 
form of a MR1 application for re-licensing, 
check the notes on the back of the form. 
The notes are different for vehicles requir-
ing continuous licensing. If your vehicle is 
less than forty years old you can re-apply 
for an exemption on an MR24 form or 
get a WOF and re-license the vehicle, but 
action is required before the due date for 
re-licensing. After this date you will have 
to pay back any fees that have accrued.

If your vehicle is off the road for repair 
there is another option. You can change 
its registration class to exempt class B for 
farm vehicles or exempt class A for most 
other vehicles. Again you will be liable 
for any overdue fees. Exempt registration 
is cheaper. You don’t need a WOF or COF 
and if you are taking your vehicle to a 
specialist repairer eg panel beater, chassis 
aligner, mechanic etc it can be driven on the 
road for the purpose of obtaining a WOF 
or COF. Of course it must be roadworthy 
and up to WOF standard. Exempt class A 
and class B vehicles are also exempt from 
continuous licensing, the same as forty 
year old vehicles.

To get back to vehicles coming off the 
restoration register you will have to re-
license before twelve months has elapsed 
or your vehicle will be deleted from the 
computer. If your vehicle is over forty 
years old all the above options apply but 
you have up to two years to take action. 
Check the back of your MR1, LTSA may 
not know your vehicle is forty years old 
especially if it has been re-registered at 
some time. If in doubt do something before 
12 months has elapsed. It’s best to go to 
one of the LTSA agents and they will give 
you a copy of the form. It’s your record of 
the status and expiry date. Don’t lose it, it 
only needs a wrong number on the compu-
ter to cause trouble. Nice to have your own 
copy.

If you haven’t heard anything or 
you need more information phone the 
Registration Help Desk on 0800 108 809 
Monday to Friday 8:00am to 6:00pm. You 
will need your registration number.

     bw

New Zealand Federation of Motoring Clubs Inc 
REPORT Andrew McClintock 

VCCNZ Inc representative to the Federation of Motoring Clubs Inc.

Phone 03 338 4049 
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The motoring season 
is in full swing and I 
know many of you will 
be making the most of 

the longer summer evenings to continue 
with your restoration or maintenance work 
on your vehicles.

Congratulations to Canterbury Branch 
on hosting the successful 2nd National 
Commercial Rally. Entrants came from 
right around New Zealand, enjoying the 
friendship and camaraderie that abounded 
during the weekend.

If your branch would like to host a 
National Rally, please refer to Section 21 
in the Branch Manual. Here you will find 
the criteria for hosting the event together 
with the responsibilities and other relevant 
details. A host for the National North 
Island Easter Rally 2005 is still sought 
– North Island branches, please give this 
some serious thought - 2005 is closer than 
you think!

Have you contemplated our Club’s aims 
and objectives lately? Did you know that 

the VCC Vehicle Identity Card system 
encompasses many of these aims? This 
identity card has assisted us to develop 
an understanding and respect from the 
Land Transport Safety Authority with the 
result that we are recognised as the Historic 
Vehicle Authority of New Zealand. This 
system also provides an affective “green 
path” through the process of any vehicle 
certification examination. The benefits of 
a decision by the Executive of the Club 
to make Vehicle Identity Cards manda-
tory for all vehicles competing in Speed 
Events conducted by VCC are numerous. 
Recently, it was resolved by the Executive 
that Vehicle Identity Cards would become 
compulsory for National and International 
Rallies from 1 January 2005. A windscreen 
sticker (to be used in conjunction with the 
card), which will be a quick identification 
aid, as well as an advertisement for the 
Club, is currently being investigated. While 
many members have already applied for 
their Vehicle Identity Card, I encourage 
those who have not got around to doing so, 

to fill out the application form (available 
from your Branch Secretary) and return 
it to them. This could be an ideal project 
for your summer holiday – it only takes 
approximately 20 minutes to complete. 
(For further details, please see page 57 
in your Repair and Restoration Technical 
Manual.) I was interested to read in several 
Branch newsletters that they are organising 
opportunities to complete Vehicle Identity 
Cards where help will be available “on the 
spot” should it be needed. This initiative is 
to be applauded, for not only does it give 
incentive to actually get down and apply 
for the Vehicle Identity Card, it is also a 
pleasant social occasion - surely that can’t 
be a bad thing! I look forward to hearing 
that applications are pouring in.

As the year draws to a close, I wish you 
and your family Season’s Greetings and best 
wishes for great motoring during 2003.

Leigh Craythorne
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VCC - NZ Historic Racing Licence
A Temporary Licence has been struck 

for VCC members with the intended expiry 
date being 31 March 2003. Application 
forms can be obtained from your Branch 
Secretary. Once completed they should 
be sent to the National Office who will 
process them under the instructions of the 
National Speed Steward. At the introduc-
tion of the five-year Licence, (intended for 
April 2003), a charge of $20 plus GST will 
be payable ($22.50). 

Any existing members holding the 
temporary Licence will receive an invoice 
by post approximately April 2003. The 
temporary Licence will be deemed null and 
void at this time.

Renewal of the Licences will happen in 
five-year periods starting 2003 (i.e. the next 
billing will take place in 2008). The same 
fee is charged regardless of when you apply 
for a Licence (i.e. if invoicing happens 
in April 2003 as anticipated, the expiry 
date will be April 2008. If you apply for a 
Licence in June 2006, the expiry date will 
be April 2008 and the cost the same).

Hopefully this will answer your 
questions but feel free to contact your 
Branch Secretary for further details. They 
are being kept up to date as the system 
progresses.

If you fax your application and intend 
posting it to the National Office, please 
make sure you write "FAXED" on the form. 
Otherwise, do not post the faxed applica-

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

tion form.
Membership List

All Branches have been forwarded a 
printed copy of the membership list as at 18 
September 2002 plus a computer CD with 
the membership list database on.  Should 
you wish to obtain any of this information, 
please contact your Branch Secretary.
Joint Membership

If you wish to add your partner/spouse 
and/or children between the required ages to 
your membership as joint members, please 
note that they MUST complete an appli-
cation form, which will be first accepted 
through your branch. Please contact your 
Branch Secretary for further details.
Transferring Membership to another 
Branch

A form has been produced and is avail-
able from your Branch Secretary. This must 
be completed before you can transfer to 
another branch.
FIVA Supporter Association Pack

The FIVA have introduced an Association 
Pack where an organisation can, for a fee, 
use the FIVA name with their products. If 
you are interested and would like further 
information, please write to the National 
Office, PO Box 2546, Christchurch
Membership Card

Some people are not quite sure what the 
numbers mean on their membership card. 

The illustration below explains all.

07/00001 is the branch number/
membership number

03/2003 is the expiry date 
– March 2003

0321 is the postcode 
for your address

I would like to take this opportunity 
to wish everyone a very happy and safe 
Christmas and New Year.
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In the last issue of Beaded Wheels I 
wrote of a meeting Betty Wallace (our 
Archivist) and I had with VCCNZ 

member Allan Storer to clarify the history 
of two books that he had donated to our 
Archive.

We learnt from him that, as we suspect-
ed, they are “New Vehicle Sales Registers” 
for units sold in the Southern part of the 
South Island between 1923 and 1937. Allan 
thinks they may have been salvaged from a 
rubbish skip when the agency closed but is 
unsure of this.

The green volume covers the sales of 
Dodge Bros cars and gives dates, shipping 
details, serial numbers, vehicle particulars 
as well as the name and address of each 
new owner. Like the previous book the 
black volume contains similar informa-
tion but as well provides the sale price 
for each unit. It does not relate to one 
make either but covers Bedford, Morris, 
Chevrolet, Vauxhall, Overland, Pontiac, 
Fiat and Hupmobile products.

I found this the more interesting of the 
two and asked Allan to comment on the 
prices given which on the surface seemed 
very cheap

Like other discussions I have had with 
senior members of our club my question 
started Allan on what can only be described 
as a talk-fest, straying far from the original 
subject, covering a wide variety of topics 
and producing much historical information 
which I found fascinating. Although proba-
bly old hat to most readers, for the benefit 
of the one, or even the two members who 
like me are eternally surprised at what a 
trip through memory lane uncovers I have 
selected and set down some of his more 
interesting comments relating to early 
motoring. (In order to simplify this article  
all monetary values are in dollar and cent 
equivalents.)

Allan commented - “While cars always 
seem cheap in retrospect a mechanic’s 
wage in 1937 was about $10 pw. At this 
time a Ford V8 sold for $650 which repre-
sented his earnings for 65 weeks. Now, 
at an average wage of about $600 pw, 
65 weeks would buy a vehicle for about 
$40,000 which seems relative.

Allan pointed out that in 1937 a tyre for 
the same Ford cost $5 but now a mechan-
ic’s weekly wage would probably buy a 
set. Then a 6V car battery cost $6 and 12V 
battery $12 so some items are now much 
more affordable.

At this stage in our chat Allan produced 
an article from a commemorative booklet 
produced by an oil company. It stated that 
“In the early 1900’s motoring was for 
the very wealthy only. Henry Ford was 
only one of approximately 250 motor car 
makers to enter the industry between 1903 
and 1908. The Ford Model T was initially 
produced for US$950 in 1908.” 

I did some research and found that in 
1908 this price would have equated to 
about NZ£150 or NZ$300. At this time, 

according to library archives, a skilled 
trades person would be earning the prince-
ly sum of $5 pw which meant saving for 60 
weeks to by a dream ‘T’.

The article went on to say that with the 
introduction of assembly line production at 
Ford in 1913-1914 the equation was altered 
dramatically as prices of new units plumet-
ted then to US$290. It is now easy to 
understand why the Ford T became known 
as the ‘Peoples Car’ and the reason for the 
chagrin experienced by those seeking to 
trade-in their old model on a new one.

I was then informed that in the late 
30’s car prices did not vary by much. A 
Hillman sold for $600 and the medium 
size American Willys cost about the same. 
Things then changed and by 1945-1946 
the Hillman cost was now $1200 while 
the more upmarket Plymouth 6 sold for 
$1500.

I was interested to learn that our Warrant 
of Fitness testing was 
first introduced in 1937 
costing 25 cents and 
valid for a year. Vehicle 
registration controlled 
by Central Government 
started in 1925 for a 
yearly fee of $10. Plates 
were coloured from this 
date - the first being 
green with white letters 
and were prefixed with 
the letters ‘NZ’. They 
were originally made in 
the USA but are now 
locally produced.

Prior to this, regis-
tration was a local 
authority responsi-
bility and the plates 
were prefixed with an 
alphanumeric followed 
by a three or four 
digit number. Owners 
painted their own plates 
in black and white with 
the letter and numbers 
being a regulation three 
inches in height. One 
plate only was required 
for a vehicle but owners 
had to nominate, when 
applying for it, whether 
it would be fixed to the 
front or back. The same 
rules applied to motor-
cycles and owners could 
mount two plates on 
their vehicles if they so 
desired.

Allan thinks that 
Driver’s Licenses were 
first issued about 1913 
although there was no 
driving test then. It seems that as long 
as a person’s oratory was sufficient to 
convince officials that he was capable of 
being in charge of a vehicle he was given a 

license. April 1925 was thought to be when 
driving tests of a sort were introduced with 
a central government agency controlling 
the scheme.

Petrol pumps was another subject 
touched on by Allan. He thought these 
were first introduced into New Zealand 
about 1925. This interested me as I still 
have memories of the old-style pumps with 
their stirrup-ended handles and the two 
glass chambers that were alternately filled 
with fuel. These were in vogue when I 
first remember going on family outings 
enclosed in a 1928 Plymouth 4. (This may 
have been a Plymouth 6 but at a very young 
age my maths knowledge was not that flash 
and to a child one spark plug was much 
the same as another so as long as the thing 
went who cared anyway?)

According to Allan the first motor-
ists purchased their fuel in a timber box 
containing two 4-gallon tins with which 

they topped up their 
vehicles. This was 
usually bought from 
a grocer or black-
smith. Alternatively 
the retailer could 
dispense it from a 
stationary tank or 
drum into a measur-
ing can of either quart, 
gallon or five-gallon 
capacity which was 
then emptied into the 
vehicle’s fuel tank.

The breakthrough 
happened in 1885 
when in the USA 31 
year old Sylvanus F. 
Bowser invented a 
primitive but never-
theless workable 
manual pump to lift 
coal oil (equivalent 
to kerosene) from a 
drum into another 
receptacle. This led 
to the developement 
of a special unit for 
pumping motorspirit 
in 1898. As time went 
on the SF Bowser 
Company along with 
the rival Wayne Pump 
Company became the 
world leaders in fuel 
pump equipment and 
explains my father’s 
frequent comment at 
the start of a family 
outing - “We’ll fill up 
at the next Bowser!” 
(For the benefit of 
those, like myself, 
who are unsure - In 

the USA vehicle fuel was either benzine, 
motor-spirit or gasoline). “Petrol” was 
initially a brand name obviously derived 
from the word “petroleum”.

The Way We Were
As recorded by Grant Hitchings
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After World War II these manual pumps were gradually phased 
out and replaced with mechanical ones and Allan commented that, 
as expected, the remote areas with a lesser demand for motor-spirit 
were the last to be converted. It also depended on the sites having a 
reliable electricity supply too.

From 1944 to 1949 my family spent the Christmas holidays at 
Arthurs Pass, an alpine town near the entrance to the Otira Gorge 
in the Southern Alps. Its only petrol pump was attached to the 
only grocery store in the township. Most cars would stop to refuel 
before tackling the Gorge Road which at that time was narrow, 
winding and shingle covered. Its proprietor was named “Brake” 
which seemed somehow appropriate.

In retrospect I can now understand why he never seemed at his 
smiling best, when with a shopful of customers he would have to 
go outside and in all weathers spend time and energy working the 
handle of a “Bowser”. It was a blessing that at that time cars were 
not that plentiful on that road.

While on this subject I noticed in one of Allan’s books that in 
the early thirties there was a fuel price war and at one stage in 1933 
petrol was retailing at approximately one shilling and sixpence 
halfpenny per gallon. (About four cents per litre.) A D Storer is 
well known throughout the country as an authority on, and refer-
ence for, elderly vehicles especially commercials. During the year 
he is visited by a large number of motoring enthusiasts with most 
being entertained at the Fowlhouse, an occasion that Allan obvious-
ly enjoys. From my experience it would be most rewarding for the 
visitors as well.

I concluded the discussion with him by asking about the private-
ly owned truck museum in Invercargill which I once visited after a 
moped rally. I knew he had a connection with this - in fact one of 
the main exhibition halls is called the ‘ALLAN STORER SHED’. 
However for various reasons I will save this subject for a later 
edition of the magazine.

In the first article featuring Allan I mentioned that he had 
worked during World War II making parts for the military Bren 
Carriers. These were a small tracked transport vehicle and it was 
during my second holiday at Arthurs Pass that I first saw one of 
these machines. The gorge road was steep and rough and many 
vehicles came to grief on it especially during the extreme winter 
conditions that it experienced. The town had a resident mechanic, a 
Mr George Urrey, whose rather rudimentary salvage vehicle was an 
old truck always prone to breakdown itself.

Immediately after hostilities ceased in 1945 he managed to 
procure a now unwanted Bren Carrier, his intention being to use 
this for salvage work in the mountain conditions. As a special 
favour, a young friend and I were allowed to play on it when it was 
parked outside his workshop during most days.

One evening we heard the bellow of its engine warming up and 
from the activities going on around it we guessed a rescue opera-
tion was being mounted.

We raced over and as George was about to pull away I asked 
with little optimism if there was a chance of a ride. To our surprise 
we were accepted as crew and after clambering aboard rocketed up 
the gorge road. It was breathtaking stuff for two very young boys.

A car had obviously gone over a bluff near the summit and 
shattered on the rocks of the valley floor below. Very little of it 
remained - not even enough to be classed as a basket case. Three 
blanket covered shapes were by the side of the road but the signifi-
cance of it escaped us at that time. Being of no practical use the 
carrier was turned and we sped back downhill towards the township.

On our return we were repeatedly strafed by squadrons of 
Stukas, our gattling jammed, hordes of Kamikazes raked us with 
cannon fire and although each of us was mortally wounded several 
times we beat off our attackers in hand-to-hand combat with bazoo-
kas and screwdrivers. We eventually reached the safety of home 
base. That night, for two small boys, the cup of happiness was 
overflowing.   bw
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Mail 
Bag

LETTERS

The editorial committee reserve the right to  publish, 
edit or refuse publication of any item  submitted as 
comment.
The views expressed herein are those of the authors 
and do not necessarily express the policy or views 
of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) or 
the publishers.

Dear Sir
With reference to page 2 Beaded Wheels 

258
In 1981, I came across this photo in 

a motoring magazine entitled The Motor, 
dated 14 July, 1914. I had my son-in-law 
photograph the page in the book, and took 
this photo with me when I visited England 
in 1982. There I showed it to John Mellish, 
a well-known Vintage motorist in the UK, 
and an owner of a very original Crossley 
18/50. He immediately produced an origi-
nal photo complete with the negative. No 
one seemed to know where the photo had 
been taken as there was no caption. I was 
able to provide that information.

That photo was taken at Porewa, in 
the Oroua District, near Feilding, in the 
North Island of New Zealand, some 40 or 
45 miles from where I live. The occasion 
was a picnic rally of Crossley cars (and a 
few others) organised by Perry’s Garage 
of Feilding. This firm was a prominent 
purveyor of Crossley cars, certainly up 
until 1930.

Imagine my surprise when another 
photo turned up just two months later, 
this time printed in The Autocar of 13 
December 1913. This photo portrays a line 
of Crossleys, parked on a long sweeping 
curve of road, with a high bluff hill behind 
them, and a steep drop down on the other 
side of the road.

I spent a long time searching for the area 
where the first mentioned photo was taken, 
but did find and photograph it, as well as 
the ruins of what, in the photo, was a “new” 
bridge. The area today is well planted with 
trees and has been made into a shady rest 

area. About eight years ago the main road 
by-passed the area so now it is on a side 
road, and is fenced off, reverting back to 
part of the farm. But it is still there and 
recognisable.

I believe that the second photo was 
taken at the bluff not far from Mangaweka, 
on the Mangaweka Rangiwahia Road.

It is my theory that Mr Perry organ-
ised a picnic run, starting from Feilding, 
heading north through Kimbolton, on to 
Rangiwahia, where you are now in the hill 
country and know why steering wheels are 
made round and not square! Continuing 
on past the “bluff” where the line-up of 
Crossleys was photographed the road goes  
to the township of Managaweka. This is a 
horrid road even today, so what was it like 
87 years ago?

Mangaweka is on State Highway 1, the 
main road going from north to south down 
the centre of the North Island. About 45 
miles south of Mangaweka, not far from 
the Tutaenui turn off, and about six or seven 
miles north of Marton is the district known 
as Porewa, where, in 1913 they had almost 
finished building a new one lane concrete 
bridge. Previously, the motorists had to 
negotiate the ford or open watercourse, 
where the cars in the photo are parked, 18 
of which are Crossleys. The cars probably 
returned to Feilding via Halcombe. This 
would have been a run of something like 
140 miles on very sub standard roads, 
that today, between Rangiwahia and 
Mangaweka you would choose an alterna-
tive route if one could be found! This was 
no mean feat in 1913.

It is very probable that one of the cars 
photographed in the riverbed by the new 
bridge is the Crossley 15hp currently being 
restored by Barry Gillum of Masterton. 
Also it is possible that the car, second from 
left in the photograph of the line-up by the 
bluff is my 1910 Crossley 12/14. It is the 
only one with no scuttle (as mine) Both 
cars were supplied by Perry’s when they 
were new.

Three of the cars in the photo by the 
bridge are not Crossleys. Can you pick 
them out?

One day, when the three Edwardian 
Crossleys currently being restored are up 
and running, I may organise a re-enact-
ment. This would be good wouldn’t it?

Graham Masemann
on behalf of the Crossley Register (NZ)

Dear Sir,
Regarding the photo on page 13 of 

Beaded Wheels 258.
The car in question was built by Jack 

Roberts who was my wife’s late husband. 
He also raced motorbikes with consider-
able success in the 50s and early 60s.

The car was named the Dodger and was 
built in the local garage at Dipton, South 
Island. It was painted red and the exhaust 
came up through the roof. The arrow is 
pointing to Dipton. We have a photo of the 
car taken in 1962.

Unfortunately Jack died in 1967 of 
Hodgkinsons Disease in Australia which 
was the land of his choice, but not his 
birth. 

I saw the car at Warkworth around 1962 
and it was certainly a topic of conversation 
wherever it went.

Jack Algie
Far North VCC 

Dear Sir,
I was most interested to read the article 

by Maurice Hendry in the August issue of 
Beaded Wheels (No 257) on the Lincoln cars.

I hope Mr Hendry may be able to identi-
fy a Lincoln motor I saw in a hydroplane in 
New Brighton in the early 1940s.

This hydroplane was moored to the jetty 
opposite the old New Brighton Club House, 
near the Pages Road bridge, it was powered 
by a V8 Lincoln motor. The motor would 
not start, and I never heard of it again. I 
believe it came from Methven.

I have enclosed a photo of Arn. Johnson 
in his V12 Lincoln-Zephyr during an early 
car club trial at Lake Coleridge. This car was 
used in several trial and grass track races. I 
received my drivers licence in this car.

Arn. Johnson would be best remembered 
for his long participation in power-boat 
racing with his Atom boats.

Ralph Connor

Maurice Hendry replies:
In reply to Mr Connor, there is very 

little data, and as Sherlock Holmes used to 
tell poor old Watson “My dear fellow, it is 
a cardinal error to reason without sufficient 
data.”

Also, the 1940s are a very long time ago 
today.

However, from the approximate date 
given by Mr Connor, and his definite state-
ment that it was a Lincoln V-8, I can deduce 
the following.

This would have been either a Model L 
V-8 as per my Lincoln story in BW 257, or 
its derivative, the Model K V-8s of the early 
thirties.

This engine, if a Model L, may have 
come from one of the cars imported by 
Pope’s Motors, of Nelson I believe, in the 
early twenties. These cars were the first 
of the Ford-built Lincolns after the Ford 
takeover in 1922.

The earliest Model L’s were designed 
under the by-then venerable Henry Leland 
in 1919-20 when he was nearing eighty 
years of age, but still amazingly, as alert 
and active as men thirty years younger. The 
chief engine designer was Frank Johnson, 
all of whose work had to be approved by 
the old man. Leland’s reputation was so 
high that the pre-Ford Lincoln radiator 
badge read; “LELAND BUILT.”

This engine was a 60˚ sidevalve V-8 of 
33/8 inch bore x 5 inch stroke giving 358 
cubic inch displacement (about 5.9 litres) 
giving 90bhp at 2,800 rpm. In 1927 bore 
was 31/2 giving 385 inch displacement or 
6.3 litres and 120 bhp at 2,900 rpm. Its 
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precision manufacture was superior to the 
best European makes such as Rolls-Royce, 
Hispano, Mercedes, Bugatti etc. In 1931, 
this engine was the Model K, extensively 
redesigned on the same basic structure, 
but with higher compression (5.25:1), the 
first dual downdraft carburettor I know of, 
and a two-unit electrical system replac-
ing the earlier dynamotor setup. This gave 
125bhp at 2,900rpm. The K was built only 
for 1931-32. In 1933 Lincoln went over 
entirely to V-12 engines of similar layout to 
the V-8. All these were advertised as “built 
to the World’s highest standards.” (Having 
seen them in bits, I agree). The next Lincoln 
V8 did not come until 1949, replacing the 
Lincoln-Zephyr V12 built 1936-48. This of 
course means that the dates given by Mr 
Connor eliminate any chance of it being 
one of the later V8s, it had to be either an 
L or a K and the K is very unlikely, as I do 
not know of any Lincoln K V-8s ever being 
imported to this country.

A good photo of a Model L engine 
appears in the book Automobile Design 
Great Designers and Their Work published 
in England by David and Charles in 1970, 
and recently republished. It illustrated 
my chapter in the book on Henry Leland. 
Leland regarded this Lincoln V-8 as his 
final and greatest achievement, and author-
ities generally agree it was one of the very 
finest luxury car engines of its era.

Maurice Hendry

Dear Sir
Greetings from New Jersey. I am a 

member of The Packard Club (PAC)  and 
would enjoy corresponding with Packard 
owners owners in NZ. My chief years of 
interest range between 1923 and 1936. 
Thank you.

James Pearsall
PO Box 9158
Zarephath, NJ 08890 USA
e-mail: pearsall39@rcn.com

Dear Sir,
The letter from Colin Keenan in Beaded 

Wheels 258 and the photo of “half Chrysler, 
half Dodge indicated that in spite of his 
advancing years his recollections are still 
clear.

I can add only that this vehicle was 
indeed built by university students in the 
mid fifties in Auckland and it was called 
the “Push me-Pull You” after the fictional 
horse with a head at each end in the Dr 
Doolittle stories which were a sort of “in 
thing” at universities at that time. Pooh 
Bear replaced Dr Doolittle in later years 
when poetry readings accompanied by lots 
of honey were held. Colin is right that it 
was painted in a brick pattern, but in the 
photo supplied I remember it being a light 
grey/blue with black guards. Incidentally 
when painted to look like a brick outhouse 
it was also fitted with a tin chimney. It 
was seen in one or two capping parades 
and then disappeared, rumour was that the 
traffic cops did not like it much!

Probably the VW Beetle with two front 
halves that appeared in, I think, the late 
‘70s was inspired by the old Chrodge (or 
was it a Dysler?).

Frank de Lautour

Dear Sir
The Scottish Motor Industry
With the exception of the Hillman Imp plant at Linwood, private production in Scotland 

affectively ceased with the closure of Arrol-Johnston’s factory in 1931.
The story of the Scottish Motor Industry is the story of Argyll, Arrol-Johnston and 

Albion, but of these only the Albion survived into modern times, and they built no cars 
after 1913.

The best known are Arrol-Johnston, Galloway and Arrol-Aster.
This list I have taken from a Shire Book and, as you can imagine, represents much 

excitement, but also great heartache, for instance the factory making the Skeogh in 1921 
at Dalbeatie, Kircusbrightshire was burned down, and one of the makers fell into financial 
difficulties, and the late Harry Lauder came to the rescue.

Some of the makes were only cyclecars, and as you might imagine, in Scotland, some 
were trucks, very necessary in that harsh countryside.

Here in the Hawkes Bay Branch we did have an Argyle which the late Ken Rieper (an 
early member) restored. He found the engine being used as a saw bench and found bits and 
pieces which he used as patterns. Away back when we first formed the branch we used to 
brighten the lives of people in hospitals and those in retirement centres.

I have just noticed that in the list (as 
published) the Argyll is listed, as at a later date, 
but these were made in Scotland much earlier, 
there is a 1902 and a 1905 model illustrated. 
There was a Thornycroft which belonged to 
Doug Bixley and there is an Arrol-Johnston in 
our branch too.

I wonder how many Scottish cars  are still 
represented in our New Zealand Vintage and 
Veteran Car Clubs, perhaps this article will stir 
up memories.

Olive and Reg Kilbey
Members of the Vintage Car Club, 

Foundation members of the Hawke’s Bay 
Branch

PS Reg has turned 87 and I am 83 and we 
both take an active part in the Vintage and 
Veteran Car Club and in the Daimler Club 
also. 

AJR 1925-26
Alex 1908 Only one made
All British 1906-08
Argyle 1970-3
Argyll  1976 to date
Atholl 1907-08
Beardmore 1919-28
Beardmore - 
   Dalmuir 1936-7
Belhaven  1906-24
Bon Car 1905-7 Steam car
Caledon 1915-27
Caledonian 1899-1906
Caledonian 1910-11
Carlaw 1920
Central 1900-03
Clyde 1913-32
Cotton 1909-11 
     specially constructed for Australian bush requirements
Dalgleish-
   Gullane 1907-08
Delhousie 1906-10
Drummond 1905-09
Dunallstair 1906-10  Only four built
Drummond 1905-09
DL 1913-20
Dunedin 1912
Dunalistair 1925-6
Ferox 1914 Very few built
Fraser 1911
Gilchrist 1920-23
Glasgow 1920
Grampian 1908
Gramton 1905-07
GRJ 1921-22
Halley 1901-35

Harper 1898-1908
JP 1950-54 Racing cars
Kelvin 1904-06 Only 14 built
Kennedy 1907-10 also known as Ailsa
Kingsburgh 1901-02
Lothian 1913-24 buses
Madelvic 1898-1900
Mearns 1899-1902
Milton 1920-21
Neale 1897 Only 4 built
New Gerard 1922-36
Overdale 1921-27
Probe 1971 Only 12 built
Renfrew 1904
Ridley 1901-07
Robertson 1900-02
Robertson 1934 Later named Cowal
Rob Roy 1922-26
Royal Scott 1922-24
Scotia 1907
Scotsman 1922-23
Scotsman 1929-30
Seetstu 1906-07
Sentinel 1906-17
Simpson 1897-1904
Skeogh 1921
Stewart-Thornycroft  1902-1910
Stirling 1897-1907
St Vincent 1903-10
Tod 1897 Only one built
Victoria 1906-07
Victoria 1902-07
Victoria 1902-26
Waverley 1901-04
Warbell 1907-09 Only four built
WSK 1914 Cyclecar
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and have a spare $40 this one may be for 
you.

UTES AND PICKUPS IN NEW ZEALAND
Tim Chadwick

Published by Random House 64pp, 
Recommended Retail Price $24.95
Reviewed by Robin Wells

Tim Chadwick repeats a tried and true 
format in producing what amounts to a 
companion volume to his Small Cars of New 
Zealand of 2001 and his earlier Trucking 
Along. This time he has turned his attention 
to those utilitarian or raffish workhorses 
commonly known as “Utes” “Pickups” or 
light trucks in general, having usually two 
or three seats coupe style and an open deck 
to the rear either with or without sides, 
which again may be integrated with either 
the bodywork or simply along the sides of 
a flat deck. 

The author’s offering tends to swell a 
widening range of compact, anecdotal, well 
illustrated volumes covering motorcycling or 
the hatching of projects by chaps in usually 
cluttered outbuildings, as other examples. 
Such publications can all be picked up and 
sampled with satisfaction at any chosen 
page.

The concept of the humble commer-
cial utility vehicle has changed with some 
increasing rapidity in recent decades, but 
for the greater part of last century was 
simply regarded as a cheap versatile hack. 

M a n y 
were constructed out 
of manufacturers’ left-overs from previ-
ous model runs of corresponding passenger 
cars while in New Zealand the distinc-
tive home made truck fashioned from an 
unwanted car was also a very common part 
of the post-war scene.

The author’s collection of photographed 
examples reflects that early variety and 
individuality while the selected period 
advertisements enhance the text and lend 
authority as a reminder of the original 
commercial purposes of these vehicles. 
Many of the photographs show the distinct 
American attitude to pickup truck design 
with their relatively robust configuration, 
and the variety of design and approach is 
almost inadvertently revealed in the mix 

TAKING TO THE ROAD, 
MOTORCYCLING IN NEW ZEALAND 
Rhys Jones 

Published by Random House, 120 pp 
Recommended Retail Price $39.95
Reviewed by Chris Stevens

Don’t be fooled by the title, Rhys Jones 
book is not a definitive history of motor-
cycling in New Zealand nor does it set 
out to be. Rather it is a glossy, picto-
rial and extremely easy to read account of 
track racing, personalities and road bikes in 
New Zealand during the 1970s. Rhys has 
obviously been well acquainted with many 
of the people and events he writes of, this 
gives the book a personal reminiscent feel 
to it, which for me made the read more 
enjoyable.

The book starts off with a brief look at 
the veteran years through to the mid sixties 
to paint the backdrop for his discussion of 
the seventies. He concludes with a quick 
leap into the eighties and nineties followed 
by a parade of “New Zealand Motorcycle 
Trader and News” magazines ten bikes of 
the century. His account of the Marlboro 
Series’ from 1973-78 puts into context the 
quality of bikes and riders competing on 
tracks in New Zealand during the 70’s and 
the pocket biographies of the prominent 
kiwi riders spaced through the book go 
some way to filling a long open void in our 
written motorcycling history. On a personal 
level as an owner of English and Japanese 
bikes I found myself in a quandary. The first 
couple of chapters regarding the downfall 
of the British motorcycling industry were a 
bit hard to swallow but I enjoyed reading of 
another person’s experiences of Honda 4s, 
Kawasaki triples and RD Yamaha’s.

So 
if you have an 
interest in 70s motorcycles in New 
Zealand, enjoy books that aren’t too intense 

Book Reviews

VCC Winners
In August all VCC members received a letter about domestic insurance services offered by 

Royal & SunAlliance. By responding and requesting a quotation, members went into the draw 
to win one of 5 prizes of $200 petrol vouchers. There was a great response to this campaign 
with a large number of members receiving quotes, and thereby entered into the draw.

The following VCC members were drawn as winners, each receiving $200 petrol 
vouchers: Mr and Mrs Coulter of Waihi, Mr M McClymont of Tauranga, Mr J Porter of 
Christchurch, Mr P Cornelius of Rangiora, Mr and Mrs Weir of Timaru

For those members who would like more information on domestic insurance services 
provided by Royal & SunAlliance you can call them on 0800 505 905. They offer all 
VCC members exclusive discounted rates on your Vintage vehicles along with your house, 
contents, private vehicles, boat and travel. Package discounts are also available. Plus, for 
every policy taken out your VCC branch receives an annual commission as a donation - so 
you’re supporting your club by taking out insurance with them.Pictured are Mr and Mrs Coulter of 

Waihi receiving their prize from Royal 
& SunAlliance’s Corporate Partnerships 
Manager, Tony Headland.
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When I started my apprenticeship 
with Armstrong Motors Ltd, Ford 
Dealers of Hamilton, in 1950, a 

large percentage of company directors and 
business owners were still driving Ford 
V8 cars of 1936-1939 era and a number of 
these cars at that stage had not completed 
their first 100,000 miles. Perhaps these 
men in those times did more work and 
spent less time driving around the country 
on expense accounts.

One car I recall owned by a Hamilton 
solicitor had only done about 40,000 miles, 
it being a 1938 V8 Standard Sedan. This 
vehicle would arrive in the workshop 
around Christmas time for it’s annual tune 
up, this consisted of new plugs and points 
and a blast up Chinaman’s Hill. As it spent 
most of it’s time at 30 mph dodging around 
the town this seemed to keep it going from 
one Christmas to the next.

Another one was a 1937 V8 Sedan 
Standard sedan (they were cheaper than 
the Deluxe) that the owner brought to the 
workshop to have the engine replaced, 
the body repainted and new upholstery- 
not because anything was worn out, just 
because it was getting old. The mechanic 
that changed the engine for a new one, 
costing £75, used the engine in his own car, 
the upholstery was reused to trim a Model A 
Sedan, unfortunately the paint was wasted!

An old lady arrived in one day with her 
1937 C Model Ford 10 to have new radiator 
hoses fitted as she had heard that they wore 
out, asked the Service Manager if he would 
make sure that the mechanic that worked on 
her car would save the radiator water as it 
was the original and must have come from 
England where the water was colder.

On one 1934 V8 we had to fit new 
tubes to the original tyres at 62,000 miles 
because they were porous and would no 
longer hold air.

 I recall a 1939 Mercury that was being 
fitted with a reconditioned engine. While 
the motor was out I cleaned up the engine 
bulkhead that was painted a deep maroon. 
The owner when he saw it liked it so much 
decided to have his car repainted the same 
and this was before Vintage Car Club days.

There was a black 1939 Deluxe Coupe 
in Frankton that belonged to the Pie Lady 
which the mechanics were allowed to work 
on but only the foreman was allowed to 
drive, I’m not sure who’s idea this was but 
those were the rules.

RECOLLECTIONS
Text and photos Barrie Grant 

Another lady rang one day to report she 
had a noise in the car’s crasher when asked 
what sort of car she had the reply was - oh 
a pretty blue one.

One lady customer who had the appear-
ance of having put her face in the flour bin, 
drove a New Beauty Ford. I worked on this 
car the same day as the first new OHV V8 
came to Hamilton; 1926 – 1956 in one day 
quite a contrast.

About three times a year I would do the 
rounds of three garages in River Road to 
start up various cars which were parked 
up and not used by their owners, the cars 
having done between 20 and 50 thousand 
miles - Hot Rodder’s eat your heart out.

Another odd-bod who would turn up 
occasionally was a local car painter who 
drove a Model A Tourer which he had 
brush painted in lacquer enamel. He would 
come crawling into the workshop in top 
gear put the spark and throttle up, get 
out, walk around the car and get back in 
and drive off. This usually took place at 
morning tea time much to the amazement 
of anybody who had not seen it before.

The taxi company had a fleet of 1946 
V8 sedans which they ran on SAE 10 oil. 
If a motor started to use oil they would step 
up to SAE 20 and finally run them on SAE 
30. If they used any oil under 100,000 miles 

the owners expected Ford to do something 
about it.

Commercial travellers seemed to get the 
most miles from their cars. One driver with 
a Ford forty-niner drove 300,000 miles 
on the original engine with new rings at 
200,000 but it all came to an abrupt halt 
one early morning in the fog when he cut 
a Ferguson tractor in half as a cockie drove 
across the road in front of him.

On the truck front one owner had a Ford 
Thornton 6 x 4 that hauled timber with 
a four wheel trailer from Wiltsdown to 
Frankton. He ran up 225,000 miles and the 
only thing done to the motor was new plugs 
and points every 10,000 miles, new fuel 
pump each 30,000 miles and head gaskets 
changed at 150,000 miles plus regular oil 
and filter changes. He sold the motor going 
at 225,000 miles.

Of course there had to be the odd one 
that didn’t go so good, one being a truck 
that leaked petrol into the sump then all 
hell broke loose blowing the bottom out of 
the sump and the oil filter cap out through 
the bonnet – great amusement to all but the 
owner who just didn’t believe what he saw 
when he lifted the bonnet.

There was at one time a Terraplane taxi in 
Hamilton. It went onto the rank in 1938 and 
never had the sump plug taken out – it was 
still going strong when sold in 1946, nobody 
seemed to know how many miles it did.

1946 V8 sedans cost £708 new and 
were being resold for taxi use at £l600 
in 1956. New Ford Zephyrs were about 
£900 but cabbies still wanted Yank Tanks. 
Last of the old cross spring Prefects cost 
£500 new and were hard to get, many 
being used by Commercial Travellers. Ford 
Pilots, the pommie V8 Ford, were shock-
ing cars designed as Desert Patrol Cars and 
should have stopped there. Even made a ute 
version.

OHV engines were in when I left, these 
had a few teething troubles like consuming 
two camshafts between Christchurch and 
Hamilton, could go on forever, perhaps 
another time. bw

1938 Ford V8 deluxe, picture taken in Gisborne during the 1950s.

1946 Mercury
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WE CAN MAKE CUSTOM RINGS FOR MOST
CARS, TRUCKS & MOTOR MOWERS

 FIVE DAY DELIVERY
PROMPT SERVICE ASSURED

For N.Z.’s largest range of piston 
rings contact:

JOHNSON’S PISTON RINGS LTD.
PH: 09 579 7219 / 579 8788

918 Gt South Road, Penrose,
PO Box 12-230, Penrose, Auckland

20% DISCOUNT
ON MENTIONING THIS AD

PISTON RINGS

OPEN SATURDAY 
MORNING - 8.30-12.30

CUSTOM BUILT PISTON RINGS

 Hamco
Industries

  Motorcycle & Car Wire Wheel
Repairs & Restorations

We Specialise In

• Custom Made Spokes • Speedway Wheels 
Rim and Frame Lining • Wheel Building & Truing 

• Complete Wheel Restoration

Vintage – Classic – Modern
Craig & Debbie Hambling
Phone 06 324 8345

Mobile 025 231 7864
410 Green Road, RD 6, Palmerston North

Day or Night
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Dunvegan
Text by Lance Dixon Photographs by Lance Dixon, Bill Veitch

October 5. Yes, it’s Dunvegan Rally time again. What is it about this 

motorcycle rally that makes it so popular? 2002 saw over 40 competitors 

meet together to enjoy catching up with old friends and old bikes.

T he rally started from the grounds 
of the “Olive Grove” backpackers’ 
park in Waianakarua. However the 

true Dunvegan types rode their machines 
from the Dunedin Railway Station travel-
ling via the old Mount Cargill road, 
Warrington, Palmerston, Horse Range road 
and Hampden, a distance of fifty miles 
which took them about two hours. Tough 
going for some. The cowboys in the pick 
up van had two Indians in tow by the time 
they reached Waianakarua – battery and 
clutch trouble.

After everyone had checked in we took 
off on the first time trial travelling the 
Coast Road through Kakanui and on to 
the Weston sports ground for an excellent 
lunch supplied by the North Otago branch. 
Well done ladies.

The second time trial took us through 
Horse Gully Road, Papakio, Ferry Road, 
Glenavy and on to Ikawai.

North Otago is blest with good quiet 
roads which wind over great rolling 
countryside which meant it was long cog 
all the way.

The third stop, Kurow saw us negotiating 
steep windy gravel roads through Meyers 
Pass and down the Hakataramea Valley to 
cross the Kurow bridge. A welcome stop 
for thirsty bikes and thirsty riders.

From Kurow we travelled via Aviemore 
and Benmore to Otematata and the 
Otematata Lodge for our overnight stop. 
After a good dinner we had the prize 
ceremony which rounded off an excellent 
evening – an evening enjoyed by all except 
for those who’s room companion snored!

Next morning after necessary repairs 
to some of the bikes and a good breakfast 
competitors set off home to Christchurch, 
Oamaru, Nelson, Dunedin and Southland. 
Ray Shearman rode his 1918 Indian 1000 
from Christchurch to Dunedin returning 
to Christchurch after some clutch repairs. 
He certainly burnt up the miles! Two other 
mile burners, David Topliss on his 1953 

1000cc Vincent and Bill Irwin on his 1955 
1000cc Vincent left Otematata to travel via 
Wanaka and the Haast to Nelson. Not a bad 
weekend run. Those returning to Dunedin 
set off through Duntroon, Tokorahi, Five 
Forks, the Kakanui valley, Waianakarua and 
on to Dunedin to the club rooms for after-
noon tea and a bit of a natter. Altogether an 
enjoyable weekend.

Like all rallies this one would not have 
been so successful without the hard work 
of the committee and back up crew, and 
a special thank you must go to Bill Veitch 
and Bruce Murray for all their hard work.

For a good thrill there is nothing better 
than having something throbbing away 
between your knees and when it’s all over 
you think, I enjoyed that and must do it 
again sometime. No I’m not talking Viagra, 
but the enjoyment of riding an old motor-
bike over good roads in pleasant weather.

So all you riders both young and old 
blow the cobwebs off that old bike in the 
shed and we’ll see you next year on the 
Dunvegan 2003.

  
bw

Lunch stop Weston. Replacing broken valve 
spring, Ralph Weir and Brad Govan.

Repairs to Ray Shearman’s wounded Indian 
clutch and replacement battery to Robin 
Bennington 1941 Indian, Colin Fleet with 
battery.

The old campaigner 1918 1000c Indian, Ray 
Shearman, ready for the return trip home to 
Christchurch.
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At start listening to Bill Veitch’s briefing.
Vincent 1000 owned by Bill Irwin of Nelson

Bruce Murray and Murray Jarvis, BMW R60

Ralph Weir comparing notes with Malcolm 
McCaw. This was Ralph’s back up bike after 
breaking the drive sprocket on his 1956 BSA 
500. It all happened close to home at Oamaru.

Dunvegan Rally 2002
Overall Winner (Aotea Plate) Lance Dixon 1930 Ariel
Rider’s choice Lance Dixon 1930 Ariel
Hard Luck Trophy Stuart McElrea 1970 Triumph 500
Ruddle Cup (Lady riders) Lousie Pearce C11 BSA
Oldest Bike John Martin 1928 Sloper BSA
Fiddlers Trophy Brad Govan Matchless
P60 Dunvegan Rock Kevin Clarkson 1960 BMW 600
Age Mileage Ray Shearman 1918 Indian PowerPlus
Mr Duvegan Neil Paisley 1951 Norton 500

Brian Pierce, Douglas Louise Pierce, BSA
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The vision
I heard the distant muted roar first and 

then it swept into view almost half a mile 
away, at the end of the Te Marua straight 
(Upper Hutt). The driver began to overtake 
a car, only to find that this one moved out 
to pass a slow car in front, forcing the now 
racing Jaguar right across the road into the 
path of an approaching motorist. The beast 
bellowed as it hit the power, seeming to 
snake on the undulating road. Then it was 
through as the driver moved into fourth 
at what must have been over 100mph. It 
flicked past, braking heavily for the corner 
at the end of the straight, dark blue paint 
over its beautiful lines with the sun flashing 
on the wire wheels. At the time I was keen 
on motor bikes and cars did not generally 
interest me, but this XK 140 was something 
different and I was filled with admiration.

It was 25 years later that I saw an 
advertisement for British Classic Cars For 
Restoration that were for sale. I began to 
read about these cars and a picture of one 

such car stood out and the image of the car, 
with its gracious cream painted curves, that 
would one day be mine, began to form in 
my mind. 
Boxes of pieces

A car dealer bringing classic cars into 
the country offered me one that he had 
for sale. It was “an easy restoration”. With 
the voice of experience I would say there 
is no such thing, but there are degrees of 
hardness of restoration. After discussing 
the potential project with my wife (who 
was fully supportive throughout, putting 
up with boxes of pieces in bedrooms and 
under beds), I went with a knowledgable 
friend to look at the shell of a car, and 
boxes of pieces. Someone had started to 
restore the car, stripped it (even the wiper 
motor was in pieces) and the dealer sold all 
this to me. The advice – not to buy a car in 
pieces – is sound advice, as it is very diffi-
cult to know what is missing.

Looking back I can see that I did not 
appreciate the size of what I had taken 

1955 XK 140 JAGUAR RESTORATION

Text and Photos John Brown
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on. I had had limited experience with cars 
(oil changes and general maintenance), and 
I had replaced suspension rubbers on a 
Morris Minor, but I knew little about engine 
tuning, electrics and panel work. Like most 
other people, I had limited funds and could 
not afford to leave the car’s restoration 
solely to professionals.

I was loaned a big slow-speed sander, 
and a compressor and sand blaster. With 
these, over about six weeks I slowly and 
totally stripped the car body back to bare 
metal, coating each panel as I went in 
kephos, which stopped the metal from 
rusting, prior to painting. The professional 
restorers had stressed to me the importance 
of taking any rusted metal back to bright 
metal and sand blasting was excellent for 
this purpose, although the compressor I 
had was not high powered and therefore the 
entire process was very slow. 
Panel shop

A friend managed a panel and paint 
shop and offered me a corner in the work 
shop, on the basis that I would do what I 
could and would pay for what the panel 
shop did. The car was taken to the panel 
shop, the body shell lifted from chassis 
and placed on supports. I was warned to 
make sure that these were strong enough 
and secure. The body weighs about 600 lb 
– “enough to kill you should it fall” I was 
told, so it took some time before I plucked 
up the courage to get right underneath 
and strip off the old underseal (heat gun, 

lacquer thinners on the residue and then a 
light sand blast to remove the beginnings 
of rust and to etch, prior to painting). Jim 
was an 82 year old tradesman working at 
the panel shop and it was a marvel to watch 
him work on my car. To see him grind out 
old bog from a damaged guard (fender), 
hammer out the dent, heat shrink the metal 
and finally file it smooth, was a wonderful 
experience. Where required, Jim did the 
leading repair work, my goal being a “bog 
free” car. While I could remove a door skin 
so as to replace rotten wood, I found that 
putting the skin back on again so that the 
edges were neat was beyond me. I had to 
recognise my limitations and hand the door 
to Jim.

Finally the body work was finished. 
The bare etched body surface (every inch, 
inside and out was painted in POR 15, 
(a moisture curing, very hard and impervi-
ous – to most things – paint), before being 
professionally painted with a number of 
undercoats. I was shown how to sand the 
undercoat down between coats of paint 
with progressively finer grit. Top coats of 
colour and gloss and at last cutting the 
paint eventually followed. Once the body 
was back on the chassis there was the slow 
process of assembly. This was made harder 
for me, because I had not taken the car 
apart.

I also stripped the chassis, sand blasted 
this and all suspension parts. These were 
painted in POR 15 (quite a lot of the paint-
ing could be done by hand). The suspension 
was reassembled with new shock absorb-
ers, rubbers, brake lines, brake cylinders 
etc. I had joined the XK Jaguar lovers email 
list (there are other classic car email lists). 
The list proved to be an invaluable source 
of information as it puts one in touch with 
drivers, concours judges, and restorers of 
XK Jaguars around the world. I was able 
to make sure of all the detail necessary for 
a good restoration and where to purchase 
original or quality replacement parts. This 
email list was a great help and source of 
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encouragement. It also gave me a confi-
dence in my restoration as to what was 
original and correct.
Finished

At times the task of rebuilding this car 
seemed too great and I would wake at 
nights, perspiring and anxious. At times 
I would look at the boxes of parts and 
pore over the parts manual trying to work 
out where bits went. Slowly the work 
progressed. The engine had been recondi-
tioned by the previous owner, but was out 
of the car. I had it professionally stripped, 
balanced and reassembled. This was now 
placed on the completed chassis.  The gear 
box was reconditioned and with drive-train 
complete, placed in the chassis. This was 
all taken to the panel shop. Using slings 
around the now painted body, this was 
lifted by block and tackle, hung from a 
girder in the panel shop. The chassis was 
rolled underneath, the body lowered on to 
it and bolted in place – the same method as 
when it was made in the factory – it took 
only 40 minutes.

Another kind friend, an electron-
ics engineer experienced in classic cars 
showed me how with the car manual, to 
label and lay out the new wiring loom. 
Using the positioning of the old wiring 
and photos I had taken, I was able to 
correctly place the wiring and then connect 
it up behind the dashboard (new wood 
required). The wiring was checked by a 
professional before finally being connected 
to a battery. It was an exhilarating experi-
ence to be able to turn the switch and see 
the lights and ignition come on as the car 
came alive, after years of lying dormant. 
A professional trimmer put new leather on 
the seats, installing the carpets and linings. 
New walnut completed the interior.

Five years after I had first purchased 
the boxes of pieces and about 2500 – 3000 
hours work by me and others it was finally 
together, LTSA checked and on the road. 
There was a settling-in period before it was 

finally finished. To me it was a big project, 
a substantial undertaking. Yet when I turn 
the key, pull the starter and 3.4 litres of 
twin overhead cam starts into life with that 
Jaguar roar, it gives an incredible feeling. 
As we head down the road and out onto the 
motorway, there is nothing like it!   

What I wish I knew before I started
If you are buying a car in pieces it is 

very hard to know if everything is there. 
I was assured that the car I bought was 
complete, but it wasn’t. Somehow, the box 
with the pieces that matter most, is missing 
(Murphy’s Law). I personally found Jagbits, 
Solihull, West Midlands, UK (Disclaimer: 
no interest or benefit), an excellent source 
for XK parts.

A particular model car may be offered 
standard or with certain factory fitted 
optional extras (for example special equip-
ment, competition engine etc) which may 
make the car more desirable or unique and 
therefore a better restoration project. 

The condition of the body of the car 
is very important and this can be hard to 
judge sometimes. Bog and a new coat of 
paint can hide (for a time) a multitude of 
sins. A car that is 40 or 50 years old and 
original will not be rust free. How can it 
be? The issue of rust is one of degree. How 
much rust is there and where is it? The 
condition of the car body is usually the 
single most important factor when buying 
an older car. In my case, the car had very 
little rust and I therefore chose the car even 
though I breached another rule, buying a 
car in pieces.

It can be hard to get quality information 
about a particular model, I found it difficult 
to get knowledgeable assistance. The XK 
email list proved invaluable on a number 
of occasions and I only regret not learning 
about this list earlier. On one occasion I 
was struggling to assemble the self adjust-
ing, twin leading shoe front brakes. At that 
stage of the restoration I was unaware of 
anyone in the country who could help me. 

I put a message on the XK list and within 
a few hours I had an answer back, refer-
ring me not only to the page and plate 
number in the parts manual, but also the 
part number of the piece I was missing. 
Another careful examination of the pieces 
I had and the manual showed the list 
member was right.

Quality professional assistance can take 
time to find, but do persevere as it is 
cheaper in the long run. The engineer who 
initially worked on my car gearbox did not 
do this correctly. It was only when the car 
was running and not staying in first gear 
and I took further advice, that I found that 
the first gear had been incorrectly aligned. 
Because the car had overdrive, this neces-
sitated the removal of the engine from the 
car to work on the gearbox. It takes a day 
of work to disconnect parts to remove the 
engine from the car and another day to 
put  the engine back in the car. There is no 
shortage of people who wish to learn on 
your precious car (and be paid by you to 
do it!).

I did have professional assistance, 
particularly with the car body and I am 
very appreciative of the quality profes-
sional assistance I paid for and received.

I did not appreciate the magnitude of 
the task I had taken on. In my view it is a 
decision that one would only make after 
sober reflection. It will cost more than you 
anticipate. I recall a salesman trying to 
generate sales interest in a very tired XK, 
exhorting people that this type of car is one 
that a person “buys with the heart not the 
head”. In my experience, few things could 
be further from the truth. The heart should 
follow the head in matters like this, so that 
the joy and pleasure of owning a classic car 
is not robbed from you and you purchase 
an “old dog” and a financial black hole.    

  bw
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15 mopeds and 12 motor scooters – a really 
encouraging selection. The Moped brigade 
included such names as Bonanza, Suzuki, 
Raleigh, Kaptain, Miele, Ariel, Mannet-
Tatran, Solex, Mobilette, Puch and Honda. 
The scooter section was made up of DKW, 
Vespa, N Zeta, Lambretta, BSA, plus Peter 
Cooper’s 1914 Scott, and several Vintage 
machines. The run took us from Waharau 
Park on the Thames estuary, to Miranda, 
then back to Kaiaua for a much enjoyed 

fish and chip lunch. Participants and friends 
alike agreed that we should make the event 
a yearly one. Hero of the day was Bob 
Masters, the start cord of his DKW broke 
just before start time, and after a mammoth 
effort and a little help from onlookers, got 
it replaced in time.  

bw

Mopeds to Kaiaua
Text  and photos Russ Miell

Bob Masters repairs his starting cord.

A mixture of motor scooters and mopeds.

A fter weeks of rain, Sunday 1 
September turned out fine, not only 
weatherwise, but also a fine turnout 

of Mopeds for the Kaiaua run. Between the 
Hamilton and Auckland contingent we had 
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The history of motoring in the North Island has never been 
easy to find. In Beaded Wheels No 146 and 147 Leith 
Newell accurately recorded the arrival of the two Benz cars 

in Wellington in 1898 and the Star car into Auckland in September 
1899. All three were belt driven and were not suitable for the 
hilly cities they were to run in, and were taken south sold in the 
Christchurch area where roads were of better quality and grades 
were not a problem.

The Star was offered for sale in Christchurch during November 
1900 but in January 1901 Nicky Oates of Christchurch took a 
similar Benz made by Raglan up to Wellington, conquering the 
Rimutaka Hills and driving through to Napier. Perhaps driver skills 
were needed too.

Soon after the arrival of the Star car in Auckland George 
Henning imported his first Locomobile steam car and this demon-
strated a practical motoring machine which developed parallel with 
petrol cars and electric trams that commenced running in Auckland 
in 1902. Douglas Wood wrote up the Henning story in Beaded 
Wheels 239 so we will move on to the engineering company of 
WA Ryan who started importing Union oil engines for boats in 
about 1898. By 1900 Ryans’ had a large workshop on Breakwater 
Road in Mechanics Bay and were able to supply and fit Union 
engines to all sizes of motor launches being built by Logan’s and 
Bailey’s shipyards. Their experience with oil engines (which were 
petrol engines, not diesel) led them into petrol motor cars and the 
Oldsmobile agency in the first years of the curved dash model.

Ryans’ were refinanced in August 1902 to a partnership of 
William Bell, Robert Whitson and Richard Spinks and six other 
shareholders still trading as WA Ryan Ltd. One of the shareholders 
was Harry Whitson who lived in San Francisco.

The Oldsmobile proved to be an ideal car for NZ roads and 
Dr de Clive Lowe who lived in Symonds Street was the first to 
buy one. It was Richard Spinks who taught him to drive it and 
in an interview with an Auckland Star reporter 25 years later he 
recalled one incident worth repeating: “I garaged my car in a shed 
in the backyard of my home, which had an entrance from St Paul’s 
Street. It was necessary, when driving in, to go through double 
gates, turn sharply to the left and then reverse into the garage. 
On this day I drove in like Jehu of old in all his glory, but some 
person had left a clothes prop directly in my fairway. As I swung to 
the left I saw it and leaned out to push it away. I forgot that I had 
charge of the tiller, and that there was a clothes line above me, with 
the result that the line caught me under the neck and lifted me out 
of the car and threw me to the ground, while the car went on and 
came to a stop in the scullery. When I got there the housemaid was 
huddled up in a corner and the cook was standing on the kitchen 
table yelling.”

The de Clive Lowe house still stands in Symonds Street and is 
now a University shop.

When Dr de Clive Lowe first started driving the Oldsmobile it 
was without mudguards and hood and we have a picture of seven 
of these cars, all wire-wheel models with tiller steering and the 
easily recognised ‘curved dash’.

 In October 1902 the Cycling column in the NZ Sporting and 
Dramatic Review wrote 

“Motor cars are ceasing to be a novelty in the streets of 
Auckland. Dr Humphrey Haines and Dr de Clive Lowe 
have cars while George Henning has just imported a new 
machine. Quite a number are reported to be on the way out 
so before long we shall have a significant number to form 

a motor club. I understand 
Dr Haines intends to call 
a meeting of those inter-
ested shortly, with a view 
to forming such a club. 
One of the chief reasons 
why this should be done is 
to enable the executive to 
frame a rule as to regulat-
ing the speed on the road. 
At present the law is more 
favourable to motor owners 
than in any other country, 
but nothing will prejudice 
the general public against 
the innovation more than 
seeing the cars driven at 
excessive speed through the 
Auckland streets. At present 

From NZ Sporting and Dramatic Review 1903, 
courtesy Auckland City Library.

1903 Oldsmobile. Robert Whitson was accountant and 
a partner of W A Ryan and treasurer of AAA. From 
NZ Sporting and Dramatic Review, courtesy Auckland 
City Library

6 June 1903 The founders, the first run of the Auckland Automobile Association. L to R W
(checking wheels) identity of ladies uncertain. Auckland weekly News, photos Copyright 

Motoring in the North 
Island 
100 YEARS AGO
Part I
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the law merely states that the motor car must be driven at a 

reasonable speed. It will be well if drivers adhere to that for I 
have noticed one offender already.” 

In 1901 Christchurch City had set the speed of cars to be four 
mph but the introduction of electric trams on Auckland streets in 
November 1902 raised the question ‘If electric trams can do 15-20 
mph why not cars?”

There were soon other problems to resolve such as passing a 
tram while passengers were alighting - there is one picture of a De 
Dion going around the off side of the tram while it was picking up 
passengers in Symonds Street. Graham Stewart records some early 
tram versus car accidents in “End of the Penny Section”.

It was on 26 May 1903 that Dr de Clive Lowe arranged the 
meeting that formed the Auckland Automobile Association and 
by then Dr Haines had dropped out. The founder members at 
that meeting in 25 Symonds Street were Dr A Challinor Purchas, 
Dr Rayner, Mr JA Moody, a building contractor, and Messrs RB 
Spinks, WTJ Bell, E Bockaert and G Henning all from the motor 
trade. 

 Dr Purchas was elected president and Dr de Clive Lowe secre-
tary. There were apologies from Mr Atkin and Mr G Patterson.

The next meeting was held on 10 June 1903, when Dr Purchas 
stepped down and Dr Rayner was appointed president. Mr R 
Whitson joined the committee as treasurer. The New Zealand 
Graphic Magazine of June 20, 1903, started printing “Motoring 
Notes” by Sparking Plug and in that column they mentioned: 

“The Auckland Automobile Association was making great 
headway and the latest additions to their list of members 

include Dr AO.Knight (5hp Locomobile) 
Dr and Mrs Owen (4hp Oldsmobile) and 
Mr Barry of Waihi (12hp Darracq). There 
is some talk of there being another club 
formed, every member of which will be a 
private individual not connected with the 
trade. Why not connected with the trade? 
The members of the auto-car trade are 
the strongest and oldest members. Who 
introduced the motor to us? The trade, 
and for that reason if for no other, let us 
be thankful to them and not try our best 
to prevent them from becoming members 
of any and every club that is formed.” 

(Perhaps Dr Haines was behind this rival 
club which as far as we know never eventu-
ated?) We do not have a membership list 
of AAA members in those early years and 
Dr Haines’ name did not appear in the 
Motoring columns of the Herald or the 
Graphic. However in an interview with past 
AA presidents reported in the AA Bulletin 
in 1952 George Henning and Percy Skeats 
recalled that Dr Humphrey Haines was the 

first to drive a car from Auckland to Rotorua. The car was a 
Locomobile steamer but the date of this pioneering trip still eludes 
us.

Returning to 1903 - The Herald reported another meeting of 
the AAA when rules were formed “identical to the rules of the 
Automobile Club of Great Britain” and a “Board of Examiners” 
was appointed to test the competency of drivers. Messrs Spinks, 
Henning and Bockaert were the examiners and their first certifi-
cates were issued to Mr Moody, Mrs Moody, Dr de Clive Lowe, 
Mrs de Clive Lowe, Dr Knight, Mr R Whitson and then the three 
examiners appear to have tested one another because they all 
received certificates. It was the Trade that set the standard.

The first social activity for the new formed association was a 
run to Howick on 6 June 1903. A new column in the NZ Herald 
“Motors and Motoring” by Petrol wrote 

“Five cars met and made the run out to Howick. Mr 
Henning in his 10hp Locomobile accompanied by Mr 
Spinks, Dr de Clive Lowe and Mrs Lowe, Mr Whitson and 
Miss Whitson, Mr and Mrs Moody, Mrs Rayner, Mr Bell and 
Miss Bell - all in Oldsmobiles. The roads to Panmure were 
very muddy but after Panmure was passed they became more 
troublesome. At Howick afternoon tea was partaken of. On 
the run home through Ellerslie one car was delayed due to an 
engine problem.”

A picture of the cars and the people mentioned in the Herald 
article appeared in the Auckland Weekly News on July 9, 1903. 

 L to R W Bell Oldsmobile, George de Clive Lowe, George Henning, Locomobile, James Moody Richard Spinks 
opyright NZ Herald

Dr Purchas in foreground, a group of members at St Heliers Bay, Auckland, preparing for the run to town. Auckland Weekly News, photos Copyright 
NZ Herald
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The following week a run was made to St Heliers Bay which, 
of course had to be reached via Remuera and St Johns College and 
the next Saturday a round trip was made through Onehunga (where 
Queen Street was a sea of mud) over the bridge to Mangere where 
the road was “splendid to Otahuhu”. Led by the President the cars 
followed one another closely and the last car as on all the associa-
tion runs was driven by Mr Spinks who had been dubbed “the 
doctor” because of his ability to put right any defect on the way. 

The stable yard of the Star Hotel at Otahuhu was turned into a 
motor repair shop while afternoon tea was being prepared.

The next outing was the most ambitious to date and caused 
us a good deal of searching until we found the report in the NZ 
Graphic 

“After meeting at Dr Rayners’ Symonds Street residence 
ten cars ran down to the Ferry buildings where they were run 
aboard the 2pm Devonport Steam Ferry Eagle. All boarded 
without problems but Dr Purchas’ Darracq dropped a “hind 
wheel” off the edge of the gangplank and required assist-
ance”.

Poor Dr Purchas - he was the only one to employ a chauf-
feur. The group travelled from Devonport to Dr Purchas’ summer 
residence at Lake Takapuna for afternoon tea and the Graphic tells 
us that those present were Dr and Mrs Rayner, Dr Purchas, Mr 
Spinks, Mr Bell, Dr and Mrs de Clive Lowe, Mr G Henning, Mr 
R Whitson, Mr Patterson, Mr W Henning and Mr and Mrs Moody.

George Henning had Mr David Nathan as a passenger and his 
brother William Henning took along Mr Arthur Cleave who bought 
a Locomobile steam car for himself shortly after this demonstra-
tion. Cleave was a racecourse photographer of note and printer of 
the NZ Sporting and Dramatic Review. The Purchas Darracq, two 

Locomobiles and seven Oldsmobiles were the pioneers of the AAA 
and shortly after this run Dr Purchas bought an Oldsmobile for 
himself. In fact both Dr Purchas and Arthur Cleave turned out the 
next Saturday July 11, in their new cars. Richard Spinks brought 
along an Oldsmobile without body work fitted - probably the first 
of this make to be imported in chassis form. 

By this time Messrs Cousins and Atkin were fitting splash 
boards to the Oldsmobiles and later on “cape cart” hoods appeared. 
They were soon to offer alternative body styles for Darracqs which 
all came in chassis only form. An advertisement appeared in a 
newspaper on June 19 claiming “The first auto to be built in the 
colony will be on view at our showroom in Elliott Street - Cousins 
and Atkin Carriage Factory Ltd.”

WA Ryan were busy too - The Auckland Star July 6 1903, 
announced that the Howick Motor Bus Syndicate had placed 
an order for a Milnes-Daimler bus with WA Ryan and Co. The 
Milnes-Daimler was a German Daimler chassis on solid tyres built 
United Kingdom and fitted with Milnes coachwork. The bus named 
‘Pioneer’ made its first run to Howick in June, 1904, making two 
trips per day on the awful Howick road that kept Richard Spinks 
busy on wet days when the bus often slid off the road or broke 
down. Pioneer was joined by a second Milnes-Daimler later in the 

year. The 25 seat body was built by Cousins and Atkin and named 
“Advance”.

The Howick Motor Bus Co were not the first in the North Island 
to run a motor bus service. The Hawkes Bay Motor Company 
commissioned Rouse and Hurrell of Wellington to build a double 
decker body on a Straker iron tyred chassis with a vertical coal 
fired boiler. The monster was pictured in Wellington’s NZ Mail 
in November 1903 ready for the Napier-Taradale run but it lasted 
only one month on the passenger service before being withdrawn 
and sold as a wool transporter by mid December 1903. 

Another public transport service to claim a first in New Zealand 
was RB Graham who established a service from Rotorua to Taupo 
with a two cylinder Darracq in January 1904. The name of that 
company was the Rotorua Motor Coaching Company, registered 
in November 1903. It had a second car running soon after and 
business soon expanded to six cars and one of these cars was 
a 12hp Darracq bought second hand from Dr Purchas. Rotorua 
Motor Coaching Company bought another 8hp Darracq that had 
been imported for Mr Langguth who apparently found it profitable 
to onsell it. John Chambers imported a 12hp Wolseley and a Mr M 
Jennie bought a 9hp Darracq. Jennie later moved to Nelson where 
he helped set up the Automobile Association there. The Auckland 
AA had members as far away as Mr SB Hunter in Stratford.

We noted earlier that Arthur Cleave had bought a Locomobile 
Steam car some time in July 1903. Only one month later he set off 
on a pioneering trip from Auckland to Wellington with his teenage 
son as passenger. Remember it was the middle of winter, he had 
had very little experience and he was, we believe the first to take it 
on. We found the first half of the journey written up in the Hawkes 
Bay Herald of August 11, 1903, as follows: - (note, Oxford is now 
known as Tirau) -

“AUCKLAND TO NAPIER IN A MOTOR CAR
AN INTERESTING JOURNEY

As announced yesterday morning Mr Arthur Cleave, of 
Auckland, and his son, Mr AL Cleave, arrived from that city 
in their five horse-power steam “Locomobile” on Sunday, 
after an interesting and occasionally eventful journey, A 
representative of the Herald waited on Mr Cleave, sen. at the 
Masonic Hotel and obtained some particulars of his experi-
ences. ‘We started from Auckland’ Mr Cleave said, ‘on the 
morning of Saturday, August 1st and reached Hamilton, a 

The 5hp Locomobile steamer driven by Arthur Cleave and son on the way 
to Wellington from Auckland. The first motor car to do so, August 1903.

From NZ sporting and Dramatic Review, 1903. Photo courtesy Auckland 
City Library.
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distance of 84 miles, that night. On Sunday we 
made a good run to Cambridge, stopping there 
for a few minutes, and starting for Oxford about 
11 o’clock. About ten miles from Cambridge we 
passed through some very muddy country, and 
so much difficulty did we experience through 
skidding that we had to bind clothes-lines on the 
driving wheels to get along. 

The next trouble was that we ran short of 
water and scorched our boiler, which meant a 
delay of about five hours. On our way to Oxford 
we passed through an enormous amount of mud, 
and about a mile and a half from that town the 
clotheslines came away from the back wheels. 
The consequence was that in going down a hill 
the machine slewed round, ran into a bank and 
an axle was bent. At the bottom of the hill we 
tried to fix the axle, but found it almost impos-
sible to do so. So we pushed on as best we 
could to Oxford, which we reached about 10 or 
11 o’clock, or some twelve hours after leaving 
Cambridge. Next morning we invoked the aid 
of the village blacksmith, who straightened our 
axle, and we then started for Rotorua with many 
good wishes, and also warnings as to the bad 
parts of the road we had to travel. We then had 
a ten mile heavy and slippery climb through the 
Mamaku bush, and did not reach Steel’s mill, 
about 22 miles from Oxford, till 5.30 p.m. We 
stuck just before reaching the mill in mud about 

two and a half feet deep, our machine, for the first time 
refusing to budge. Luckily it stopped within a hundred yards 
of a bachelors establishment, tenanted by six of Mr Steel’s 
stalwart workmen, who, assisted by a full head of steam on 
the machine, managed to extricate it from the quagmire. We 
had tea at Mr Steel’s and he advised us strongly to stay the 
night, but we were anxious to reach Rotorua, and decided to 
continue the journey. For five miles more we had to negotiate 
bad roads under trying circumstances, we reached Rotorua 
that evening at 11 o’clock, having taken 18 hours to cover 37 
miles which would have been accomplished in about two to 
three hours with decent roads. 

We stayed at Rotorua till Thursday morning, when we 
started for Wairakei, which we reached that evening. The road 
during this part of the journey was heavy, but fairly good. We 
left for Rangitikei next afternoon, and got there about 8 p.m. 
after a fair run. On Friday morning we left Rangitikei, and 
had luncheon at Tarawera. Then the biggest test of the trip 
was in store for the machine. It had to climb Turangakuma, a 
mountain 1600 feet high. The climb was one of four and a half 
miles, but as the road was dry it was negotiated without diffi-
culty. On the top we encountered a lot of snow and ice as hard 
as concrete, but we got through it all right and reached Mohaka 
on Saturday night. Leaving Mohaka on Sunday morning we 
arrived in Napier at 4.30 p.m. having lunched on the way. As 
to the roads for the latter part of the journey, they were fairly 
good, and one or two creeks we had to charge through caused 
us no trouble. From about three miles on this side of Pohui to 
Napier we found the road in perfect condition for motoring, 
the best we had traversed since leaving Auckland. We have 
thoroughly enjoyed the trip perhaps all the more because of 
our little mishaps and temporary trials. We will know better 
how to provide against difficulties in the future, and at any 
rate the experience has been one of which we will always have 
vivid and pleasant recollections. Tomorow (Tuesday) morning 
we leave for Wellington, but our route is not yet decided. I 
hope we will have as good a time as we had on our journey 
from Auckland.’”
It took me almost six months to find the account of the other 

half of the journey. It turned up in Arthur Cleave’s own weekly 
paper, The NZ Sporting and Dramatic Review August 27, 1903. 

“Of the remainder of Mr Cleave’s trip from Auckland 
to Wellington on his 5hp Locomobile - He left Napier on 
Tuesday and had a pleasant run to Hastings calling at Nelson 
Bros freezing works. Thence he went to Waipawa staying the 
night there. Next morning on to Eketahuna, a distance of 80 
miles.

Owing to the delay of the railways in not sending benzine 
we only made Pahiatua on good roads. The following 
morning we started and reached Masterton where we experi-
enced great difficulty in finding a place to stable our motor. 
It was raining in torrents but we could not persuade a livery 
stable proprietor to allow us to shelter for the night. (The 
man’s inhospitality was evidently directed more as a protest 
against motors in general). However a friendly dairy factory 
sheltered the way-worn travellers for the night. Next morning 
we fell into the hands of a good samaritan PH Leigh of 
the Motor Car Depot, Taranaki St. Mr Leigh showed every 
kindness, doing sundry repairs etc. Owing to Urgent Family 
Affairs we had to expedite our return and thus missed our run 
through Taranaki to which we had been looking forward. The 
trip however proved highly enjoyable and interesting.” 
Just how they had to expedite their return is not clear. The 

Wellington Evening Post personal column on 13 August only 
reported - “Mr Arthur Cleave a well known businessman in 
Auckland and his son have just completed a trip from that city to 
Wellington in a motor car. They came down via Rotorua, Taupo 
and the Wairarapa”.

They had the option of driving or catching the train over the 

Rimutaka incline to Wellington then returning by ship back to 
Auckland. (Remember the Wellington-Auckland rail line was not 
completed until 1908). Whichever way they returned it did not take 
long because A Cleave and Son were reported as present for the 
AAA run to Panmure on August 22 and the little car was a regular 
attender at many of the weekly runs that followed. 

However on 27 November an accident occurred at the A & P 
Show Motor Car Parade when the Locomobile was run into by a 
following car. An Auckland Weekly News photograph of the badly 
damaged car appeared on December 3 1903, and a note in the NZ 
Sporting and Dramatic Review - January 14 - reported that the car 
was not repaired at that date. A month later (February 1904) Cleave 
announced that he was planning a tour of the roadless north and an 
account of this tour which took place some time in February 1904, 
was written by his passenger, GE Alderton and reprinted in Beaded 
Wheels, June 1968. Cleave and Alderton claimed to be the first to 
make a motor run through that part of the country but were they? 
Arthur Atkin had sold a Vauxhall car to a Mr Myers in Kawakawa 
about a month before and no doubt he tried it out somewhere. The 
Vauxhall would have been a single cylinder, tiller steering model 
not unlike an Oldsmobile.

To be continued

From NZ sporting & Dramatic Review, 1903. Photo courtesy Auckland 
City Library.

MOTORING IN THE NORTH 
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Gordon-Crosby 
COUNTRY
Industry
By Scott Thomson 

Artist F Gordon-Crosby knew motoring  
was  hard work - oil and metal as well as 
travel and racing.

Big luxury cars of his time were tested 
in chassis form, as in the main picture.

Is this a secret prototype being tested 
at dawn? Or is the chassis being rushed 
to the coachbuilder so that the first shift 
can get straight to the rush job for a motor 
show, or  a  special  customer? The raw 
colours, touch of oversteer and exposed 
driver all convey the urgency of a sight then 
common.

The mysterious car is just that – a 
Crosby Special. If Gordon-Crosby had 
a show car in mind he would be seeing 
the finished product soon at Olympia. An 
Autocar highlight was the light hearted 
comment on trends and styling by Monty 
Tombs or Sammy Davis, with the artist’s 
impish sketches.

Factory visits provided material for 
cutaway drawings of which he was a 
pioneer. His job application to The Autocar  
included an exploded view of a BTH 
magneto. Times were changing. At Austins, 
mass production was replacing the individ-
ual type of car. 

What a relief to get back to just pottering 
around in a well equipped garage with your 
own sports car. Michael Gordon-Crosby 
posed with the MG.

Gordon-Crosby Country is a mini series for 
Beaded Wheels featuring the art of F Gordon-
Crosby.  Scott Thomson collaborates with 
Michael Gordon-Crosby.

26 BEADED WHEELS
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QUALITY MOTORING BOOKS Over 800 
new, old and rare in stock. Another copy 
of Pomeroys Grand Prix Car Vol 1 and 
2 available, plus the Alvic Car by Day, 
Isotta Frashchini, Automobiles Voisin, the 
Immortal 2.9 by Moore, all the Rolls-Royce 
Books by Dalton Watson and many other rare 
titles, plus good range of quality new books. 
New stock always arriving. For enquiries 
or catalogue Contact Wheels on Paper Ltd 
phone 0064 3 322 9575, fax 0064 3 322 5180, 
email monza_mistral@yahoo.com.au

1931 CHEVROLET “INDEPENDENCE” 
SEDAN. Restored and rebuilt in 1969 by 
previous owner and still many parts available. 
May sell separately. Good usable Vintage 
car. Motors extremely well. For further 
details phone Tav Miller 03 445 0738. email: 
lesleymiller@xtra.co.nz   Mem.

1954 MAC VELOCETTE 350 original 
condition with Reg and WOF. Spares included. 
Phone 03 686 3044 evenings. Mem.

WOLSELEY 6/80 1954 Original family owner. 
Registration on hold. Tidy original condition. 
Runs well, reconditioned brakes $5,500. Phone 
07 884 9670 evenings.

OLEOMATIC FORKS – NOS parts include 
plated bottom legs. NOS girder springs, 
Ariel and MAC Velo. Veteran (?), Harley (?) 
wheels matched pair GC. Early model Norton  
Dominator tank. 1951 Triumph front wheel, 
brake parts, oil tank. 1927-1940 JAP motor 
parts. Amal type 75 parts as new. Some repro 
Indian Powerplus/early Chief parts. Will sell 
or swap the above parts, phone/fax Phil 03 
464 3135.

RATIER 4 CYL 4 VALVE alloy motor 1920s 
excellent condition. Radiator for same also  
excellent condition, serious offers considered. 
Phone 09 834 7532. Wanted Harley VL RHS 
tank half. DB Oldham. Mem.

BEDFORD A5 TIPTRUCK 1956 with papers 
no reg or warrant, shed bound since 1974 not 
running but straight and complete has twin ram 
and roller hoist, cost $450. Phone Lee 025 279 
0646, Mem.

HUMBER 12 4 door saloon, 1937 Lanchester 
LD10 Briggs body saloon 1947, Austin 
A40 Devon 1951. All vehicles in restorable 
condition, each come with a spare car. All 
open to offers. Phone 03 528 8018.

BUICK 1926 MASTER 6 SEDAN. Restoration 
requires completion, some wood completed, 
engine rebuild (?) a good project. No time or 
space force sale. $2,500. Phone 09 415 8519. 
Mem.

GOGGOMOBIL 1958 SEDAN T300 
MICROCAR, low mileage, heaps spent. Austin 
A40 1956 wellside, complete and straight, 
needs restoration, registration held both 
vehicles. Also chassis 1932 Austin 7, complete 
set Austin 7 script wheels, Chevrolet Impala 
1967 steering column new, Ford Zephyr MK I 
windscreens. Phone 06 357 4425. 

RENAULT 4 CYLINDER ENGINE. Mid/early 
twenties. Complete with magneto and clutch 
parts. Looks to be about 800cc. Also very early 
set brake clutch levers as used in the Renault 
Charabanc. $200 Phone Dave Harre 09 818 
7816 or email: DAVEHARRE@xtra.co.nz

PERSONALISED PLATE “RESTOR” $800. 
Phone 09 479 4177. Mem.

1935 MORRIS 25 SALOON on wire wheels. 
Very sound, rust free and complete a large and 
rare model. Has not run for many years and 
requires full restoration. $2,500. Phone 06 844 
0464 or 027 446 1986.

SUZUKI FA50 1986 Excellent condition. On 
blocks for some years. Ideal reliable commuter 
transport. C/w enclosed front carrier, leg 
shields, helmet, gloves, secuity chain, tool kit. 
Licensed. Dealership valuation $1,000. A real 
gem. Phone 07 378 4459, Taupo.

1964 WOLSELEY 16/60 SEDAN One original 
owner in Central Otago, no rust had engine 
reconditioned, needs some tlc, original paint. 
For further details contact Tav Miller 03 445 
0738. email: lesleymiller@xtra.co.nz   Mem.

MARKETPLACE
CLASSIFIED RATES
Due to space limitation, classified advertisers should refrain from the use of dashes, spaces, logos, 
blank lines and centering. All classified rates include GST.
The 65 word limit includes contact details. Advertisers requiring ads longer than the standard 65 
words, or who require typography or space, must apply display rates.
The advertising department reserves the right to edit or return classifieds not meeting the criteria.
Non Member: $16.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 15 cents per word to a 
maximum of 65 words per advertisement.
Member of Vintage Car Club Inc: $12.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 15 cents 
per word to a maximum of 65 words per advertisement. Members must be financial and state their 
Branch.
Text in a Boxed Ad: $20 members, $24 non-members. 
Photo Ad in Box: $32.00 members, $44 non-members, enclose a clear photograph and an SAE if 
return required.
Colour Photo Ad in Box: $50.00 members, $54 non-members, enclose a clear photo and an 
S.A.E. if return required.
Above rates apply for each advertisement. Advertisements should be typed or clearly printed.
ENCLOSE PAYMENT
Cheques Payable to Beaded Wheels. Post to: Advertising, PO Box 13140, Christchurch, to arrive 
not later than 10th of month preceding publication.
DISPLAY RATES Casual 3 Issues
  (per issue)
Full Page $363.00 $297.00
Half Page $198.00 $154.00
Horizontal Quarter Page $121.00 $98.00
1 Column x 80mm $65.00 $55.00
Price on application for covers and four colour process
All display rates quoted exclude GST and are for finished camera ready artwork  supplied. Artwork can be 
arranged at an extra charge.
Deadline for copy 10th of month preceding publication.
Beaded Wheels will consider articles of a technical nature for inclusion in its editorial space. Beaded Wheels 
however regrets that it is not able to offer editorial space for advertisements nor for the promotion of products.
Marketplace advertising cancellations received in writing prior to advertising deadline will be refunded in full. 
Where possible Beaded Wheels will refund 70% of the advertisement cost for any cancellations received after 
the booking deadline.
Beaded Wheels makes every effort to ensure no misleading claims are made by advertisers, responsibility cannot be accepted by Beaded Wheels or the 
Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) for the failure of any product or service to give satisfaction. Inclusion of a product or  service should not be construed 
as endorsement of it by Beaded Wheels or by the Vintage Car Club.
No liability can be accepted for non-appearance of advertisements and the text of all advertisements is subject to the approval of the editor who reserves 
the right to refuse any advertisements which are not compatible with the aims, objectives, and standards of Beaded Wheels or the Vintage Car Club of New 
Zealand (Inc.)
In accordance with the provisions of the Human Rights Commission Act 1977 Beaded Wheels will not publish any advertisement which indicates or 
could reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate by reason of sex, marital status,  religious or ethical beliefs. Advertisers 
should take all care in drafting advertisements as they could be held liable, as well as the magazine and the Club.

FOR SALE

AUTOMOTIVE WOODGRAINING. 
When restoring your car there is only one 
way to restore your metal window frames 
& dashboard: metal woodgraining. For 
information and free quotes contact Alan 
Markby. Ph 03 445 0988 or write to 11 
Boyne Place, Cromwell. Mem.

KING-PIN KITS, TIE ROD ENDS,
Spring shackles, ignition parts, bulbs 
and sealed beams, spark-plugs and coils, 
engine bearings, engine mountings, head 
gaskets/sets, pistons and valves, timing 
chains and gears, flywheel ring gears, 
tyres, carburettors, magnetos, etc, for all 
makes and models, especially: Austin, 
Chevrolet, Chrysler, Ford, Hillman, 
Morris, Standard, Vauxhall. Ronald Lever, 
87 Tui Rd, Papatoetoe, South Auckland. 
Phone 09 278 3888 evenings

VINTAGE WOOD PROBLEMS? For all 

your Vintage wood work requirements, I can 

reproduce your car’s woodwork from origi-

nal parts, patterns and photos. Model A parts 

made to order, also Morris Traveller Van 

Kits. N Rhodes, Furniture of Distinction. 

Purakau Rd, Marton. Ph 06 327 6164.
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 ____________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________

Cash for your car…
Book your advertisement in the next issue of Beaded Wheels. 
Beaded Wheels is delivered to over 7,000 subscribers and members of 
the New Zealand Vintage Car Club every issue – our advertising is read by 
enthusiasts throughout the country and overseas. Do you need to find a buyer 
for your vehicle, a vital piece for your restoration jigsaw puzzle or are you just 
ready to gain some space in your garage? Get your message directly to the 
people who need to hear it.

Up to 40 words including phone 
number. Supply a colour photo of 
your vehicle. Include SAE for return 
of photo.
*$50 rate for VCCNZ members 
only, non-member rate $54

$50*
Text & colour photo.  WANTED  

 FOR SALE

Tick which column 
you require

Payment must accompany your advert.  Cheques should be made payable 
to Beaded Wheels. Post payment and advertisement to Marketplace, PO Box 
13-140, Christchurch. VCCNZ members must be financial and state their 
branch to receive discount rate. 
Deadline for receipt of advertisements and payment for FEBRUARY/
MARCH issue 10 JANUARY 2003.

FIAT 505, 1922. The rare big brother to the 
501, 2.3 litre engine capacity. Mechanically 
99% complete. Some restoration done. 
Owners’ handbook and parts manual copies 
included. Phone, write for detailed write-
up and photographs. Price AUD$2,500. Alan 
Collis, RSD 2000, Bright, Vic 3741, Australia. 
Phone 0061 3 5755 2360.

1924/26 DODGE FOUR PARTS. Engine, 
gearbox, chassis, front axle, rear axle, wheels 
and many many more parts. 1930 Chrysler 
66 dismantled, guards, scuttle panelled many 
spares. A very restorable car. Phone AG 
Hoffman 03 217 6587. Mem.

HOUSE SITTER AVAILABLE. VCC 
member willing to house sit anywhere in 
New Zealand. Able to care for house, garden 
and animals. Phone Peter 07 312 4147. email 
coralw@xtra.co.nz

M A G N E T O S ,  R E W I N D S , 
PARTS AND SERVICE, all types, units 
bought and sold. Contact Chris Slater, 
Coil Winding Services, Hupenui RD, 
Greytown, WAIRARAPA. Ph/Fax (06) 

FORD A 1928-29 COLLECTION eg front axle 
assemblies, bonnets, rear axles (new condition). 
Tudor body not complete and running gear. 2 x 
motors, 21" and 19" wheels, 4 x Insa tyres 
brand new 475-500x19" - prefer sell as one lot. 
Phone B Stroud 03 217 4392 a/h.

BROCHURES Over 800 car brochures available 
plus hundreds of period advertisements. Good 
range of American European and English 
from the 30s to the late 60s. Some very rare 
collectors’ items always available. Some very 
interesting 1930s brochures. New stock arriving 
all the time. For enquiries or catalogue contact 
Wheels on Paper Ltd. Phone 0064 3 322 9575, 
fax 0064 3 322 5180, email monza_mistral@
yahoo.com.au 

VAUXHALL 1937 DX 14/6 TOWN SEDAN 
Complete car but dismantled for restoration, 
body in very good condition, includes some 
spares. It has been in storage for 25 years but 
as I have recently shifted an urgent sale is 
required due to a lack of storage. $1200 ono. 
Phone 03 338 5563 or 025 229 8781.

A commemoration of 50 years of the
 Hawke’s Bay (Sports) Car Club

A great Christmas present for the 
motorsport enthusiast in your family

360 A4 Pages • Hard Cover • Stitched Binding 
Colour Jacket • Hundreds of Photographs

“A wonderful, well written history of motorsport in 
Hawke’s Bay over the last 50 years. A terrific read!”

OFF THE RECORD costs $64 
Post to…HB Car Club Jubilee Committee

PO Box 2316, Stortford Lodge, Hastings 
or contact Lily Baker 06 878 9883 A/H(Inc P&P 

in NZ)

1918 MODEL T TOURER was prepared for 
and took part in Royal & SunAlliance 50th 
Anniversary Rally in 1996, not used since as 
owner incapacitated. WOF and registered in good 
working order. $18,000 ono. Phone Trevor 03 
358 4440 evenings or weekends. Mem.

PISTONS for Vintage and Classic engines 
. Most models available in standard or 
oversizes. Also pistons can be made to 
special dimensions. Contact George Calder, 
307 Hoon Hay Road, Christchurch. Ph 03 
338-5372. Fax 03 338 5482. Member.

Up to 45 words including phone 
number, no photo. 
*$12 rate for VCCNZ members 
only, non-member rate $16

$12*
Text only advertising  WANTED  

 FOR SALE

Tick which column 
you require

VINTAGE CARS 
to be offered at Auction on site

VEHICLE AUCTION CENTRE
 21 Bowmont Street Invercargill

7.15pm Wednesday 18 December 2002
William Todd & Co Ltd instructed by the owner will sell 
at the above venue the following three fully restored, 
o p e r a t i o n a l 
registered and 
WOF vehicles 
including:

1931 Nash Straight 8 
model 890 sedan

1913 
Humberette 

Cycle car

 •  M A A N Z  •  L M V D  •  M R E I N Z  • 

On view at sale venue.
All enquiries to vendors agents:

Todds Vehicle Auctions
Phone 03  218 4808 •  Fax 03 218 4836

A Division of William Todd & Co Ltd
18 Don Street, Invercargill

Phone 03 218 7261•  Fax 03 218 7262

1938 BSA Scout 
4 wheel sports car
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1930 ESSEX COUPE This car has been 
restored and is in excellent condition. New 
reg & WOF $16,500. Phone 03 548 5455 or 
025 332 638.

1928 ESSEX SEDAN Older restoration. Motor 
completely rebuilt 1,000 miles. Good condition. 
$14,000 ono. Phone 06 844 4287. Mem.

CHRYSLER 60 TOURER 1927. 6 cylinder 
and hydraulic brakes. Quality leather interior. 
New hood. Reg & WOF. Drives well $19,000. 
Phone 09 425 6688.

1956 NASH METROPOLITAN  13,700 miles 
since total restoration. Reg & WOF excellent 
condition 1500cc 3 speed. Comes with truck 
load of spares from three similar cars. $14,000. 
Phone Glen 06 377 4490 or 025 861 434.

1939 HARLEY-DAVIDSON WL MODEL 45 
750cc Puchased new by Dunedin City Council 
Traffic Department. Only three owners, restored 
1977, rare bike. $20,000. Phone 03 308 7107. 
Mem.

1927 ESSEX SPEEDABOUT. Recently rebuilt 
from chassis. Comes converted to 12v. New 
leather, Laycock overdrive and many spares. 
Very good condition. Reluctant sale. $27,000 
ono. Phone 06 844 4287. Mem.

1923 ALVIS 12/40 CARBODIES STANDARD 
tourer. Well known car in good motoring 
order. Denco crankshaft and rods, close ratio 
gearbox, 4.5:1 diff. Full weather equipment, 
new carpets, good tyres. Useful spares 

1922 FIAT 501 ROADSTER close ratio 
gearbox. High ratio diff. Genuine original Silvani 
ohv head. New rubber. Well known much loved 
car rallied by this family over 34 years. $35,000 
more details. Phone Chris Butler (Aus) 08 9459 
6570 or Ross 03 352 3160. Mem

1939 VAUXHALL MODEL I 12hp This 
rare example has benefitted from a very 
comprehensive restoration. Built by GM in 
Wellington, it has completed a genuine 67,000 
miles from new. Original papers, history and 
some spares are included. Reg & WOF, $6,500 
ono. Phone Jim 06 834 0536. Mem.

VINTAGE TRUNKS as seen in Issue 201, 
page 17. Leather trim, waterproof, stock 
size or made to your measurements. Phone/
Fax  Allan on 06 844 3959 or 025 469 331 
to discuss your requirements. Allan Jones 
Joinery, Napier. Member.

1929 MORRIS COWLEY ROADSTER
Ground up restoration – everything new. Very 
reliable, no expense spared, lacquer paintwork. 
Many spares, original handbook. Best offer over 
$15,000. Phone 09 407 8628 or 0274 920 514.

FORD & CHEVROLET
REPRO PARTS
‘28-‘48

‘OLD AUTO RUBBER’

VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
ROAD AND TRACK SUPPLIES

PO Box 5369 Papanui, Christchurch
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1952 MG TD 55,346 miles, two owners last 
30 years. $34,000. Many spares including three 
diffs. Phone Tom Hudig 04 568 4838. 

1928 MODEL A FORD ROADSTER
Fully restored 1978 and maintained in 
excellent condition throughout. 12,000 miles 
since restoration and new gearbox and high 
ratio crown wheel and pinion recently fitted. 
Reluctant sale due to new purchase. Photos and 
car details available by email:rhfear@clear.net.nz
$24,000. Phone 03 384 2734. Mem.

1927 ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY 15hp
Known history, last owner 50 years, now 
deceased. Rebuilt in 1980s $15,000 ono. Phone 
06 379 8414.

1948 ROVER 75 Rare interim model. Has 
been restored mechanically and bodywork. 
Rallied often, reliable. Not used now. Offers 
invited. Phone Bruce Millar 03 217 2664 or 
fax 03 217 4668

ROLLS-ROYCE CORNICHE COUPE 
BY Mulliner Park Ward ex Spain, then UK. 
Purchased 1984. Refurbishment cost me 
$55,000. Offers wanted or exchange for older 
RR or quality Veteran/Vintage car suitable for 
weddings. See photos Oct/Nov issue. Phone 04 
386 1043, Wellington.

1930 MODEL A COMMERCIAL TUDOR 
DELIVERY. This rare motorable ex-bread 
van in tidy condition, is reluctantly for sale. 
Refurbished and mechanically sound, Reg & 
WOF. Many spares included with this unusual 
burgundy and cream Model A. $15,000 ono. 
Phone 07 345 9324.

BRASS ERA VETERAN - RARE MODEL 
1912 Austin 15hp Tourer. Well known car, 
excellent condition, very reliable. Has had 
mechanical restoration with spare engine and 
parts. Reg & WOF. $49,500 ono. Phone 09 

VAUXHALL 14/40 MULLINER BODY 
SALOON 1926 Magnificent patina, original 
upholstery, all correct bits, runs well. WOF & 
Reg, previous Reg No AO1 ex South Island 
$18,000 ono. Phone Mike 09 813 0547 or 
mobile 025 945 632.

1922 22A WILLYS KNIGHT  4 door sedan, 
good body, motor runs well, lots of spares, 
no Reg or WOF. $12,000. Phone 09 436 
1494 a/h.

1929 AUSTIN 7 TOURER (CHUMMY) 
Restored for 1992 Pan Pacific Rally. Very good 
condition. motors well, a fun car to drive, spare 
parts included. Offers around $15,000. Phone 
Jim Paterson 03 384 4148. Mem.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Keep your eyes open in late February for your 

renewal advice for VCC membership.

VCCNZ VEHICLE DATABASE
Please tell National Office if you change 

your address, sell your vehicle or buy new 
vehicles. We do not want vehicles doubling 

up on the Club’s database.

MECHANICAL FUEL PUMPS REPAIRED.
We can restore that faulty pump, including 
fuel resistant diaphragm. Work fully guaran-
teed. Contact Quality Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall St, 
Christchurch 8004. Phone/fax Barry Emms 
03 342 5677. Mem.
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1932 MG J2 
CHASSIS #J2166, engine # 691 AJ. 

This MG has been fitted with a supercharger, 16 inch centre laced wire wheels, the desirable 12in brakes, twin fuel caps and the racing style large 
revolution counter. 
All the above modifications have converted this J2 into a specification similar to what the MG factory provided for competitive use. Although this 
is not fitted with the usual ENV gear box it still remains a highly desirable vehicle. 
This is almost unique in New Zealand valued between $32,000 and $40,000.

1930 MG M type special. 
Chassis#2/M2 112. 
This is an assembled typical beach racer, and grass autotest vehicle. Valued at $8,000.

For further details about cars contact Jayne 
04 904 8940

• Industrial Hard Chrome   • Industrial Chemical Cleaning
• Zinc Plating   • Gold Plating   • Tin Plating  • Copper/Nickel/ Brass/

Chrome   • Anodising or Chrome Plating onto aluminium
• Metal Polishing on steel, stainless steel, aluminium copper and brass

• Wood Stripper

DODGE FAST FOUR body and running gear. 
Complete could be restored, $500 firm. Phone 
03 217 8942.

FOR SALE 52 TRIUMPH 500 All there some 
new parts. To be assembled $3,000. Phone 03 
217 8942 or 025 687 0449.

JEEP CJ4 MAHINDRA 1973 Body off rebuild, 
factory overdrive. Reconditioned motor, new 
radiator etc. Excellent throughout, Reg & WOF, 
drive anywhere. $4,800. Phone 03 312 3112

MODEL A 1930 FORDOR SEDAN restoration 
started, some body panels completed and new 
wood fitted. Offers phone 03 312 6876. Mem.

1928 MODEL A FORD TUDOR new Reg & 
WOF. Good condition luggage rack, maroon 
and grey upholstery. Body black and blue. 
$16,000, phone 07 549 2812.

MORRIS 12/6 1934 running gear minus 
motor, 6 good 19" wheels primed, some caps, 
2 x radiators, bonnet, steering column all good. 
1929/30 Morris Minor MG 3 speed gearbox, 
very good condition. Phone B Stroud 03 217 
4392 a/h. Mem.

SU FUEL PUMPS REBUILT, we rebuild 
your pumps 6V and 12V. We also stock a full 
range of spare parts. All work fully guaran-
teed. Contact SU Fuel Pump Services (NZ) 
27 Allstone Pl, Christchurch. Phone Rick 025 
528 178 or 03 383 9119 a/hours.

CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP
Don’t forget to advise National Office of 
any changes of address or sales/purchases 

of vehicles.

IS YOUR VINTAGE 6 VOLT and you wish 
to keep it original but cannot find a radio to 
suit? Now available an Inverter to enable the 
fitting of a 12 volt radio or radio cassette 
without electrical modification. The unit is 
compact (4" x 2") with simple 3 wire justi-
fication, NZ developed and manufactured. 
Contact J Hibbs, Martinborough, RD1, 
Phone 06 306 9121.

JAGUAR 1970 XJ6 4.2 FOR SALE. Manual/
OD, chrome wheels. Second in Concours at 
the Jaguar Nationals at Millbrook. Phone 03 
686 3044, evenings. Mem.
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TWO RUGBY MODEL F TOURERS. 
1924 complete original car, engine, registra-
tion certificate. All chassis bushes renewed. 
Near new wheels and tyres. Crankshaft 
reground. All bearings remetalled and 
linebored, crankshaft assembly balanced. 
Body and hood need restoring, $3,500. 
1925 body back to dashboard. New bearings 
for most parts (both cars), new tyres $2,500. 
Also spare motors, gearboxes, rear axles, 
Deals negotiable. Phone 09 378 7800

DISTRIBUTOR PARTS AND SERVICE
We can supply many new old stock 
Distributor parts for Lucas and other makes, 
and have built a New Zealand wide reputa-
tion for restoring worn Distributors to as 
new performance and finish. All aspects 
of repair undertaken including Vacuum 
Advance Units. Work fully guaranteed. 
contact Quality Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall St, 
Christchurch, 8004. Phone/fax Barry Emms 
03 342 5677. Mem.

CHEVROLET 1957 BELAIR. Two owners 
original condition. Reg & WOF. Still used 
as everyday transport. Offers. Phone 06 343 
9234. Mem.

1972 MORRIS 1300 - AUTOMATIC genuine 
30,000 miles, two owners, been in storage 
most of its life. $2,000 or nearest offer. Phone 
07 871 7205.

1951 VINCENT RAPIDE is for sale due to 
health reasons, bike has just been thorough-
ly mechanically and cyclewise restored (500 
miles.) Bike for sale with or without Steib 
501 sidecar. Complete price $55,500 ono. 
Phone 06 867 4628  

WOODEN WHEELS made for your metal-
work. Steam-bent felloes, any shape spokes. 
New beaded rims available in some sizes.

1979 ROVER SD1, 3.5 V8, auto, good 
condition 180,000kms, deregistered, stored last 
four years, needs a good home. Offers invited. 
Phone Colin 07 847 9476. Mem.

HUMBER 80 1962 good runner, tyres etc, dead 
reg. Good restoration project. $280. Phone 03 
313 3094 Rangiora.

1930 FORD A TOURER 40,000 miles very 
original, goes, been trucked, but have rear 
parts and doors $8,000. MODEL A 6 and 12v 
generators and starters, distributors overhauled 
with top plates. Horns overhauled also changed 
to 12 volts. Phone Brian Hickey 03 354 0103, 
email: modelaford1@hotmail.com

ROLLS-ROYCE PHANTOM 1 1927 7 SEAT 
tourer body. Professionally built in the correct 
manner. Unused. Needs finishing (paint and 
trim). Save $$ on this one or exchange for 
saloon, DH coupe or other coachwork for the 
restored, running chassis. Stored Auckland. 
Phone Wellington 04 386 1043.

AMERICAN AXLES, unknown make possibly 
Falcon Knight, external contracting brakes, 
four very good 20" wooden wheels with split 
rims includes rear axle complete with drive 
shaft. Phone 07 348 4227.

VALVES exhaust quality stainless for 
Vintage engines. Available in blank form or 
machined to size required. Contact; George 
Calder, 307 Hoon Hay Road, Christchurch. 
Phone (03) 338-5372, Fax (03) 338-5482. 
Member.

PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS  
PISTONS

FOR VETERAN, VINTAGE, CLASSIC & 
ODDBALL ENGINES.

We can supply piston sets for most makes 
& models. All piston sets come complete 
with rings & gudgeons. We have over 700 

listings at competitive prices.
M S Coombes Ltd

344 St Asaph St, Christchurch
Ph 03 366 7463, fax 03 366 7462

 
We’re here to make it easy

CLASSICS DATABASE: 
We’ll locate what you want & place what you have!

CLASSICS CASTING 
List your unique vehicle for TV, Film, Adv Free!

CLASSICS VALUATIONS
Is your Investment Insured correctly & for it’s full value?

25 years’ experience

Ph 04 586 1500
Fax 04 586 1501

Just pick up the phone
Email: mcguinness_classics_inc@xtra.co.nz

ROVER P6 PARTS - sold vehicle, retained 
new spares. Send for list. Windscreen, engine 
bearings, valves, gaskets. Rear wheel bearing 
kits. Rubber boots for handbrake, De Dion. 
Reconditioned distributor, V8 fuel pump. 
Excellent s/h steering box, relay, oil pump etc. 
All prices reasonable. Phone/fax 04 528 6409.

1928 V TWIN AJS PARTS two frames, two 
tanks, one fork, two wheels, gearbox and more. 
Phone Rod, Australia 07 4123 0227

HUBCAPS – IF YOU HAVE a hubcap 
problem contact me. I have produced skin 
pressings for most cars between 1930 and 
1940. These are top quality replicas. No 
matter how rare the make of vehicle it 
is possible to reproduce as original. For 
further information phone Les Hayter 07 
378 9230 or 025 485 994 or write to my 
new address 810 Tukairangi Road, RD 1, 
Taupo, PO Box 762 Taupo. Mem.

VINTAGE & CLASSIC QUARTZ halogen 
bulbs. Replace your existing bulbs without 
rewiring the headlamp assemblies. Up to 
100% brighter than your existing Tungsten 
bulbs. Will fit most reflectors fitted to Pre & 
Post war cars and motorbikes. Also available 
in single filament 55 watt P22 & BA 15 
bases for use in spotlamps and mechanical 
dip reflectors. Most bases and configurations 
available in 6v & 12v. Further info: Norm & 
Jan Sisson, sole NZ Agent. Ph/Fax (03) 389-
0643 also Henrob Welding Torches/Model 
Boat Supplies. 38 Ottawa Road, Christ-
church 6. Note change of phone number.

PENRITE OILS. We carry a full range from 
Vintage to Modern Engines. Lubricants 
for pre-1984 HD motorcycles, gearbox oil 
for Japanese 2 strokes. Full range of diff, 
steering box and gearbox oils. Competitive 
prices. Try us first. M.S. Coombes Ltd., 344 
St. Asaph Street, Christchurch. Phone 03 
366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462.

NEW AUTO ELECTRICAL SPARES. 
For cars, truck, tractors 1930-1980. 
Distributor caps, points, condensors, 
rotors, lights, lenses, bulbs 6V, 12V, 24V, 
starter/generator parts, distributor rebuild 
parts, etc. Lucas CAV Delco-Remy 
Bosch Autolite. Mail/phone: Bygone Auto 
Electrics, PDC, Fordell, Wanganui. Phone 
06 342 7786, fax 06 342 7788, email: 
sales@bygone-auto-electrics.co.nz

BOOKS, BROCHURES, PERIOD 
ADVERTISEMENTS Over 2000 items available, 
plus new stock always arriving. We believe 
we have one of NZ’s best ranges of new and 
old motoring books and our quality brochure 
stock grows daily. We are also always looking 
to purchase quality books and brochures and 
pay top money. Contact Wheels on Paper Ltd 
for enquiries or catalogue Phone 0064 3 322  
9575, fax 0064 3 322 5180, email monza_
mistral@yahoo.com.au

PANTHER J72 CLASSIC JAGUAR tourer 
4.2 litre 1974. Looks similar to 1938 SS100. 
Near new condition. Very expensive when new. 
One of 422 hand built in aluminium for the 
glitzararia of the world including Liz Taylor, 
Sultan of Brunei, King Feissel of Saudi Arabia 
etc. $40,000. Phone 09 268 6012 day or 09 532 
9749 evenings. 
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FORD MODEL A COUPE 1930 requiring 
work. Must be complete. Phone 04 564 4532 
or email: ronpat@actrix.co.nz

FORD V8 COUPE or similar 1934 - 40. Phone 
Gary McVicar 03 358 8866, Christchurch.

FIAT TOPOLINO folding hood bows and 
latches, spare wheel cover, map light, tail light 
and trafficators. Buy or swap. Is there a woody, 
van or belvedere out there? Phone 03 442 
8709, fax 03 442 7395.

OLD QUALITY MOTORING BOOKS, CAR 
brochures particularly Pre War, old motor 
racing photos etc. We pay top money for 
quality stock. In particular would like to 
purchase Motoring Entente, ERA published 
by White Mouse Editions, George Roeshe 
and The Invincible Talbots, and Dalton 
Watson titles and bound copies of Profiles. 
Please contact Wheels on Paper Ltd, phone 
0064 3 322 9575, 0064 3 322 5180, email 
monza_mistral@yahoo.com.au
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FRAMES ANY CONDITION 1928 ARIEL 
and Triumph model W. mag Dyno MDB1 and 
other parts. Velocette primary clamp ampme-
ter Miller dynamo. anything on or for DOT 
3 wheel bikes. Book restoring frames and 
forks by Bacon. Good ASX or Bedford ASXC. 
Phone 09 533 8050. Mem.

FOUR CYLINDER FN MOTORCYCLE 
wanted, anything considered from restored to 
project bike also any four cylinder parts or info. 
Phone 03 684 8004, email: rjjns@xtra.co.nz  
Russell Wilson, 44 College Road, Timaru.

HENDERSON MOTORCYCLE WANTED 
anything considered from restored to project 
bike, also any Henderson parts or info. Phone 
03 684 8004, email: rjjns@xtra.co.nz  Russell 
Wilson, 44 College Road, Timaru.

1929 PONTIAC CHIEF PICKUP PARTS. 
Wire spoke wheel and left hand mounting 
bracket. Bonnet clips and Pontiac Manual. 
Phone Stu 021 250 4807 fax 07 377 3212. 
Email: dj.j.martin@xtra.co.nz   Mem.

MODEL T FORD 1911 CARBURETTOR. 
Must be a Kington or Holley. Also parts for 
1935 or 1936 PA or PB MG. Flywheel, crank 
to flywheel rear bearing flange. Various other 
engine and body parts wanted. Phone 07 377 
2212.

FORD ROADSTER MODEL A 1929-30 must 
be in good restored condition cash buyer phone 
07 846 6090 or write with photo to KM Murray 
136 Wallace Road, RD9, Hamilton.

LUCAS FOG AND DRIVING LIGHTS. 
Models FT27, FT57 and SFT462. Complete or 
incomplete and any condition numbers stamped 
on bases. Frank Langridge, 267 Jericho Rd, 
RD2, Pukekohe or phone 09 238 4419.

WANTED

ENGLISH COLLECTOR OF PRE 1918 
AEC, Thornycroft, Napier, etc seeks anything 
from a button to a complete vehicle. Please 
send details and photo with relevant numbers 
to Pat the Anorak, Glazebrook Farm, 
Ashingdon, Essex, England, SS43Jl or phone 
001 702 206686 for a confidential cash offer.

OIL CO ENAMEL ADVERTISING SIGNS, 
Motor Spirit, cap, tyres, oil etc, anything 
from Big Tree, Texaco, Europa, oil bottles, 
delivery drivers hat & jacket badges, any 
old oil company promotional items. Bob 
Ballantyne, phone 09 444 4066. Mem.

AUSTIN CHAMP 4x4 1954. Wanted rear 
seat and a pair of doors with outer frames. 
Anything considered Also any info on Champs 
in New Zealand for research project. Please 
contact George Jones, phone 06 343 1734 or 
fax 06 343 1735.

AUSTIN SEVEN 1934  BOX SEDAN 
wanted, in restored condition. also parts books, 
brochures, etc and tool kit as pertaining to this 
particular model. Please phone Bill at 03 434 
3314.

WANTED FOR ZENITH MODEL 48K 
updraft carburettor suit Dennis 60hp 
N type any documentation, writing, 
pictures to enable restoration and tuning. 
Frank (Australia) 07 4775 7885 or email: 
cerutfa@ozemail.com.au

DISTRIBUTOR WANTED FR WADE & CO 
4 cylinder suit Dennis 60hp N type. Contact 
Frank (Australia) 07 4775 7885 or email: 
cerutfa@ozemail.com.au

INTERNATIONAL 30 CWT TO 2 TON TRUCK 
parts wanted; pre 1927. Scuttle, steering 
box, radiator and front panels. Lycoming or 
Waukesha 4 or 6 cylinder engine or parts of. 
Phone 07 315 5032.

SWAP MEETS 
& RALLIES
ADVERTISING DEADLINE 
FOR NEXT ISSUE 10 JANUARY 2003

WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE BMW ISETTA 
300 4 wheeler. Phone Ross Frater 0061 7 
3879 8769 Australia or email: m.r.frater@
atlantech.com.au

SWAPMEET
MOTORCYCLE ONLY 

Organised by Waikato Classic 
Motorcycle Club

New Zealand’s largest motorcycle 
only Swapmeet. Full covered venue. 

Waikato Events Centre, Claudelands, 
Heaphy terrace, Hamilton

13 April, 2003
Gates open at 7am

Email: w.classic@xtra.co.nz
Phone 07 827 4317

TRENTHAM RACECOURSE, 
WELLINGTON
20th Annual

SWAPMEET/CLASSIC AMERICAN CARSHOW
Sunday 10 February,  8.00am - 4.00pm  (Includes Car Show)
Public $5 • Family $7 • Vendor and open site $10 • Accompanied Children Free

DISPLAY YOUR CLASSIC CAR AND BE IN THE DRAW FOR A $500 CASH PRIZE
This event is of interest to all collectors of Vintage and Veteran cars, collectibles of every 
kind, motorcycles, hot rods, one make clubs etc. Garage sale/boot sale available. 
For any further information phone Adrian 04 528 7573 evenings or Fax 04 939 1008.
This event organised by the Early American Car Club. PO Box 6086 Te Aro, Wellington.

SWAP
MEET
• • • •
10 FEBRUARY
2 0 0 3

49th
DUNEDIN-BRIGHTON 
VETERAN CAR RALLY

Saturday 1 February 2003
This is the dress rehearsal for the 50th 

Anniversary in 2004.

An interesting day’s Veteran Motoring and 
field events are planned,

 followed by dinner at the historic 
‘Dunedin Club’ premises.

For further information and entry form contact
John Gray Phone 03 476 7773 or 

Fax 03 477 9147
Otago Branch VCC NZ Inc
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W E S T  C O A S T  B R A N C H  –  N Z  V I N TA G E  C A R  C L U B

NATIONAL 
SOUTH ISLAND Easter Rally 2003
EASTER 2003 17-21 APRIL 
Based around Greymouth. 
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South Island
CLUB CAPTAINS TOUR 2003
18 – 29 March inclusive

ITINERARY
18 Tuesday Christchurch
19 Wednesday Banks Peninsula
20 Thursday Banks Peninsula
21 Friday Ashburton
22 Saturday Greymouth
23 Sunday Westport

24 Monday Westport
25 Tuesday Motueka
26 Wednesday Collingwood
27 Thursday Collingwood
28 Friday Nelson 
29 Saturday Nelson

BAY OF PLENTY BRANCH NZVCC INC

ANNIVERSARY 
Weekend Rally
25-27 January 2003

Sapphire Springs, Katikati

By popular request this year we 

are returning to Sapphire Springs 

for our Anniversary Weekend Rally. 

Accomodation available on site or at 

Motels in Katikati. 

An easy, scenic rally is planned.

ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE FROM 
Rally Secretary

Clive and Maureen Gardner, 
12 Twickenham Close, Katikati.

PHONE 07 549 2007

PRELIMINARY NOTICE

WWW WAITARA TO WAITARA WEEKEND
Waitara, Taranaki Labour Weekend 2003

PRE 1939 VEHICLE RALLY
With all participants, be they driver, passengers or crew, 

being encouraged to wear period costume. 
Three vehicle classes: Veteran, Vintage & Post Vintage

This event is to be held in conjunction with the Waitara Community

Enquiries to: Rally Committee, 63 Broadway, Waitara, Taranaki
Rally Organiser: Colin Johnston  •  Rally Secretary: Rob Thomson

McFarlane Motors
West Quay, Waitara
Phone 06 754 8631

Your total motoring service

Further information and recommended accommodation available after September from 
Diane Ross. Club Captain Southern Region.
Keenans Road, 2RD, Ashburton.
Phone 03 308 2356
Fax 03 308 2355

Limited 
entries

Entry forms available now  contact…

Rally Director, Brent Woolhouse
41 Power Road • Greymouth
Phone 03 768 6525 • Fax 03 768 6519 • Email: b.m.woolhouse@xtra.co.nz
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MODEL T FORD CLUB OF NEW ZEALAND 
 
Feb  6– 9 2003  10th National Rally MOTUEKA & NELSON

Feb 11– 13 2003  Extended Rally GOLDEN BAY

For Entry Details Contact
Neal and Ann Dorne  03 527 8104, Fax 03 527 8105 
 Email: annedorne@xtra.co.nz
Tony and Michelle White  03 527 8208, Email tony@baycars.co.nz
Rob and Karen Thompson  03 547 5120

BUICK 
SOUTH ISLAND CENTENNIAL RALLY
T I M A R U  2 0 0 3 

The South Island Buick Centennial Rally will leave from Christchurch and 
Invercargill to assemble in Timaru for Queen’s Birthday Weekend in 2003. 
It is hoped for a gathering of one hundred vehicles and their owners to enjoy 
each others company and vehicles for a once in a lifetime opportunity.
Would you please indicate your interest in taking part in this once only rally 
by returning the detachable slip to the rally director. 
A programme and entry form will be sent in November to those who 
indicate their interest in taking part.

Name:  _______________________________________________

Vehicle:  _______________________________________________

Address:  _______________________________________________

  _______________________________________________

Phone:   _____________________      Fax ___________________
Return to: 
Rally Director 28 Cranbrook Avenue, Burnside, Christchurch 8005
Phone 03 358  3099  Fax 03 358 3094BOOK YOUR OWN ACCOMODATION EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

Hawke’s Bay Branch Vintage Car Club

ART DECO RALLY
For club eligible vehicles up to and including 1945

14 15 & 16 FEBRUARY 2003
For an Entry Form and Programme of Art Deco Weekend events contact:

Rally Organisers – Diane & Geoff Quarrie
Ph/Fax 06 876 4009 or email : dianeandgeoff@paradise.net.nz

or write to PO Box 1036 Hastings
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PUKEKOHE
SWAP MEET 2003

Organised by the
Auckland Branch of the 

Chevrolet Enthusiasts 
Club of N.Z. (Inc.) 

$5 per day per person   Site $25
Gates Open 7.00 am  Sat.   and  8.00 am Sun.

(Car and Driver Free) in by 11.00 am not out before 3.00 pm.
(cars admitted to show at gate keepers discretion)
Prizes for  • Vintage • Veteran • Post War • Modified • Modern             • 
• People’s Choice • Most Original  •  Best Japanese • 

26th

22-23 February
CAR SHOW SUNDAY
 

FOVEAUX FORD A RESTORERS CLUB

6th National Model A Rally
Easter 2003 17-21 April, Invercargill

Local Tours  –  Rally  –  Peoples Day  –  Points of Interest

                                               Entry forms available now

Please contact
Graeme Rattray, 166 George St, Invercargill. 
Phone 03 217 5649  Fax 03 218 2254 Email: sixth.nat.rally@xtra.co.nz
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Ashburton Roger Hart

Club Captain Bill Datlen, ably assisted 
by Milner Jacob led an enthusiastic group 
on a run to Erewhon and Mount Potts 
in Mid-Canterbury’s hinterland. Milner’s 
stories, told in the spectacular setting of 
Mount Sunday, where the Edoras set for 
The Lord Of The Rings had been built (and 
subsequently removed), left many people 
convinced the local rabbits have indeed 
been replaced by hobbits.

For the Here Comes Summer Opening 
Run, organisers Ian and Karen Baynes 
conspired with the weatherman. This 
combination ensured the large array of 
well polished vehicles at the start of the 
run were well tested for their waterproof 
capabilities. The 100km or so run finished 
at the Outside Inn at Rangitata, where the 
roaring fire and hospitality were much 
appreciated. The day’s winners, Lorraine 
and Owen Wilson get to organise a dry 
day run later in the year.

Welcome to new members, Anthony 
Callaghan -1933 Model B Ford truck, 
Percy Ralston-1946 Royal Enfield Model 
G motorcycle and Piers Mingham who is 
restoring a 1928 Model AA Ford truck. 
Other restorations progressing include 
David Oakley’s Whippet, Rob Ross’s 
Chrysler 77 and Albie Irvine’s Triumph.

Maybe the Oakley Whippet will be used 
on the December “Over The Rainbow” tour 
being organised by David which travels to 
Blenheim and surrounds via Jack’s Pass and 
the Rainbow. Contact him on 03 303 7095 if 
you would like to participate.

Club Captain Bill Datlen has been 
leading by example - pictured in the last 
Beaded Wheels, Ford mounted, station-
ary and wallowing in mud. The car and 
Bill were eventually extracted, bathed 
and subsequently took 4th place in the 
Banks Peninsula Branch’s Ashley Forest 
Hill Climb.

Ward 1 of Ashburton Hospital is 
very appreciative of the hand-held Pulse 
Oximeter which the Branch recently 
purchased and presented. 

Auckland  John Stokes

Motorcycles: After many years searching 
and negotiating Bill Shears has obtained a 
Precision Junior engine and gearbox for his 
1913 Calthorpe, he now faces the problem 
of finding a spark plug that doesn’t hit 
the frame. Jeff Jongmans has finished 
his 1936 BSA 1000cc V twin while Don 
Gordon’s 1937 Triumph Tiger 90 is almost 
completed. Ron Fey has bought a very tidy 
1954 BSA Golden Flash, Norm Lawrence 
is working on a 1956 Douglas Dragonfly 
and Clive Hallam has started restoration 
of his 1918 Douglas. Colin Leaming has 
bought a 350 Jawa and is busy unseizing 
the engine. Auckland motorcyclists featured 
strongly at Taranaki’s Rubber Duckie event 
with Don Green 1916 Triumph, Gary Bright 
1930 Douglas, Gary Waldron 1931 Douglas 
and Roy Barker 1927 Royal Enfield helping 
keep up the Veteran and Vintage end of 
things.

Veterans: Alan Price has had a steering 
wheel spider cast for his 1912-13 Clement-
Bayard. A pinion wheel has been cut and a 
trip to Christchurch Swap Meet produced 
a set of new mudguards. Sourcing a radia-
tor will be the next challenge. George 
Mihaljevich is getting wood patterns from 
Canada for the 1911 Hudson speedster 
body, steady progress is being made on the 
mechanicals.

Vintage: Derek Dixon has brought a 
1926 Ducksback 12/50 Alvis ex the South 
Island. A complete wooden body frame 
is included and the car proudly boasts a 
Willys 77 crownwheel and pinion for speed 
and durability. Norm Dewhurst is toying 
with the idea of doing a 1931 Austin 7 
special which may be bodied as a replica 
Ulster car.

PV PWV: Colin Tomkins has sold the 
1938 Dodge sedan ex Steve Kitson to a 
Korean and Paul Fussey has sold his 1939 
Hudson 112 coupe to Merv Young. Doug 
Ormrod is trial fitting the body on his 1952 
MG TD.

Commercial: Colin Tomkins has brought 
a Model A Ford ute or pickup and Norm 
Dewhurst thinks he may have enough 
Essex spares to do a mid twenties coloni-
al bodied ute. Brian Fenton is fitting the 
mudguards and radiator to his Diamond T. 
The ex AVCC Messenger Memorial Morris 
Van now owned by Jeff Taylor is getting 
a four speed gearbox ex a Morris 12 car 
and another engine overhaul, hopefully this 
will kill the bad luck which has plagued the 
vehicle in recent years. Shane Price’s 1937 
Chevrolet pickup is nearly finished, detail 
work and upholstery are still needed.

New People: John Jnr and Erica 
Campbell with a 1943 Willys MB Jeep and 
trailer, they also have a 1968 Kaiser CJ 5 
Jeep.

Hunua 100: The annual Hunua 100 
rally attracted some seventy-seven entrants 
including one Veteran, forty Vintage, 
sixteen PV, ten PWV and nine P60V. 
Three vehicles were rear wheel braked and 
there were three motorcycles. John and 
Jan Gardner took advantage of excellent 
Franklin roads to make a full hundred mile 
run, and the nasty weather that had been 
predicted held off until the finish. Shirley 
and Rob Bovis were overall winners in the 

1939 Pontiac ex Alan Roberts. The non-
competitive tour was holding its own with 
ten very pleased entrants. New member 
Stirling Mayo used the rally as a shakedown 
for his recently acquired 1928 Chrysler 52 
roadster and found a few things to sort out 
but he completed the run okay. Russell and 
Joycelyn McAlpine were first fast Vintage 
in the 1930 Ford A.

Banks Peninsula Andre Le Febvre

The Topless tour - the redoubtable Greg 
McKenzie organised yet another interest-
ing run through Central Otago for the 28 
entrants who left that splendid edifice, 
the Dunedin Railway Station, at 9am 
on August 31. The route went through 
Outram, Waipori Falls, through a good 
mixture of bush and tussock to end up at  
Lawrence for lunch. After lunch the route 
led through Clark’s Flat, Tuapeka Mouth, 
Clydevale etc before rejoining the Clutha 
at that cricketer’s paradise, Ettrick and then 
onto the traditional finishing place, Clyde. 
David and Margaret Banks won the much 
coveted Thermette and Trevor Timms (aka 
pothunter) collected the Pot Hunters Pot to 
add to his groaning mantlepiece. 

Ashley Forest–new safety regulations 
in term of overalls and helmets and their 
associated costs, kept the entry level down 
this year, but if the quantity was a little 
lacking the quality wasn’t. An interest-
ing newcomer was Russ Haines in his 
Frangapelli, a Holden based 1950s/1960s 
looking single seater which looked and 
sounded great. The car hadn’t been on a 
shingle hill climb before, but Russ showed 
commendable skill and bravery by putting 
in very consistent times. Other front 
runners were Jeremy Stace in his glorious E 
type, Avon Hyde in the versatile Sunbeam 
Special, and Bill Datlen in his Ford Special 
fresh from his Balcairn victory. Craig Cowie 
made a welcome return in an A7 special 
and Gordy Routledge won the sympathy 
vote, because his A7 expired after one 
run, and in spite of intense surgery, super-
vised by Dr Muroevy Maxwell it failed to 
respond. Great comradeship and fun was 
had by all.
Results
FTD 
1= Avon Hyde Sunbeam Special 57.6
1= Russ Haynes Frangapelli 57.6
2 Jeremy Stare E type 57.8
3 Bill Datlen Ford Special 62
Fastest Prewar car on Formula
Pohunter Timms Singer Special

Opening Run - we decided to contin-
ue with our pattern of visiting the stately 
houses of Canterbury for our Opening Run, 
and this year the short straw was drawn by 
Tony and Nicky Tripp of Snowden Station, 
near Lake Coleridge. A good variety of 
cars left the Yaldhurst Pub in glorious 
spring sunshine. Tony and Nicky are the 
lucky custodians of the famous Lucy Wills 
Bentley 41/2, so Messers Bain and Green 
brought along their Bentleys in a show of 
solidarity. There were Riley Specials, a 
brace of Alvis 12/50s, Fiats, Citroens, an 
Arrol Johston, and other equally interest-
ing vehicles although Canterbury member 
Andy Fox lowered the tone by  turning 

VCC Branch 
Reports
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up in a bright pink Buick. However 
just as we arrived at the homestead, the 
promised southerly change hit and we all 
retreated inside to the enormous rooms, 
and picnicked by roaring fires. Tony and 
Nicky seemed quite relaxed about having 
50 people cluttering up their house and we 
are threatening to return! For those in open 
cars the drive back to Christchurch was a 
challenge especially when being passed 
by the saloons but that’s all part of Vintage 
Motoring isn’t it?

Canterbury Tony Becker

Gadabouts we certainly are and the 
excursion to Kaikoura by the “P” group 
enjoyed rave reviews from 120 enthusiasts. 
A look at a couple of private collections, 
some great motoring with many members 
overnighting and feasting, rounded off an 
excellent weekend courtesy of Roger Eden 
and Lyndsay Saunders, thank you both for 
a top job.

A strong Canterbury Branch turnout of 
motorcyclists travelled to Rakaia for their 
Classic Bike Racing Days which was much 
enjoyed along with all the other frivoli-
ties. Sadly however Bob Leask’s death 
overshadowed these good times just a few 
days later, the result of a somewhat freakish 
accident on the day during a demonstration 
lap.

More travelling for members who joined 
the Mystery Bus Trip, funny though, hard 
to obtain details of this!

Much clearer are reports of 9-90s 
outing to Ray Drury’s “collections” where 
members drooled over some interesting R-
cars including Riley and Rolls, plus several 
other types. A pleasant departure lament 
too with Ray’s wife Nancy skillfully piping 
members on their way after hosting a large 
attendance.

The big event of October is of course 
New Zealand’s biggest and best swap 
meet. 2002 delivered mixed weather again 
with lovely conditions on Saturday, wet or 
windy for much of Sunday. Members day 
fined up after a nervous start.

Huge crowd Saturday with displays, 
funrides, entertainments and site holders all 
enjoying good business.

Again, parking was too slow to cope and 
traffic banked up for miles, forcing many to 
give up and go elsewhere. A broader mix 
of site sales items seems to be turning the 

Swap Meet aspect into a big garage sale 
these days.

The Branch however benefitted to an 
excess of some $30,000 thanks to our 
dedicated Swap Meet committee.

The 2002 Homestead Run finally 
replaced the aborted (twice) 2001 efforts 
and a large turnout of 120 beautiful old 
vehicles cruised from Prebbleton past some 
modern mansions to cottagey Greendale 
and Darfield on a sunny warm but often 
blustery Nor’ West day.

Properties varied from 1865, 1923, 
1950s to an award winning homestay of 
2000 Vintage.

Features included Andrew Gillanders 
toy farm displayed on a large indoor 
layout, complete with impressive variety 
of farm happenings and equipment, as well 
as George Ridgen’s native forest in the 
making from scratch, now 14 years old.

Almond Bank farm contained wooden 
buildings dating from 1865, some of the 
oldest in Canterbury still standing. A drive 
through revealed a traction engine, thresh-
ing mill and several long out of use farm 
vehicles amongst the huge old trees.

The 19th Annual Vintage Rally 
on September 28 in the charge of Bob 
Kinnaird followed an outstanding route 
planned by Chris Dyer. Local knowledge 
was used to full effect over paper roads, 
farm tracks and lesser known public roads 
around the Kaiapoi, Tuhoi, Woodend and 
Sefton districts.

Starting from Ouruhia Domain, 
field shots were completed at the North 
Canterbury Clay Target Association 
grounds, Fernside for the 76 entries.

Entrants completed a five shot test, 
won by Murray Everett, while the womens 
rewards fell to Rose Kinnaird and Jay 
Stokes. The Target Club put on an excel-
lent raffle and bar facilities were open to 
enhance a great social day out using some 
sound lateral imagination. Well done team!

Overall winner was Bruce Ackeroyd, 
1929 Chevrolet to gain the Ken and 
Kenneth Lowden Trophy.

Tony and Annette Miekle, 1929 Rugby, 
won the rally section

Central Otago John Loudon

With no organised weekend trip 
at Queen’s Birthday Weekend branch 
members had two separate groups which 
travelled to different areas.

The Wanaka boys did a back-country 
tour over roads similar to Irishman type of 
country and had a ball, so I am told, and 
more to do it at a future date.

Alexandra members led by John Forbes 
went on a follow the leader tour round back 
country roads south of Roxburgh and into 
some of his old stamping ground. They 
ended up with some very dirty vehicles 
as it rained at times and turned to mud in 
places, but all enjoyed the trip over some 
different territory.

We have another Cadillac in the branch 
now, a 1929 model with Victoria body. 
Have yet to see it and believe it is hiding 
in the Queenstown area with some work 
being done on the fuel system at present.

Games evening on 20 August was a 
lot of fun with a good turnout and every-
one joining to try and solve some of the 
very interesting products Wendy and John 
Martin brought along for us lesser souls to 
figure out. Thanks to the ladies for a beaut 
supper after.

August was also a garage tour in Wanaka 
area and started off with smoko at Lynette 
and Robert Duncan’s and a look over the 
“toy shed.”

With under floor heating to keep every-
thing nice and dry the Chryslers, Metz, 
Packard etc lead a very pampered life but 
are used regularly and are in top order. 
Moving on to Kevin Scurrs with a different 
lineup of restored Plymouth roadster and 
coupe both 1934 along with a Ford Model 
T and REO coupe still with a lot of work 
to be done.

Over to Lagoon Valley to Kim Landreth’s 
where an Essex sedan is undergoing a 
complete restoration from a very straight 
original car which has been on the property 
for many years.

Alon Mayhew’s for lunch and a chance 
to look over his collection of Model T and 
A Fords with a stock of parts enough to 
put more on the road in the future. Twenty-
eight September was our annual Blossom 
Festival Rally Day with 58 entries and a 
variety of vehicles from 1916 Dodge right 
up to P60, plus convertibles with some 
brave souls going topless all day (the cars 
I mean).

Overall winners were Rob and Dianne 
Ross in 1915 Dodge and one of the oldest 
cars, well done folks. Won’t repeat the other 
place-getters as already in our puff-n-stuff 
mag. Leading up to our Swap Meet/Sale 
day on the 29th we had purchased a lot of 

Lock ring Heavy
and light.
Now available

Beaded edge
Wide range
30x3 to 895x135
Split Rims Well base Rolled edge.

All sizes
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good stock from a closed down garage in 
Omakau. Also travelled to Hawea twice 
to collect more goodies so had a good 
selection of stock for Vintage visitors to 
purchase.

Overall the day turned out okay but rain 
late in the morning didn’t help the stall-
holders outside but people moved inside 
and kept us very busy for a while. Thanks 
to all members and visitors for a good 
day. Feedback from this in due course. 
Restorations underway that come to mind 
are Tub Rodgers Austin 7 Ruby almost 
ready for the bodywork to be done and 
engine underway. Barry Walker’s Oakland 
body has had all major woodwork done 
by Ash Jackson from Clyde. Seems a pity 
such a beautiful job is covered up when 
finished. Barry Drake from Chatto Creek 
has made a start on his 1925 Studebaker, a 
large tall car, lots of wood also to be done. 
Rodger Bissett’s V8 pickup is coming on 
okay but still parts to find and lots of work. 
Good motoring until next time.

Eastern Bay of Plenty Sue Moore

For our August run, eight cars and two 
motor bikes journeyed to Rotorua for the 
Annual Garage Raid. It was amazing to see 
the dedication and effort that is involved 
in some restorations and our thanks go to 
those who opened their garages for our 
inspection. Later in the month a happy 
crowd of 34 met at the local RSA for 
Nobby Clarke’s “Nosh-Night”. A great 
social evening with good food and good 
company!

On a sunny morning in September 14 
cars left Whakatane and headed towards 
Taneatua on our monthly run. A spot of 
straight-line navigation took us around 
the farmland of the Opouriao Valley and 
then back to the Main Highway and on to 
Waimana for another bout of straight-line 
navigation - this time causing a few puzzled 
looks! However, knowing the general direc-
tion of our destination enabled everyone to 
pick up the trail again and we then enjoyed 
a delightful drive around the back of the 
Ohiwa Harbour and alongside the Waiotahi 
Beach to Opotiki. After a picnic lunch at 
the Rose gardens we drove to the end of 
Woodlands Road to view Russell Joblin’s 
collection of paintings. Russell then spoke 

about his very interesting trip through the 
Inca Ruins of South America and subse-
quent visit to Easter Island. 

A good number of cars turned out for our 
October run which took the form of a Junk 
Shop Ramble - perhaps a misleading title 
as much of what we viewed was far from 
Junk! The first stop was at the “Thornton 
Antiques” housed in what used to be the 
Thornton Store next to the Rangitaiki River 
bridge. As well as a great range of Antiques 
and Collectables inside, they also had a 
tidy looking 1952 Rover 75 on display 
outside which created quite a lot of inter-
est! Next stop was the second-hand shop 
at Matata aptly named “Steptoes at Mo’s.” 
We then motored on to the Otamarakau 
Beach for the lunch-stop, after which we 
took the Old Coach Road to Paengaroa. 
This was a really pleasant drive on a good 
road through country usually missed when 
travelling on the main Tauranga Highway. 
After a relaxed and lengthy look through 
the Antique and Craft Shops we made our 
own way home (many with little packages 
under their arms!)

Drive Safely!

Far North Dave Duirs

Although it has been very cold lately we 
have had some summery days and recent 
events have all benefitted! 

The Stevenson’s “Mystery Country 
Ramble” in August had 18 Vintage 
(including one 1909 Silver Ghost) and six 
moderns roam around the Kerikeri area 
which included a look in at the Alexander’s 
“new” original, low mileage Graham. 

Brad and Nancy Topp’s “Topsy Turvy” 
gathered 15 Vintage and two moderns for 
an Okaihau start which took them to a huge 
new dairy farm conversion where the new 
rotary shed and total development from 
scratch was an awesome experience. The 
route then wandered over to Umawera and 
across to the Whangaroa harbour which is 
something special just on its own. 

October’s “Webster’s Spring Folly” had 
a great turn out on a beautiful afternoon 
to visit the Juken Nissho Triboard mill 
where the old buggies looked just great 
parked in front of the somewhat imposing 
main office. Guests enjoyed a tour of the 
high tech reconstituted wood “Triboard” 

plant where the “ordinary” pine tree is 
transformed into a large selection of panels 
which are shipped to the parent Wood One 
factories in Japan for adding value. 

As planned the October monthly meeting 
was held in Kerikeri to enable members 
in that area to attend and it was great to 
see a big turn out. Our big new event for 
the year...the Vintage and Classic Show 
AUTOJUMBLE for January 11, 2003 was 
launched with the basic plan and request 
for members to bring a vehicle and help 
have some fun with the public and make a 
dollar on the way. 

Our next new member will be our 100th, 
so things are looking good for a busy 
summer of vintage motoring and camara-
derie.....a special thanks to those who give 
so much time to organising club events. 

Gisborne Rodney Clague

As I write this preparations are in hand 
to organise our annual display at the A&P 
Show for which we must make a commit-
ment each year as part of our clubrooms 
lease on the A&P land. We will have the 
pleasure of the company of Wayne Clark 
from Hawkes Bay who is bringing his 
traction engine. Our members have had a 
working bee to feed the beast, which will 
lead the grand parade on the last day of 
the show.

Our August run was the Navigators’ 
Trophy Trial organised as usual by Tony 
Bartlett. These runs are always quite tricky 
with some clever instructions to sort out the 
men from the boys (like silent checks placed 
in the street next to the one you are supposed 
to be travelling on, but making no difference 
to the instructions whether you were on the 
correct street or the wrong one.)

The September club night was supposed 
to be a visit to a pultrusion factory, but 
was canned at the last minute due to more 
urgent matters at the factory. Instead our 
able editor Janet Squires produced a licence 
test where you scratch what you think is 
the correct answer. Very entertaining, and 
quite surprising how many got less than 15 
out of 20 for their answers.

The September run was to take the 
form of a brunch run to Tokomaru Bay 
where we were to have lunch at the local 
tavern. However, a last-minute change was 

Latest Model A catalogue/pricelist now avail-
able! 

Send for your copy today.
Phone/fax 03 755 6085 Email deb.ian.cameron@xtra.co.nz
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made and we ended up at the Blue Boar 
Tavern on the outskirts of Ruatoria. A nice 
lunch was provided in a convivial atmos-
phere after which we slowly dribbled our 
way back to Gisborne. A great day which 
included attendance by some members of 
the local Morris Minor Club.

A 1936 Ford V8 30cwt which had been 
stored on a city property for more than 30 
years was advertised for sale recently. The 
buyer removed the colonial cab, guards, 
bonnet and radiator and dumped the rest 
including the motor and cam and roller 
hoist at the local scrappie. Fortunately our 
man was on the scene at the right time and 
the remains have been saved from the steel 
mill. The remains of a 5-ton 1936 Ford V8 
truck were also discovered recently at Te 
Karaka. That makes a total of four of that 
model in Gisborne, including Trevor Juke’s 
restored 3 tonner and another 3-tonner at 
the Museum of Technology. They are still 
around if you know where to look!

Virgina Sisterson has sold her Morris 
1000 locally and the 1935 Austin 10 has 
gone to Waipawa. The Stephenson’s 1938 
Morris 8 two-door has also been sold.

Gore Ron Osborne

We’ve had our opening run with 23 
vehicles which was a good turnout. This 
would be the earliest that I can remember 
this event being held and plenty of enthu-
siasm was there and all had a good day I 
believe. 

At the end of August around ten of our 
members visited the Southland Branch for 
their annual Auction Night. The evening 
went very well with lots of laughs and 
although there wasn’t too much in the 
car parts line there was plenty of produce 
etc and auctioneer Doug Willis kept us 
amused over the evening. In early October 
our branch returned the favour when we 
held our own annual Auction Night and 
some members attended from Invercargill. 
Auctioneer Gerry Kennedy had every-
one laughing at different stages and most 
people went home with something even if 
they hadn’t intended to purchase same. No 
doubt both branches benefited financially 
from the evenings.

Nine cars took part in a trip to Invercargill 
on 22 September. One of the main activities 
was ten pin bowling in Invercargill along 
with a visit to the museum. The bowling 
was a lot of laughs.

The Canterbury Swap Meet in early 
October has been and gone with the 
weather leaving a bit to be desired to say 
the least. It was generally cold with only 
the odd bright patch but that didn’t disrupt 
things too much. The crowds still turned up 
and no doubt a lot of people found some 
useful parts to help make the weekend 
worthwhile. It’s good to have a yarn and 
catch up with member you don’t otherwise 
meet for twelve months. I’ve been attend-
ing the event for over twenty years and 
although it has become much larger than in 
earlier years there are far fewer parts avail-
able nowadays. 

The weather down our way has not been 
good of late with more than our fair share 
of rain. On the rally scene we have a Clutha 

Rally coming up and a Taieri Tour being 
run by the Otago Branch so hopefully the 
weather will improve. Coming up on the 
local calendar are a Veteran and Vintage 
run and the RSA. 

Two of our more senior members are not 
enjoying good health at the moment and 
we are thinking of both Jim McBride and 
Bob Young and their respective families. 
Good motoring to all and hope you all have 
a happy festive season.

Hawke’s Bay Rod McKenzie

The winter is behind us and that is 
bringing out the old cars for some of the 
runs around the country and Hawke’s Bay 
is no exception. The first major outing for 
the season was the “Daffodil Run” which 
brought out about fifty cars and crews for 
a pleasant day’s motoring in the spring 
sunshine. The first stop was at the Thomsen 
family farm at Takapau where we wandered 
about and had some of the farm’s running 
explained to us before we looked over the 
acres of daffodils which have been a hobby 
of the owners’ family for three generations. 
Travelling back toward Waipukurau led us 
to the Mabin family farm with twenty odd 
acres of daffodils with many hundreds of 
varieties to see. Most of us sat down to 
enjoy lunch here among the conviviality 
of our friends. The next stop saw us visit 
Woburn near Waipukurau, a property the 
club has been visiting for many years, 
before all crews headed for home.

This weekend (19-20 October) has seen 
a number of cars visit the branch from quite 
some distance to join with our local Hawke’s 
Bay Car club for the joint running of the 
historic Te Onepu Hill Climb, followed by 
the Pukeora Hill Climb the next day. Our 
branch contributes to the event by supplying 
marshals in pretty pink coats.

Coming events include the Annual 
Safari Rally over Labour weekend, which 
this year is taking us via State Highway 
52 to the Wairarapa for the weekend, and 
the annual Veteran Rally in mid-November 
which is followed next day by the Annual 
Homestead Rally. Both these runs are 
around the relatively quiet roads of central 
Hawke’s Bay.

Gossip around the sheds includes Peter 
McCool with a 1917 Ford T engine to 
which he wants to bolt all the rest of the 
bits, Wayne and Shona Richards about to 
run the 1910 EMF in an event for the first 
time, and John Cleland waiting patiently 
for the opportunity to get his 1913 Ford T 
into the upholsterer’s shop for its hood and 
side-curtains. Other gossip has Mike Stuart 
and Pat Bren working on an Austin Seven 
“Special” for next years hill-climb, and Reg 
and Olive Kilbey who, after umpteen years 
on the hill in Napier, have shifted to a new 
shed and home where there are no hills.

Horowhenua Peter Nightingale

Eddie Dittmer led an interesting Sunday 
run to Dannevirke. We are all looking 
forward to the clubrooms opening at 
our 25th Birthday Rally which will have 
been held by the time you read this. Merv 

Ludlow’s Regal looks great. A very nice 
car.

Manawatu Swap Meet saw more parts 
move south to Horowhenua. 

My 1916 Maxwell makes progress but 
am still looking for diff parts and wheels.

Our new committee is going well and 
club nights are well attended.

Marlborough  Andrew Dittmer

 August 24 saw a keen group set off to 
the upper Avon Valley to the Malvern Hills 
property. This high country station was 
once part of a much larger station called 
Avonlea.The road we travelled in on was 
part of a former access route through to 
the upper Awatere Valley. From where we 
parked further access was only possible 
on foot. After exploring the local sights 
and lunching we were off back down the 
valley for a guided tour of the old Waihopai 
power scheme. The entire catchment lake 
has now silted up but the water still flows 
and the scheme produces enough power for 
a small town.

September 21 saw another group travel 
down the eastern seaboard to meet up with 
the Canterbury Branch at Kaikoura. We 
joined in with them to view two fabulous 
car collections, those of Bob Bell and 
Geof Harmon. I must admit to really 
liking Bob’s Alta bodied Vauxhall. This 
car just oozes testosterone and I can’t wait 
to see it finished.

October 10 was the centenary of our 
infamous Awatere road/rail bridge on SH1. 
We had the Kingston Flyer steam locomo-
tive and a good little collection of fine  
Vintage cars there to set the scene. David 
Bruce led the motoring section in his 1905 
Rover. I was in Lew Wadsworth’s 1923 
Austin 12/4 and I can tell you that the 
arthritic old single felt more like 1000 
years old than 100.Still the wonderful 
people of Seddon led by the charismatic 
Ron Hebberd put on a wonderful show 
with a lot of them in period costume. Great 
fun for us all.

Manawatu Robyn Corpe

On August 21, at our club night, we were 
entertained by three members of a model 
railway club talking about their mainly 
British Rail engines and carriages. This 
was very interesting and several layouts 
were on display. It was a good evening of 
boys with small toys talking to boys with 
larger toys.

On Sunday September 8 our Chairman’s 
Railway Run was an excellent afternoon. 
We had to cross many railway lines, once 
only, noting down the numbers on the 
railway box, from the start point at Bulls 
back to the clubrooms. There were 24 and 
the prize winners were Barry Thoms, Ed 
Boyd, Dallas Denby and Stan Corbett, Len 
and Gladys Haycock and the McPhersons. 
After all the placegetters received a cake 
of chocolate Trev and Sandy Hardy rushed 
in with a perfect score - luckily there 
was another prize ready. The Linds got 
the hardluck prize and our visitors in an 
Austin 7 would have done better if the first 
time navigator had not gone to sleep. A 
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most enjoyable afternoon - thanks to Rob 
Knight.

During 2002 membership badges have 
been presented to the following members:

35 year badge to Bob Clark, Lachlan 
Scott, Eddie Holmwood, Rob Knight, Ron 
Blanchett and Graham Masemann.

25 year badges to Stan Corlett, Keith 
Maegaard, Bob Pettigrew, Allan Hardacre, 
Bruce Dean, Dennis Inkpen and Ian 
Howell.

The September meeting we viewed a 
video of the 1984 Bay to Birdwood run 
in Adelaide. This run had 900 plus cars 
and bikes. Rob told us that we, in New 
Zealand, are much better treated as far as 
registering and being able to take our cars 
anywhere we want than our Aussie older-
car owners. Rob showed us his photos from 
his recent Queensland holiday - mostly 
cars of course.

Brian de Lautour, Don Dennis and Rob 
Knight gave rides to the residents of Willard 
Rest Home to mark the International Day 
of the Elder Person on 1 October.

The Vintage Only Rally was held on 
22 September with 31 entries, some from 
Wellington and Wanganui. Questions, 
silent checks and route instructions kept us 
all very busy.

Results - 1st Trevor and Sandra Hardy 
- 1925 Chrysler, 2nd Len and Gladys 
Haycock - 1929 Chevrolet, 3rd Bernie and 
Joan Svendsen -1927 Austin 7. Another 
great outing organised by Club Captain 
Roy Haywood.

The Annual Swap meet, held on October 
6, was again a great success. There were 
plenty of buyers and numerous rusty and 
shiny bargains to choose from.

Nelson June Campbell

We have had several applications to 
join us this year and we are pleased to 
welcome the following new members and 
their vehicles to the Branch: Randolph and 
Donna Waller – 1928 Chevrolet National 
Utility, Alan Smith – 1949 Vauxhall model 
J, 1957 Vauxhall EIP and 1950 Bedford 
PC, Peta Robinson – 1956 Ford Country 
Sedan, Mark Brown and Katherine Hughes 
– 1936 Nash LaFayette Sedan, eight Classic 
cars plus 40 classic scooters and old motor-
cycles, Sandy Sandberg –1956 VW Sedan, 
1962 Porsche Coupe, Richard and Maree 
Dohmen – 1939 Chevrolet pick-up, 1937 
Chevrolet Master Deluxe, 1939 Chevrolet 
Master sedan.

The annual Antiques Roadshow was 
once again a successful evening with a 
good crowd coming along to see what’s 
about in the world of antiques and curios.

Twenty-three vehicles and two motor-
cycles enjoyed the trip to the Marahau 
area via Kaiteriteri and Split Apple Rock 
on Sunday 15 September. Stu and Gay 
Milne (ex Wanaka-ites) decided to hog 
the limelight for this trip when their 1959 
Oxford refused to budge and take them 
the last 200 yards to the lunch stop. A 
borrowed distributor cap and rotor button 
got them home but not before some nervous 
moments. They are now looking after the 
“Fix-It Shop” hard luck trophy until a new 
victim comes along.

A Moped and Veteran motorcycle day at 
Rough Island was held on 6 October. Lots 
of fun and laughter along with a barbecue 
lunch combined for a great day organised 
by John Stickney and Bill Prosser.

Club Captain Trish Conlon has purchased 
Peter Palmer’s lovely 1928 Willys Overland 
Whippet and we hear that John Stickney’s 
1958 Fiat Abarth’s tyres have tentatively 
touched the tarmac.

As 2002 draws to a close, Nelson 
Branch wishes all motoring friends the 
Compliments of the Season and look 
forward to meeting at the various events 
in 2003.

Northland Lyn Wrack

The winter months have been and 
gone with a huge amount of precipitation 
keeping us very well watered until now. 
Luckily each branch event has not been 
postponed because of the weather and we 
have been out roaming the roads and enjoy-
ing the company of many members.

Fathers Day Run was a meander from 
Dargaville up to the Pioneer Village in 
Kaikohe. Morning tea was en route calling 
at Matt and Bev Sharpe’s 101 year old 
wool shed for the break. Lots of photos 
were taken of the vehicles at the village 
after a very nice three-course meal and 
the locals were able to open the sheds and 
show what is in storage. We tried to check 
out the new prison site, hoping to get a 
glimpse of the size of it. Certainly can’t 
see it from the Ngawha Springs area, it is 
at least two valleys away from there and 
what’s more there is a guard on the gate at 
the main entrance back on the main road!

The Club Captain’s Run was a great 
drive in the country, taking most of the 
afternoon to cover the 80 mile jaunt, but 
giving the newer members some mileage 
on roads they didn’t know existed. We 
drove nearly to Matakohe and back to 
Maunu on some great country roads.

Our Swap Meet seems to be going 
from strength to strength and was held 
on a showery Saturday morning, with a 
good muster of sellers and buyers out for 
a bargain. Great to see the southerners 
coming up and supporting the day.

The annual trek across to Dargaville 
for the October Club Night was again 
well worth the trip as the guest speaker 
was Brian Wistrand who represented 
New Zealand as a Trap Shooter at the 
Manchester Commonwealth Games.

The Ladies Run had the guys in the 
navigator seat and giving them a taste of 
what it is like to give out the instruc-
tions and keep the vehicle in the right 
direction! Lots of laughs and a good after-
noons drive around the Hikurangi Swamp 
area with afternoon tea held at Rex and 
Barbara Graham’s country retreat. Bruce 
and Claudia Jeffery were the winners in 
their trusty Austin 7.

Our best wishes go to Bev Grant after 
her major surgery and follow up.

The branch has entertained the Jowett 
Car Club with a gymkhana and afternoon 
tea just recently. Trevor Frogatt is making 
steady progress on a very rare Post Vintage 

Chevrolet Roadster and Ian Godfrey has 
started getting the Clyno back on the road.

Happy Motoring

North Shore Terry Dean

With spring well and truly here we can 
look forward to finer weather for rallying. 
Our branch held its annual Winter Wander 
run to Otorohonga. There were 17 cars 
and 33 people who enjoyed the rural vista. 
During the weekend our group was shown 
through the CI Munro campervan factory 
where last year they turned out 758 camper-
vans and caravans. This was followed by a 
tour through the world famous Waitomo 
Caves. This is always a fascinating experi-
ence to enjoy a little of ‘life underground’. 
Thanks go to John Tombs and his helpers 
for a great weekend.

At regular intervals we have a guest 
speaker at our club nights on Wednesdays. 
Recently we had a very enjoyable talk and 
display by Mr Ian Sangster about his varied 
and sizeable collection of old radios (about 
1000!).

The writer has been on a sojourn overseas 
herself, through America, England, Ireland, 
but a highlight would have to be the day we 
spent at Silverstone Racetrack in England, 
where the Aston Martin Owner’s Club held 
a race meeting. We saw a HUGE array of 
Astons from the very early models through 
DB4s 5s, 6s, and the later Vanquish, 
Vantage models. There were also Porsches, 
Ferraris, Lotus, Lamborghinis (and we 
hadn’t left the carpark). We watched the 
main race with Aston Martins roaring 
around the track - very exciting. The front-
runners were the ones who had already 
accumulated the most points for the overall 
trophy, and it was a hotly contested race. 
Rowan Atkinson was there also racing his 
Aston Martin Zagato. We then watched the 
Pre-War race with Bugattis, Alfa-Romeos, 
Astons (the oldest one in the world - a 
1922 Aston roaring around the track). A 
most exciting race to watch and we would 
love to have been out there racing in one 
ourselves!

Some of our branch members have just 
returned from Motueka and the Packard 
tour. There were 13 cars taking part. They 
based themselves in Motueka and travelled 
daily from there. A very successful event.

Last weekend we held our monthly 
branch run - with a little different slant. For 
the newer members there were two small 
runs organised (one 15 minutes long and 
one 30 minutes long). The new members 
took to the roads followed by an experi-
enced member who also did the run, and 
was on hand to help if needed. This was 
to give them a taste of things likely to 
come up in rallies, and to get them used 
to what is involved. They then made it 
back to the clubrooms where we took off 
on the afternoon run. This is a great idea 
for new members as it can be quite daunt-
ing to follow rally instructions if you are 
a complete novice. I hope we do more of 
these. There were some interesting bits in 
there for the experienced rallyist also! 

The branch is gearing up for our 15th 
Annual All American Car Show and Swap 
Meet to be held: Saturday 23 November 
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Swap Meet (rain date 30 November), and 
Sunday 24 November Car Show (rain date 
1 December) at our Branch. This is always 
a great event so keep the weekend free.

Otago Arthur Bennett

It’s great when you are having fun and 
that’s exactly what Andrew and Brian 
Anderson had when they won the PV 60 run 
in the family’s 1968 Morris Minor Sedan.

Our AGM Night Rally with the Vauxhall 
Club saw Peter and Beth Daniels in their 
1951 Vauxhall Velox collecting the prize 
for the first Vauxhall home and the overall 
winner for the GM Trophy was Steve 
Wilson and his son in their late model 
Commodore. Twenty eligible cars took part 
in this event.

Commercial and Veteran run saw us 
climbing around the hilly parts of Dunedin 
before heading out to the Taieri for our 
lunch stop at the Taieri Aerodrome. Here 
we visited the former wartime/peacetime 
RNZAF pilot training station now belong-
ing to the Otago Aero Club where we were 
shown by Julian Smith through his hangar 
and small collection of aircraft including a 
1943 DH82 Tiger Moth under restoration.
Veteran Section 
1 Julian Smith and Roly Bell
  1912 Ford Model T Roadster
2 Colin and Judy Winter 
  1900 Wolseley Voitturette
3 Peter and Esmae Fletcher, of Clinton
  1913 Ford Model T Roadster.
Commercial Section
1 David and Moira Cunningham 
  1952 Bedford Breakdown Truck
2 Ian Chittock of Gore branch 
  1917 1 Ton Model T Truck
3 Kevin and Denise Priston 
  1930 Ford Model A Van.

Co-ordinators for the National Veteran 
Rally 2004 are Margaret Drummond, Sandy 
Long and Veteran Rep John Gray.

Motorcycle section are holding a 
‘Whizzing Around Taieri run on 30 
November stopping at some interesting 
places on the way for Mopeds, Clipons, 
Step Through etc. Get yours out of the Ark 
for the great day. Looking forward to the 
National Rally at Invercargill with good 
representation. Bruce Murray says we are 
“still upright” and enjoyed the Dunvegan.

Recent visitors to the Club for a few 
weeks were Frank and Janice Maxwell of 
Taupo Branch. They managed to get rides 
on several runs. Thank you for letting us 
have the pleasure of your company.

Rotorua John Kirkland

The last two main local branch activi-
ties over the last two months have been the 
Waiouru Bus trip and our annual Barbecue 
Run.

The Waiouru trip was another success 
story organised by Club Captain Doug 
Green and enjoyed by the 30 members 
who took advantage of an extremely well 
organised day out. The main features 
were the museum, a trip around the camp 
(which included an inspection of an army 
engineering workshop) and an excellent 
meal! On leaving the army camp the tour 

proceeded clockwise round the mountains, 
via the National Park stopping en route to 
inspect and pay their respects at the site of 
the tragic 1953 Tangiwai rail disaster.

Last week’s Barbecue Run, organised by 
Ali and Zelda Menzies, attracted 16 vehicles 
and was won by Ken and Lynn Rowson 
driving a 1957 Daimler Major Saloon. Over 
the last two years we have had some very 
interesting monthly guest speakers and the 
latest, explaining the useage and benefits of 
using Slick 50 as an engine additive, proved 
no exception. Club members attended the 
popular Journey Through Time Rally run 
by the King Country Branch, collecting a 
variety of prizes.

I must mention two outstanding recently 
restored and rebuilt vehicles. The first is 
Gordon Caulfields 1928 Chrysler Imperial 
80 Roadster that, according to Gordon, is 
one of only five mobile ones in the country. 
Powered by a 5 litre L head motor with a 
turbo aircleaner the car had, as standard 
production features; a side door allowing 
entry to the rear dickey seat, backing lights 
for reversing, and courtesy lights when 
opening both doors. All these features 
have been preserved in Gordon’s example. 
Panel work was carried out by that master 
craftsman Stan Everson, upholstery by 
Mark Vyer while local club members Ali 
Menzies and Gerald Beamish-White did the 
chrome work and hood bows respectively. 
Altogether this is an outstanding vehicle 
and more than complements his private 
collection of 1930s America cars, trucks 
and Vintage tractor and farm machinery.

Another striking vehicle is Greta Hume’s 
1965 Ford Zephyr MKIII Zodiac saloon. I 
understand that this vehicle has been in 
her family since new and was brought 
out from Great Britain some years ago. 
Recently refurbished, Greta regularly uses 
her Zodiac and is an enthusiastic member 
of the Hamilton Zephyr Zodiac Club, 
which is attending the big Zephyr Rally in 
Invercargill next year, en masse.

Three of our members, Gordon 
Caulfield, Gerald Beamish-White and John 
Brown recently extended their vehicle 
activities by taking part in a recent Rotorua 
Vintage Tractor and Machinery Tractor 
Trek through the Mamaku Highlands.

On a final note Club Captain Doug 
Green has asked me to inform all intend-
ing participants and visitors to the Easter 
2003 Rally and July 18 Swap Meet respec-
tively, that accommodation in Rotorua at 
the time of these two events will probably 
be restricted. 

Southland Dave Harris

The August Club Night was the Annual 
Auction. There was a good turnout with 
good support from the Gore Branch. There 
were a lot of bargains, but also some spirit-
ed bidding for some items. Auctioneer 
Doug Willis kept the proceedings flowing 
well and over $1000 was raised.

The mid-week runs restarted with the 
September Run on the first Wednesday of 
the month. The start was at Makarewa and 
the eight cars enjoyed an interesting route 
to Riverton for lunch.

The September Club night was signifi-
cant as a motion to extend the Clubrooms 

was passed unanimously. This will be a 
lounge to the north of the existing hall.

The Opening Run was held at the end 
of September. Twenty cars lined up at 
Feldwick gates to take part in this event. 
Being only 39 miles long, the run was 
interesting and scenic, but a little short. 
Even very simple instructions were misin-
terpreted. Several cars were seen to miss 
the first turn, but the instructions were 
such that they finished up back on the right 
route. The run ended at the Clubrooms with 
a potluck afternoon tea.

The October Mid-week run saw five 
cars start at the Racecourse and head out to 
Edendale where a tour of the Dairy Factory 
(outside only due to Health/OSH regula-
tions) was undertaken. Following this the 
cars continues on to Gore where they had 
lunch at the Gore Branch Clubrooms.  
Most cars returned to Invercargill via 
Hedgehope.

South Canterbury Bill Weir

Fifteen South Canterbury members 
travelled to Ashburton on Thursday 15 
August to contest the Challenge Trophy 
once more.

This year’s event had  a different twist, 
it included a mastermind section. Our Peter 
Cook answered questions on Lincolns 
while the Ashburton mastermind answered 
questions on the E-type Jaguar put to him 
by Barry Lovegrove.

We were split into teams of five and 
answered 40 questions put to us by 
Quizmaster extraordinaire David Oakley. 
The topics ranged from WWII aviation, 
general knowledge, New Zealand music, 
politicians and Vintage cars.

The mastermind’s score was added to 
that of the top team from their respective 
Clubs.

Thanks to the A Team of Dave 
Thompson, Peter Cook, Kevin Heywood, 
Ross Walkingshaw and Ashley Milliken.

The result went to South Canterbury by 
half a point.

Welcome to new members Martin 
and Stephanie Simmons of Hunter who 
have a  1969 Jaguar MkII, Graeme Ford 
of Springbrook who has a 1951 Jowett 
Bradford Van and truck, Neil Watt of 
Weston with a 1926 Dodge truck and Allan 
and Diane Risk of Timaru with a 1951 
Chevrolet De Luxe. We look forward to 
seeing you all at our Club meetings and 
rallies.

As published in the last issue of Beaded 
Wheels , South Canterbury lost one of our 
founding members. Don Oddie was very 
active in Vintage motoring in earlier times 
of South Canterbury.

Winter Safari: A few hardy characters 
plus cars left Timaru on the Winter Safari 
heading for Dry Creek Station. After a 
few hiccups they headed over the snowy 
MacKenzie Pass and some backroads to 
end up at their snowy destination. A good 
time had by all.

South Otago Bill Cross

On Sunday 22 September 2002 the 
branch held its opening run to Robb’s 
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Garage at Roxburgh to view the collection 
of Ford cars. The weather was good for 
the run with lunch at the park on the south 
end of the town and then after the visit to 
Robbs it was across the Roxburgh Dam 
and down the back road to Millers Flat 
and home. Twenty-five cars and families 
joined in on the run and the vehicles taking 
part were, Richard Gill (1955 Zephyr), 
John Cook (1962 Morris Oxford), Leon 
Maguire (1965 Hillman), Robert Andrews 
(1962 Morris Minor), Graeme Jarvie (1937 
Pontiac), Bill Falconer (1970 Rover), David 
Renton (Daimler), Wally Ollerenshaw (Run 
organiser 1952 MG TD), Russell Campbell 
(Zephyr), John Bellaney (1961 Morris 
Minor), Pete Dawson (Hillman), Paul 
McNabb (1964 Vauxhall), Stuart Milne 
(1956 Hillman), Brian Scott (1970 Rover), 
Dean Katon (1928 De Soto), Angus Katon 
(1929 De Soto), Ian Gross (Mercedes), 
Cecil Anderton (Morris Minor convert-
ible), Everad Durham (1934 Nash), Peter 
Greenfield (1952 Vauxhall).

The following weekend was the 
Alexandra Blossom Festival Rally and 
the Branch was represented by Doug 
and Margaret Hayman (1928 Plymouth 
1st Vintage Class), Percy Burrows (1928 
Plymouth), Graeme Jarvie (1937 Pontiac), 
John and Jan Cook (1962 Morris 1st P60 
class), Wally and Alison Ollerenshaw (1952 
MG TD 1st driver choice)

A first for the Branch was a dinner held 
at the South Otago Town and Country 
Club on 31 August. Club Captain Wally 
Ollerenshaw and Alison, organised a wee 
tour beforehand to the dinner venue.

The Lovells Flat Presbyterian Church 
held its centennial on 19-20 October and 
put out a request for Vintage cars with 
the following attending, Peter Greenfield, 
Graeme Steel (1939 Chevrolet), Graeme 
Jarvie, Angus Katon, Robert Andrews, 
Wally Ollerenshaw (1938 Morris), Stuart 
Milne, Cecil Anderton, Peter Umfreville 
(1972 Wolseley), Barry Delanie (1930 
Model A), Ian Clark (1970 Rover).

Other requests came from the Milton 
Volunteer fire Brigade for a street parade 
of fire engines on the 26 October, and the 
South Otago A&P Society requesting cars 
for Show Queen transport on 30 November, 
as well as the West Otago A&P Show the 
week previous.

Bill and Maureen Cross (1957 
International AS110) are attending the 
National Vintage Commercial Rally at 
Christchurch during Labour Weekend. Jim 
Beeby is now half way through his experi-
ence on the two hundred year old house in 
Richmond USA, established through an 
advertisement in Beaded Wheels and on 
a recent phone call from the writer was 
finding the extreme heat a trifle tiring, but 
a tale to be told on returning home in early 
November.

The annual Dunvegan motorcycle 
rally held early in October headed out of 
Dunedin for North Otago and the Waitaki 
Valley. The four South Otago members 
taking part were, Stuart McElrea (1970 
Triumph Bonneville Hard Luck trophy 
when the machine was blown over by the 
wind and smashed the head light glass), 
Phil Sell (1970 Triumph Trophy), Robin 

Benington (1941 Indian), Neville King 
(1954 Sunbeam). 

Taranaki Colin Johnston

Our member Peter Donovan from 
Hawera is shifting to Ohope in the Bay of 
Plenty. We wish him all the best and thank 
him for his contribution to our branch.

We have new prospective members 
joining our branch. Mike and Jill 
Hodgkinson have a 1947 Ford V8 Coupe 
ex the Transport Department. Trevor 
Streton has a 1927 Chevrolet 4 and another 
is Brian Horo. Also three new members 
have joined our branch and we welcome 
along Jim Jones who owns a Triumph 2.5PI, 
Carol Vickers who has a 1955 Ford Zephyr 
convertible and Neil Blumer who is restor-
ing a Ford Ten and a Norton motorcycle.

Steve Low in Waitara has completed 
the cab on his 1927 Chevrolet C cab in 
pine tongue and groove, complete with 
wooden tray it is now ready for the final 
paint job. Steve hopes to obtain some old 
wine barrels to sit on the back to add some 
authenticity to this rebuild.

Bruce Davidson was the organiser of 
the 25th Rubber Duckie Motor Cycle Rally 
held in September. An excellent turnout of 
more than seventy bikes took part in this 
popular event. This year being the 25th a 
little more effort was put into the event by 
a dedicated committee. The rally run itself 
had an emphasis on being a scenic run to 
show off parts of the countryside that have 
put Taranaki on the map and to celebrate 
this 25th event. To this end the entrants 
experienced some places not rallied in 
the past, and perhaps not again in the 
future as one of the sections took entrants 
through our beautiful Pukekura Park which 
is situated right in the middle of the city of 
New Plymouth and Bruce must have had 
the right connections to be able to organise 
this very memorable part of the rally.

The lunch venue was the TSB Topec 
on Hydro Road previously known as the 
Camp Huinga site where the rally used to 
be based. Long time member Mr Trevor 
Kearns was the first organiser of this event 
twenty-five years ago. Congratulations to 
Bruce and all his team on a very well run 
Rubber Duckie Rally.

The annual Waitara Lions Run was 
organised by Harry and Pauline Davy and 
Lions Club members mixed with Vintage 
Car Club members to make this an interest-
ing event. My 1929 DA Dodge got a good 
blast and workout as it has not been seen 
on the roads for a while and it was great to 
feel the thrill of driving Vintage vehicles 
here on the roads in Taranaki. The winning 
VCC member was Geoff Blackbourne.

Taupo Graham Mock

As I write, the weather has taken a 
turn for the better. The winter chills are 
behind us and Janice and Chairman Frank 
Maxwell, are back from their sojourn in 
Dunedin. We pray that Janice is restored 
to complete health. Thanks to the Vintage 
fraternity in Dunedin for making them so 
welcome at their Friday night socials and 
the odd club run they could participate in.

Those who made the effort to travel 
and once again enjoy the hospitality of 
the Rotorua Branch appreciated the garage 
raid to Rotorua in September. Our Sunday 
“chicken run” as advertised for October 
“chickened out” and instead a mystery run 
was held. Harold Watkins our evergreen 
efficient treasurer stepped into the breach 
and arranged a very enjoyable ramble. First 
to the Clay Art Studio in Acacia Bay - 
visitors to Taupo note it is well worth 
seeing - then we travelled by a circuitous 
route to the Taupaki Geothermal Power 
Station at Mokai. We were amazed by the 
foresight of the Maori Trust that built and 
operates this plant and the efficiency with 
which it uses this natural resource. Let me 
record our appreciation to Mr Sam Andrews 
for his permission to visit the plant, also the 
time he contributed in giving us a conducted 
tour of the facility. An afternoon tea stop in 
a forest glade on the way home rounded off 
a very pleasant afternoon run.

Equally enjoyable was the Potluck 
Dinner and Bottle Auction held on our 
October Meeting night. The money raised 
will go to some deserving charity with the 
object of making someone’s Christmas 
more pleasant. The “Bottles” members 
were asked to donate, had to be consumable 
and in nondescript brown paper bags. Ray 
Harwood assisted by Joe Ridley conduct-
ed the auction with a so-called mystery 
bidder from Edinburgh fiercely contesting 
by cell phone which thus helped increase 
the prices paid. Bottles when unwrapped 
contained anything from peanuts, soup mix, 
Worcestershire Sauce to top quality wine. 
One bottle purported to be worth a million 
dollars had a lotto ticket attached. We were 
pleased to welcome home Jack Hindess 
from his European holiday at the dinner and 
we are also thrilled that our newer members 
are participating and enjoying our club runs 
and social events.

The next monthly run is to Poronui 
Station on SH5 near Rangitaiki and plans 
are in hand for a mid week visit to Les 
Hayter’s hubcap-making facility. Les is 
now making complete hubcaps but can still 
replace skins to well preserved originals. 

Finally congratulations to Bruce Hutton 
on receiving the QSM. Many of us remem-
ber his Club Captain’s Rallies with fond 
memories of being well-organised and 
great fun. 

Waikato Bill and Pauline Smith

The August Branch event saw an impres-
sive collection of thirty vehicles take a 
scenic trip across to Morrinsville. The party 
was fascinated by two collections; the first 
of Austin cars and other memorabilia while 
the second was a marvellous collection of 
time pieces and clock making machinery.

At the September meeting President Bob 
had the pleasure of awarding a 25 year 
badge to Bayard Sheldon. At this meeting 
we acknowledged the passing of two of 
our long-standing members; Bob Swarbrick 
and Syd Davis. Members were intrigued by 
an address from Dan Dudson, in which he 
discussed his life of crime and how we might 
use his experience to protect ourselves.

Eighteen cars and crews took advan-
tage of the North Island West Coast tour 
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late in September. The three day tour took 
participants from Port Waikato in the north 
down to Mokau in the south then back 
home. A wonderful trip was reported back 
to members.

A Shiny Parts Auction was held at the 
October meeting. This was well attended 
by members looking for that piece they 
needed, but there was not an abundance of 
parts for auction. Our Annual PV, PWV 
and P60 Rally was held in October. There 
was good support from neighbouring branch 
members, the pleasing number who took 
part had a wonderful time. During October 
we also conducted a short and interesting 
competitive run around the Matamata area 
and then a fun day at Rangeview Speedway 
at Waharoa with a picnic lunch.

There are a lot of interesting events 
planned for the coming summer months; 
the Veteran Rally in early November and on 
17 November the Swap Meet in Cambridge 
(don’t forget that opportunity), and a 
Gymkhana in December.

Wairarapa Frances Elwin

August 24-25 saw the annual Austin 
Run organised by Mary Buick. An excel-
lent turnout by branch members as well as 
Austin Register members for a great two 
days for rallying and socialising.

15 September was our branch Garage 
Raid. Members gathered at the Greytown 
start point to visit three other members 
garages to see just what they were doing, an 
excellent turnout of members with several 
new members joining us for the first time. 
Members gathered at the branch clubrooms 
after their visit to have the usual afternoon 
tea and then off back home. Thank you to 
Roy Elwin for organising this run and to 
the members who opened their garages and 
gave their time to speak to us. 

Coming up is our Janice Groves Run and 
Reliability Run. The Gold Medal Trial is for 
Motorcycles, entry forms are now out for 
the event.

October club night was a training night 
for club members on route instructions and 
how to interpret different instructions. We 
have had several new members join up with 
some very interesting vehicles, good to see 
new faces. The committee and members of 
the Wairarapa Branch would like to wish 
all other VCC members all the very best 
for a happy Christmas and a safe New Year. 
Safe and good motoring from the Wairarapa 
members.

Waitemata Keith Humphreys

Pebblebrook, our biannual gravel road 
hillclimb, wasn’t in the best of shape for 
the latest event with some parts of the road 
requiring special care by the drivers. A small 
entry of eight cars was reduced to six as a 
result of mechanical problems before the 
start, and by afternoon, only three cars were 
left competing due to further mechanical 
malaise. David Adams in his 1932 Sunbeam 
20 Drophead got FTD with 111.17 seconds, 
second was Paul Zaloum in the ex Ron 
Roycroft 1929 Austin 7 Special, (112.98 
secs) and third was John Carrol in his 1934 
Austin 7 Special (120.02 secs).

A few North Shore members joined us 
for the annual Ron Roycroft Memorial Run 

which traditionally heads for his old stamp-
ing grounds. This year’s run was organised 
by “friends of the branch”, David and Sally 
Lane. And as difficult as it is, they found 
roads that most of us had not driven on 
before to get us to Rangiriri. After lunch at 
the cafe owned by Vintage car enthusiast Pat 
Gaitley, a video presentation was shown of 
the Maori history of the Rangiriri area which 
was thoroughly absorbing. Afterwards we 
adjourned to the adjacent Rangiriri Pub, 
Ron’s favourite watering hole and drank 
a toast to his memory. The winner of the 
event was Jim Scott, another “friend of the 
branch”.

As a result of Whangarei members Max 
and Shirley Belcher telling us about a superb 
restaurant in Whangarei, it was decided to 
organise a run up that way and test their 
recommendation. With the restaurant limited 
to 35 customers on one level, the event was 
soon fully subscribed with the added attrac-
tion of appropriate clothing suggested for 
the evening.

Max organised a great run to get us there 
over very dusty roads, (unusual for this time 
of the year) however the Humphreys’ 1923 
23/60 Vauxhall let them down on the way to 
the start and as a result the rallyists got away 
more than an hour late.

After a late lunch at Waipu, we all arrived 
at an excellent motel and primed ourselves 
for the evening. The restaurant, “A Deco” 
lived up to our expectations and more, and a 
fine time was enjoyed by all. 

The next morning Max and Shirley 
organised a tour of the wave piercing super 
yacht (well launch really) under construc-
tion at N.Z. Yachts and then we set off for 
Auckland, stopping in Mangawhai at the 
“Smashed Pipi” for a very good lunch.

More mechanical problems than usual 
were experienced by various cars, but all got 
home safely in the end with the exception of 
a certain Sunbeam that needed a tow rope 
for the last few miles. A truly great weekend 
thanks to Max and Shirley.

Our next major event is the hillclimb in 
the beautiful grounds of the Chelsea Sugar 
refinery, known as “Chelsea W.A.L.S.H.” 
and it looks like there’ll be another large 
entry for this popular event.

Wanganui Fay Chamberlain

It’s now that time of year when there’s 
something offering “Vintage Car” wise 
throughout the whole of New Zealand every 
weekend ... our members are enjoying visits 
to other branch offerings. A bit of Tourer 
and Rivet swapping directly after publish-
ing has resulted in higher attendances at 
both branches activites. A very enjoyable 
afternoon involving “railway lines” around 
the Marton/Feilding area was well attended 
by both branches, and then the following 
Sunday, Manawatu visited us for a poke 
around some Wanganui sheds.

Membership has increased a little lately 
too. Welcome to the branch, Lisa Turner and 
Frank Syme, our two newcomers.

Wanganui, like many other small historic 
towns, is into heavily promoting its Heritage 
Weekend on 8-9 March next year. The 
Wanganui branch of the VCC is becoming 
well known for its participation in commu-
nity events, and we were invited down to the 

riverbank with other old transport folks to 
do some publicity photo shots for advertis-
ing the upcoming weekend. (See enclosed 
photos)

Club night attendances are very good, 
Coralie Horn of the VTNZ, Wanganui was a 
very entertaining speaker on her experiences 
as a mechanic with the United Nations in 
war areas...

Wanganui’s going to be well represented 
in Marlborough, Christchurch, over Labour 
weekend, watch for the photos in next 
issue!

Wellington Elsie Ewing

Manawatu Branch held their Vintage 
Only Rally on 21-22 September and six 
vehicles from Wellington participated in 
this event. On the same weekend a number 
of our motorcycle members took part in 
Taranaki’s Annual Rubber Duckie and on 
their return home took the long route via 
Hawkes Bay.

This year’s Social Country Run took us 
over to the Wairarapa where thirty members 
in sixteen vehicles met in Featherston. A 
number of people opted to visit the Mainly 
Military Museum in Featherston whilst 
others travelled on to Martinborough 
to check out the shops. We met up again 
in Carterton to visit the Railway Station 
Museum, an extremely interesting place to 
visit where we were given an enlightening 
talk on the New Zealand Railways tablet 
system. Our next port of call was to the Paua 
Shell Factory where we watched a video on 
the growth of paua shellfish and an interest-
ing talk on the making of their colourful 
shells into exquisite jewellery, etc. None of 
the tacky old paua shell jewellery made for 
the tourist industry we were accustomed to 
seeing in previous years. Lunch was at the 
Wild Oats Café in Carterton, which inciden-
tally is owned by Wellington member Peter 
Gray. In the afternoon we continued on 
to Masterton to visit Jubilee Fire House 
where an 1887 Shand Mason horse-drawn 
steam fire appliance was on display, before 
continuing onto the Pointon Collection of 
Vintage cars and costumes. Thanks to Robin 
Simpson, our club captain, for making the 
Social Country Run so enjoyable.

At a recent Club night Ray Betteridge 
had his 1936 Ford V8 on display and gave 
an interesting talk on its history and resto-
ration. Another club night, Martin Ferner 
brought along his BSA rotary valve Watson 
Special and gave us a talk on the intricacies 
of the rotary valve system designed and 
made by its namesake. 

Wellsford Alma Henson

Starting at the North Shore Clubrooms 
and winding through the East Coast Bays to 
Wainui and back roads to the Wade Hotel’s 
car park at Silverdale ended the first stage 
of a combined run with the Wellsford and 
Hibiscus Coast Branch’s.

After lunch the Wellsford Branch 
plotted a run with silent checks and cryptic 
questions ending at Waiwera and after a 
short break the Hibiscus Group took over 
with a run through the Whangaparaoa 
area via straight line navigation and tulip 
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John Buick 
joined the North 
Otago Branch of 
VCC of NZ Inc. 
in 1965. The 
Buick family first 
attended branch 
events in a 1923 
Overland. In those 
days it was Joyce 
and their family 
who accompanied 
John.

When John and Joyce moved from 
Airedale to Totara their car was a 1935 
Buick and to match the family name they 
had the Buick insignia painted on their 
tank stand. The insignia is still there today 
although it is some years since they retired 
to Oamaru.

John and Joyce, who also became a 
member of VCC, travelled many miles 
rallying throughout New Zealand. They 
were great ambassadors for the North Otago 
branch. John was always willing to speak 
at branch meetings about the rallies they 
attended, and they often contributed articles 
for the North Otago branch newsletter, The 
Distributor.

After Joyce died John rallied in a 1968 
MG. He called it his “new girlfriend” and 
often Keith Sherwin was his navigator. 

Keith is also a widower and his wife Marion 
had nursed with Joyce. John and Keith had 
known each other since 1942. They were 
at our local run on September 8, 2002 and 
John wrote his last article, about his recent 
trip to Australia, for the September 2002 
issue of The Distributor.

John had been involved in the adminis-
tration of the branch from time to time and 
more recently he regularly delivered The 
Distributor to members living in the South 
Hill area of Oamaru. He took part in a 
working bee on 14 Saturday September just 
four days before he died.

Alma Paisley gave the eulogy at the 
service and in that she said “I went on the 
Windsor Rally with John three or four years 
ago. On passing through North Oamaru I 
gave the Queen’s wave to an old friend of 
us both. John said we will be the talk of 
the town now! John never lost his sense of 
humour. John valued the companionship 
and friendship of Keith Sherwin, although 
on various outings with Vintage cars, he 
would appear to get lost, a little shufti up a 
side road, making the most of the journey. 
He always arrived at the final destination, 
most times picking up a prize of some 
sort”.

A number of members displayed their 
Vintage vehicles on the lawn beside St. 
Paul’s Church where the funeral service 
was held. Some of John’s family travelled 
in the MG and some members took their 
cars to the cemetery. It was fitting that 
the hearse was a Buick and that members 
assisted in John’s farewell. John will be 
greatly missed by us all.

We extend our sincere sympathy to his 
family.

Kathleen Perry
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John Buick
North Otago Branch
23 December 1924 - 18 September  2002

William (Bill) E G Anderton 
10 September 1930 – 17 September 2002

Bill Anderton, who died recently after 
surgery in Hutt Hospital, was a widely-
known enthusiast who had belonged to 
several branches of the Club, although 
in recent years health considerations had 
limited his activities.

Born in Dunedin, Bill was a carpenter 
whose ability with tools allowed him to 
tackle most jobs. When work took him 
to Gore in the 1960s, he met up with the 
late Gordon Boult who became his closest 
friend and fellow enthusiast. Both were 
involved in the new Gore Branch and Bill’s 
expertise soon had him assisting both the 
club and its members. A shift to Invercargill 
saw a repeat of what would happen several 
times over the years with moves to Egmont 
Village, Dargaville, Coopers Beach and 
finally Belmont in the Hutt Valley. Each 
home was set up with care, a shed or 
workshop built and a mighty vegetable 
garden established.

Bill and his family owned and restored 
several cars including a Vintage Crossley, 
1917 Dodge truck, 1930 Cadillac and 
two Packard tourers. He restored a 1952 

Sunbeam Alpine two-seater sports which 
the family motored for nearly twenty years. 
This attractive car is still motored by Bill’s 
daughter Debra and her husband Tony.

Over the years, Bill assisted dozens 
of people with their restorations. To my 
knowledge he did work for friends on all 
sorts of cars: Renault, Swift and Alldays 
and Onions Veteran cars and Sunbeam, 
Essex, Dodge, Chrysler, Morris, Chevrolet 
and Ford Vintages. The owners of all these 
were extremely grateful and there were 
many others I knew nothing about, as 

Bill didn’t regard that sort of assistance 
as anything out of the ordinary. Nothing 
was beyond his ability - from casting and 
fettling parts, sheet metal panel work, all 
forms of wood-work, from body frames to 
polished mahogany; he even did upholstery. 
At one stage I reckon the only Vintage thing 
Bill hadn’t made was a rubber tyre! Added 
to this was regular hard work supporting 
rallies and repairing club rooms at each end 
of the country. One of my warmest Club 
memories concerns the Far North Branch 
mid-winter feast about 12 years ago when 
Bill and Irene were assisting the Matthews 
families in the kitchen preparing impressive 
piles of carbohydrate to add to the startling 
mountains of roasted pork. Magic stuff.

Bill was determined, opinionated, 
argumentative and passionate. He was 
also wonderfully generous, loyal, reliable 
and kind-hearted. He had a great sense of 
humour, a wide range of friends and a very 
strong sense of family. These are simple 
enough virtues but the core of what the 
Vintage movement has always been about.

To his wife, Irene, daughters Sheryl and 
Debra, and son Stephen, and their families 
we extend our condolences and best wishes.

Alastair McIntosh

Bert Benge
Bay of Plenty Branch
16 September 1910 - 13 October 2002

On Friday 13 October our branch lost one 
of it’s oldest and most popular members. 
Bert was born on a farm near Palmerston 
North and in his mid twenties he started 
an apprenticeship with Todd Motors in 
Wellingon. Bert recalled how on the first 
day of work he was asked to crank an 
engine so that the mechanic could time it 
and Bert said “Which way?” After that Bert’s 
nickname became Which Way Bert. At the 
start of World War II Bert was delegated to 
a dairy farm for town supply. He married 
Alice in 1939. After the war he ran a 
garage and petrol station in Kai-Iwi near 
Palmerston North for ten years. His business 
was renowned for its clean and tidy state, 
Bert himself never touched anything with 
dirty hands. Cleanliness was his first priority. 
Bert owned and restored several Vintage cars 
and joined the Wanganui Branch in its early 
years. Bert and Alice moved to Tauranga in 
the early seventies where Bert drove cars 
and trucks for John Dyke Ford until well 
into his eighties. He seldom missed a club 
meeting or a rally. My personal experience 
with Bert is that he managed to solve tricky 
problems by applying common sense and 
logic, solving the cause rather than the 
symptom. Our branch has lost a gentleman 
of incredible knowledge and patience. We, 
the members of the Bay of Plenty VCC 
extend to Alice and her family our sincere 
condolences. 

Jack Hoven
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Behind 
The Wheel

Text Maurice Hendry
Photos Martin Cordes

1953 LINCOLN 
Cosmopolitan

Another top-level tribute to the 
marque I recall, many years ago, 
was in a movie starring William 

Holden and David Niven. Holden was the 
feisty go-getter, Niven the urbane English 
gentleman. When the subject of cars came 
up, Holden confidently said, “I run a 
Cadillac. What kinda wheels do you have?” 
Niven’s offhand reply was: “Oh, just a 
Lincoln”. Which sort of slowed Holden 
down a bit!

For many years now, eighty to be exact, 
Lincoln has been Ford’s chess counter 
to Cadillac, an alternative to the General 
Motors icon, each taking turns, decade in, 
decade out, as America’s Car of State at the 
White House. (An honour once shared with 
Packard and Pierce-Arrow, of course, these 

four makes being far more important than 
the Duesenberg, always over-publicised by 
gullible journos).

Both cars have been built to compa-
rable standards as would be expected 
in having a common founder, Henry 
Leland, the greatest precision engineer 
in automobile history. But it was Edsel 
Ford, “Gentleman of the Industry,” who 
rescued Lincoln from bankruptcy in 1922 
and placed the vast industrial resources 
of the Ford empire at its disposal, thus 
ensuring its survival, (as Iaccoca did with 
Jaguar in more recent times).

Edsel was a man of exquisite taste, a 
patron of the arts, with a predilection in 
particular for balanced design in a “classic 
type car,” and an extensive knowledge of 

the entire field of high-grade automobiles, 
both American and European.

Edsel turned the Lincoln into a 
great success in the fine-car field, and 
when the Depression Thirties doomed 
the custom-built car, he introduced the 
equally successful Lincoln-Zephyr, whose 
advanced styling and unit construction 
body carried the marque into the post 
World War II era.

However, Cadillac’s longtime sales 
leadership has been a sore point with 
Lincoln. As one executive told the Wall 
Street Journal “There have been times 
when we knew we had a better car than 
the Cadillac, but we could never convince 
the public. Cadillac has the kind of general 
acceptance that just rules out debate on the 
merits”. 

Peter Cooke of Pleasant Point has one of 
the models the Lincoln executive must have 
had in mind, a 1953 2-door Cosmopolitan 
Coupe of the kind made famous by the 

“Please remember, I’m a Ford – not a Lincoln”. 
Gerald Ford, on assuming the Presidency of the United States!

1953 LINCOLN COSMOPOLITAN
A Super Cadillac?
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Lincoln Cosmopolitan Restoration Notes

Peter Cooke

Anyone who has lived and worked with Americans 
(as I have myself done over a fifty year period) 
knows of their legendary hospitality and ever-
ready help. Peter confirms this as follows:

“The restoration of a car such as this Lincoln, 
is very hard to accomplish without American 
assistance. These Lincolns are tightly held, few 
change hands, parts likewise. Shortly after 
buying the car, I had some time in the U.S.A. 
attending a Road Race Lincoln Register “meet in 
Rochester, New York.

Every assistance was given me with parts and 
technical advice. In particular, my friend Bob 
Yurick of Meriden, Connecticut, who has a 
pristine, original 1954 Capri Coupe, and Walter 
Blankenship of Farmington, Connecticut, who 
has a restored 1954 convertible Lincoln. Walt 
gave me the Saginaw power steering gear 
complete, telling me it was my problem to get 
it home to New Zealand. Bob took me across 
to Frank Muffuceri’s Obsolete Lincoln-Mercury 
shop in Athens, upstate New York, where I 
obtained a number of essential, original items, 
all of which arrived home in due course. During 

the intervening nine years I have settled into 
and re-established the farm where I am now 
living and completed the authentic restoration 
of my 1926 Ford T touring car. This has taken 
some time as farming was generally in the 
doldrums throughout the 1990’s. 

“In April 2002 I returned to Connecticut, USA 
where Bob had collected further items on 
my behalf. As a bonus we both went to 
the Spring Carlisle swap meet and car show, 
where I was lucky to find a few NOS (new 
old stock) items, a new electric seat motor 

amongst others. Thunderbird parts are similar, 
some interchangeable, so T-Bird supplies were 
carefully looked over too. Getting all this stuff 
home on security-conscious airlines is nowadays 
quite a battle, compared to other trips I have 
done.”

The key item with a restoration project, I feel, 
is to have the necessary parts on hand prior 
to starting, otherwise it is all too easy to lose 
interest, particularly if finance is tight also. It is a 
project for the near future.”
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Mexican Road Races (see BW 253). The 
car came to Auckland in 1960 in the owner-
ship of the Mormon Church, Peter bought 
it in December 1992. Studying the owner-
ship papers, I was stoked to find it was 
once owned by one Wally Wagstaff – my 
old machine-shop supervisor at Timaru 
Tech, no less! Wally was a character, a 
“hands-on” type instructor with feet firmly 
planted on the workshop floor – a welcome 
counterbalance to the bombastic brain-
washing of our academic English teachers 
in the same establishment. He opened my 
eyes to the merits of American machinery 
and it was a pleasure to have this reminder 
of his technical insight and mechanical 
skills. He owned the Lincoln twice - it has 
had about 20 owners! 

In 1952, Lincoln introduced an all-new 
model that had nothing carried over from 
the previous sidevalve V8. Engine, trans-
mission, driveline, chassis, suspension, 
bodywork and styling were all novel. The 
big news was the short-stroke, OHV V8, the 
ball-joint front suspension, and the styling. 
The engine was inspired by Cadillac’s 1949 
pacesetter V8, distinguished from it by the 
Y-block design. Two-stage carburetion gave 
economy cruising on primary venturis, 
power on full throttle opening with second-
ary venturis cutting in. Suspension was the 
first ball-joint type in America, similar to 
what Citroen and Jaguar had been using 
(first use of ball-joint suspension was on 
the 1925 Sizaire 4 RI, as Bob Turnbull 
well knew). It was not the “MacPherson 
suspension” as misunderstood by would-
be technical journos. Earle MacPherson, 
ex GM, had charge of engineering at 
Lincoln, but his telescopic strut and lower 
arm suspension was first used in the Ford 
Consul and Zephyr (under GM licence) in 
1951. It is now used by many makes world-

wide. The styling of the 1952 Lincoln was 
a breakthrough, its clean lines later appear-
ing on the Ford, Thunderbird, Mark II 
Zephyr and Consul. As with Rolls-Royce, 
this Lincoln’s Dual-Range Hydramatic and 
Saginaw power steering came from General 
Motors but this model showed that Lincoln 
was climbing out from under Cadillac’s 
technical dominance. It was a better “road 
car” than Cadillac, demonstrated by its 
phenomenal record in Mexico (although 
Cadillac’s fine record at the 1950 Le Mans 
must be respected). Cosmopolitan styling 
was by Bill Schmidt under direction of 
George Walker of Ford Fortyniner fame.

Recently, I was able to make a relaxed, 
13 day, 2600 mile tour of the mainland in 
my Cadillac Seville. Peter invited me to a 
three day stay at his Pleasant Point farm 
“Rockdale”, where he has in captivity all 
sorts of fascinating machinery ranging 
from Model T’s and Fordson tractors to 
a real live US-built Thiokol Sno-Cat! 
(Remember Ed Hillary and his South Pole 
Trek?). The latter takes Peter up farm hills 

Maurice Hendry and owner Peter Cooke by Fairlie Golf Course with the Lincoln.

Two-stage carburetion – Holley 4 venturi 
carburettor gives the Lincoln Cosmopolitan top 
performance, economy, combined. Two primary 
venturis furnish economical fuel flow for normal 
driving. Vacuum-controlled throttle plates in 
seconday venturis open to deliver additional 
fuel-air mixture for rapid acceleration and 
higher speed.

New ball-bearing driving ease – ball-joint front 
suspension on all Lincolns, an important reason 
for Lincoln’s better handling. In this system, 
spindle for each front wheel rests in a pair of ball 
and socket joints a Lincoln exclusive in its field.

Earle S MacPherson (1891-1960) Lincoln chief 
engineer.
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and down farm dales when even Jeeps are 
useless.

The Lincoln is still unrestored and is 
now stored at the Fairlie Museum, but we 
manhandled some other vehicles out of 
the way and soon had the car out for road 
impressions and a photography session. 
“Road Impressions” is the keynote as one 
does not hurl another man’s pride and joy 
around in stock car fashion – particularly 
when he is sitting right alongside! It’s a 
very easy car to drive – I usually feel right 
at home with American cars regardless of 
make – and left-hand drive!

The big, torquey V8’s 200-plus horses 
are well matched to the transmission. Four-
barrel carburetion gives the “grunt” at 
high speed-doubling the choke area! This 
engine breathes! (It’s no F-head!) Unlike 
Hydramatic-equipped contemporary Pom 
models, there is no noisy racing between 
shifts, none of the “torque-lacking” feel 
with six cylinder rivals – just effortless, 
silent, constant acceleration. Although it 
is the early 4-speed fluid-coupling type 
rather than the 1955, Ford-designed Turbo-
Drive, the Hydra was acceptably smooth, 
and under full throttle shifted into fourth at 
about 65mph. (The Mexican Lincolns were 
set to do this at 85!) Acceleration above say, 
70 or 80mph would be beyond the ability 
of any six cylinder sedan from across the 
Atlantic. This car would have some 50-60 
horses more than a Mercedes 300 or the 
Rolls-Royce/Bentleys of the time. I reached 
a speed close to “the ton” on a long deserted 
country road. At that velocity the Lincoln 
felt very solid and stable, settling down so 
happily that our photographer remarked, 
“It rides better than my 1977 Mustang!” 
We could have cruised at that speed indefi-
nitely. All this in the near-total silence and 
smoothness that is taken for granted in a 
top-shelf Yank (with no noisy clock for 
phoney effect!). A car with optional manual 
overdrive would be faster still! As the car is 
still to be restored, its handling qualities are 
best gleaned from contemporary road tests, 
such as Motor Trend and Road & Track. 
Walt Woron of Motor Trend wrote: 

“Without a doubt, the most outstanding 
characteristic of the Lincoln is its handling 
ability. Around sweeping turns at 80mph 
neither rear wheel breaks loose, and the 
back seat is very comfortable on winding 
roads at high speeds. At top speed and 
very high cruising speeds the Lincoln feels 

1953 Lincoln Data Panel- Typical specs
Price (fob factory)  $ 3,869 
Weight  4,250 lb 
Wheelbase  123 inches
O.A Length  214 inches (17' 10")
Height  64 inches
Engine OHV V-8, 318 cubic inches (5.2 L)
Holley 4 barrel carburettor 
BHP  205 @ 4,200 rpm
Torque (ft lbs) 305 @ 2,650 rpm

Compression ratio  8:1 
Transmission HydraMatic (supplied by General Motors)
Axle ratio  3.31:1 
Piston Speed  2,500 ft/min @ 110mph
Performance in standard tune:
Top speed  115 mph 

SS 1/4 mile 18.4 seconds
0-60 mph 12 seconds
50 to 80 mph 13 seconds

very safe. It handles very well, yet has an 
exceptional ride, great power, and extreme 
driving ease.”

Wrote Robert Ackerson: “Any self-
appointed American car critic, (of which 
we have experience!) who worshipped 
Crewe, Stuttgart or Abingdon was in for 
a shock the first time he gave a Lincoln 
a wringing out on a twisty country road. 
The Lincoln’s ride was consistent with its 
status as Ford Motor Company’s flagship 
automobile, all without a trace of rough-
ness – yet comparable with the firmness of 
Mercedes Benz sedans.”

John Bond of Road & Track commented, 
“Unquestionably the 1953 Lincoln is the 
fastest stock car in America. Acceleration 
does not taper off, it just keeps coming, 
especially in the upper speed ranges. Top 
speed of 115mph is allied to power brakes 
that are faultless and roadholding that is 
excellent.”

The high-efficiency, low friction short-
stroke V8 with 91 square inch piston area, 
gave great gas mileage for such a big and 
powerful car – Bond got “17 mpg at 60 
to 70 mph, and 13.5mpg at higher speeds 
using maximum performance.” (The former 
on two barrels - latter on four)!

Superior American manufacturing 
technology is illustrated in a driver’s manual 
that (like Cadillac) simply states “no break-
in period is necessary. From the start just 
drive as required.” This contrasts with the 
lengthy running-in instructions in contem-
porary Mercedes, BMW and Alfa operating 
manuals-even those of many years later! 
Along with Cadillac and the formidable 
Chrysler “hemi” V8 Imperial, these were 
the cars that set the standard for the rest 
of the world’s luxury automobiles. Models 
of similar specification and stature did not 
appear from Rolls and Mercedes until the 
following decade. And then only in penny 

packets – Lincoln built 40,000 cars in 1953 
alone! Its fine new V8 was the basis for the 
later Ford and Mercury engines.

Undoubtedly one of the great Lincolns, 
the sort of model the Ford executive was 
thinking of when talking to the Wall Street 
Journal. Henry Leland and Edsel Ford 
would have been very pleased indeed. And 
a pleasure to me also at request of Beaded 
Wheels – to make this brief evaluation of 
such a remarkable automobile that had a 
profound influence on the whole range of 
Ford motor cars.  bw

Since writing the above, I have learned 
that Stutz in America had a design of 
independent ball-joint type suspensions in 
production well before Citroen and Jaguar! 
However, this was not the regular Stutz 
automobile. It was the Pak-Age Car, a 
delivery vehicle designed for town use. 
The design dated from 1925. Its distribu-
tion was made through Stutz dealerships in 
the USA during 1927. Production ended in 
1938 after 1,600 units had been sold. Some 
survive today. Springing was by transverse 
leaf, like Studebaker IFS. The leaf spring 
formed the upper arm, and the lower link 
was an A-arm. This suspension was used 
both front and rear, and photos show the 
ball joints clearly visible!

diagrams to end (with a bit of luck) at the 
Whangaparaoa miniature railway. Twenty-
two vehicles participated and we would like 
to see this become an annual event.

It also gave us a look at Cedric and 
Beryl Stockman’s new restoration, a 1928 
Plymouth model Q roadster on it’s first 
outing. Special guests Bob Ballantyne 
representing the Management Committee 
and our Auditor, Forbes Greenfield, attend-
ed the Branch Dinner where our trophies 
were presented. 
Des Waters Trophy Tom and Maureen Belch
Ron Coleman Trophy Wilbur and Ayleen Brown
Watts Trophy Dave Henderson
Clubman of the Year John Downie

Gymnic Robyn Hawkes (yes she 
beat the men)

Eight cars from the Alvis Club met with 
a few of ours for a visit to Ascension 
Wines and Morris and James Pottery, then 
to Kaipara Flats Airfield for lunch. Wind 
conditions forced the cancellation of the 
proposed fly-in but the inspection of planes 
in the hangars easily filled in the time till 
the Alvis convoy left for State Highway 
16. 

The Kowhai Festival held annually at 
Warkworth had a great turnout and with an 
estimated 30,000 attending was a good time 
to display our branch’s flag.

October’s run by Clive Nicholls started 
at the Wellsford Railway Station and headed 
east onto metalled roads and a roundabout 

way to the Tomarata Hall and the seal. A 

straight run to Mangawhai up the coast 

and a stop at Langs Beach before heading 

to Waipu, lunch and the Waipu Museum. 

What a collection of local history. Well 

worth a visit. 

We welcome new members Barry and 

Hazel Ridings with a 1955 Ford Zephyr and 

Peter Lloyd with a 1965 Ford XP sedan.

IDLE TORQUE Continued from page 47
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All correspondence to: PO Box 43-009, Mangere.
Office & Showroom: 207 Buckland Rd, Mangere, Auckland.

Phone 09 275 5316 • Fax 09 275 6882 • email: vet.vin@xtra.co.nz

Equip your vehicle from New Zealand’s largest range of 
antique & classic tyres from

Est 1975

EARLY FORD PARTS 1909 - 1931
Veteran & Vintage stock an extensive range of new & used Model T and 

A Ford parts along with general restoration supplies

1925 Davis on 600 x 20 whitewall tyres. Owner Rod Welch

WE STOCK THE WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS
Firestone   Lucas   Denman   Dunlop   Coker   Excelsior SS or BE 
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